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Executive Summary

1992 JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT

The Committee finds compelling evidence that the American economy has gone badly off track and that, under present policies, neither the short-run nor the long-run outlook for the economy is particularly encouraging.

In its FY93 Budget and the 1992 Economic Report of the President, the Administration projects the weakest recovery on record and lays out a scenario for the future in which the economy operates at far below its potential for many years. This is a very disturbing change from previous Administration reports and represents an admission that even their own policies offer little prospect for achieving strong, sustainable growth.

The Committee believes that we should not, as a nation, lower our sights and accept the economic future that the Administration has in mind for us.

America today faces a double economic challenge. First, we must revive economic growth to close the gap between actual and potential growth as soon as possible. Second, we need to take steps to ensure more vigorous long-term growth.

The recession has brought into stark relief many of the problems built up over more than a decade. Chapter I of this report provides extensive evidence that the foundations of American prosperity have been allowed to decay. As the Economic Report of the President points out, the best single indicator of an economy's performance is the rate at which productivity—real output per hour of work—is growing. Unfortunately, the Report shows that productivity growth is inadequate either to provide a rising standard of living or to maintain our position in the global economy.

Other basic indicators, such as the rate of investment and the competitiveness of American firms in international markets—which directly
affect the quality of jobs for American workers—have also been disappointing. The economic growth of the 1980s was powered by an enormous increase in debt by all sectors of the economy, not by improved economic fundamentals.

The benefits of growth in the 1980s were also distributed very unequally. Chapter II reviews the evidence on wages and finds clear proof that pay either stagnated or declined for the vast majority of American workers over the past decade.

Average family incomes have risen somewhat more than individual wages because families are working longer hours. In addition, "averages" are quite misleading given the unequal distribution of income. The vast majority of income gains have gone to families at the very top end of the income distribution. Tax policy, which once helped reduce income disparities, now contributes to them, with the largest benefits going to the top 1 percent of families.

For much of the 1980s, massive borrowing sustained economic growth. After 1988, however, economic growth slowed to a crawl, and the economy tipped into recession in the summer of 1990. Chapter III shows that the current recession is part of a pattern of deteriorating economic performance lasting over three years—the longest period of sub-par performance in the entire postwar period. The substantial "overhang" of problems left over from the 1980s—empty office buildings; debt-laden corporations; bankrupt financial institutions; and severely constrained federal, state and local governments—will make for painfully slow growth during the 1990s.

Chapter IV makes the case for a number of policy changes which would help ignite a quicker recovery from the current recession. Further monetary ease, combined with a different approach to debt management by the Treasury, should help lower both short-term and long-term interest rates. Long overdue reforms in unemployment insurance could restore the ability of this program to replace income lost in a recession and bolster the recovery process. Assistance to state and local governments would enable them to contribute to growth rather than impeding it by raising taxes and cutting spending. Finally, a concerted international effort on behalf of world growth is urgently needed.

It is equally important to work toward improvements in the long-term growth path for the economy. Chapter V addresses the changes in policy needed to restore the economic foundations for growth. All economic
actors have roles to play, and, for its part, government needs to refocus on the long term, which means dramatically increasing the priority placed on investment.

Government has two kinds of responsibility: to facilitate private investment and to undertake directly the kinds of public investment that are the necessary complements to expanded economic activity and enhanced efficiency in the private sector. The Federal Government can provide a more supportive climate for private investment through deficit reduction, an effective trade policy, and enhanced support for private research and development. Governments at all levels also need to undertake the kinds of needed public investments in infrastructure, education and training, and R&D, which have been neglected over the past decade.

This will require large sums of money, and the Federal Government, while constrained by the deficit, is not immobilized. The end of the Cold War should permit a substantial shifting of resources from military spending into domestic investment needs. The principle obstacle to mobilizing the "peace dividend" is the artificial "wall" separating domestic from military spending. Removing this artificial barrier could unlock substantial resources for a renewed commitment to public investment, as well as for deficit reduction.

The challenge for economic policy is to ensure that the transfer minimizes economic disruption, while building a strong foundation for growth in the future.

America has faced similar challenges in the past, adjusting to rapid build-downs of military spending following World War II, Korea, and Vietnam. In both of the latter instances, the defense cutbacks were accompanied by recessions far more serious than the brief downturn of 1945 and by relatively weak recoveries. A basic difference between these three periods was the attitude of government toward using military resources to strengthen the economy. In 1944, the Administration presented a full legislative agenda designed to convert resources and maintain incomes. By contrast, in the other two periods, the Administration opposed government action, letting the market adjust on its own.

We recognize the lessons of the past, and strongly endorse the concept of a Marshall Plan for America, with the active commitment of government to facilitate the conversion process through an economic strategy to shift from military to civilian production.
Chapter I

AN ECONOMY OFF TRACK

In examining a broad range of data on past and present performance, the Committee finds strong evidence that the American economy has gone badly off track in recent years. In a number of critical areas, performance was strong for more than two decades following World War II, but deteriorated markedly in the 1970s. During the 1980s, a period of economic expansion failed to reverse this deterioration, and instead added new structural problems to a troubled economy.

Evidence that the American economy is fundamentally off track can be found in many areas, but four stand out as the core of our problem: productivity, investment, competitiveness, and debt.

SLOW PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH

As this year's *Economic Report of the President* points out, the best single summary indicator of the performance of an economy is the rate at which productivity—real output per hour of work—is growing. While other measures of economic performance, such as GDP growth, can be increased simply by putting a larger fraction of the population into the labor force, and having each worker put in more hours of effort, the rate of productivity growth measures improvements in economic efficiency.

The Nation cannot be complacent about the fundamentals of economic growth and productivity. Quite simply, without adequate productivity growth, America's standard of living will neither keep pace with the expectations of our citizens nor remain the highest in the world.

[1992 *Economic Report of the President* p. 29]

Unfortunately, the *Economic Report* provides compelling evidence that recent productivity growth is inadequate either to meet the expectations of our citizens for a growing standard of living or to maintain our position in the global economy.
Figure 1—taken directly from this year’s Economic Report of the President—shows the problem clearly. Fifty years of 1.9 percent average annual productivity growth from 1889 to 1937 was followed by nearly 40 years of 3 percent average annual growth, only to collapse to a mere 0.9 percent average annual growth rate in the years since 1973.

The meaning of this slowdown in productivity growth was described well by William Niskanen, former member of President Reagan’s Council of Economic Advisers in testimony before the Committee:

At the prior rate of productivity growth, productivity and our potential standard of living doubled in 24 years. At the present rate, output per hour will double in about 72 years—a dramatic change in the rate at which the economic well-being of the American population will increase. If the productivity growth of the quarter century from 1948 to 1973 had continued to date, real GNP now would be 40 percent higher than it is.
One major result of slow productivity growth is that Americans now need to work longer to produce any given increase in overall output. Figure 2 looks at average annual rates of growth in total output from the private business sector in two periods: 1947-1973 and 1973-1989.

The figure shows two important facts. First, the overall annual rate of growth has slowed from a 3.7 percent average in the first period to a 2.6 percent average in the second. More striking is the fact that increased hours of work accounted for the majority of increased output in the second period, while increased productivity was clearly the dominant factor in output growth in the first. Prior to 1973, Americans achieved increased output largely by "working smarter." Today, the mechanism of growth is simply to work longer.

America’s prolonged productivity slump represents an indictment of both economic policy in the public sector and economic performance in the private sector. Rather than confront the unpleasant facts about our productivity problem, many have sought refuge in explanations which minimize the significance of the problem. Two of these deserve closer examination.
The first is the fact that, while overall productivity growth in the U.S. economy has been disappointing, the manufacturing sector has achieved significantly higher rates of growth in productivity. This suggests to some that our overall productivity problem is largely one of measuring productivity in a service economy.

While measured productivity growth in manufacturing in the United States has been stronger than overall productivity, U.S. manufacturing continues to post lower growth rates than the manufacturing sector in a number of our major competitors. As William Niskanen told the Committee:

In manufacturing, productivity growth was unusually high in the United States in the 1980s; in fact, higher than in the prior period. For all that, that was about midway among the industrial countries, exceeded by Korea, Taiwan, Japan, Britain, and even Italy.

There are also serious questions about whether U.S. statistics on manufacturing overstate productivity gains in the computer sector, and whether they accurately capture the increasing practice of contracting out functions to "service" firms.

There is also some concern about the method by which U.S. manufacturing firms increased measured productivity. Instead of expanding productive capacity by refitting factories with more modern and productive equipment, U.S. manufacturing derived a large share of its improved productivity growth from shrinking capacity and closing factories. By taking older plants out of production, U.S. manufacturing raised overall productivity, but at the cost of a smaller industrial base. This approach to raising productivity has meant that a significant share of total domestic demand for manufactured goods has been supplied by imports, since domestic capacity was scrapped rather than expanded.

Richard Belous of the National Planning Association described this approach toward productivity growth in the following words:

Essentially in the 1980s we raised manufacturing productivity by downsizing blue-collar workers. The productivity gains that we have seen in manufacturing have not come because of an extraordinary burst of capital formation, it has happened because of a fantastic downsizing of workers.
The second argument for complacency is that the productivity slowdown is a worldwide phenomenon, not confined to the United States. It is certainly true that other countries have experienced a similar slowdown in productivity growth, but Professor Robert Gordon of Northwestern University warned the Committee that the American experience was significantly different from that of our major competitors.

For all major countries, productivity growth was especially strong from 1948 to 1973, then slowed perceptibly in the 1970s and 1980s. But in every country except the United States, Gordon found that the rate of productivity growth during the 1980s exceeded the rate of growth for the preceding century. Only the United States was unable to increase the productivity growth rate from that prevailing in the past century. (See Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1870-1973</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-90</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-90 Compared to the Previous Century</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
<td>+0.7</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Robert Gordon, Northwestern University

Productivity is closely tied to investment, since healthy productivity growth requires a steady improvement both in the skills of the work force and the machinery with which they work. Unfortunately, recent U.S. investment experience has been disappointing in two aspects: low relative to our own past, and low relative to the investment performance of other countries.
Private Investment in Physical Capital. Figure 3 shows the performance of private nonresidential investment in the American economy since World War II. It measures annual net nonresidential private-sector investment (after subtracting depreciation) as a share of net national product. Net investment represents each year's addition to the Nation's stock of productive capital. Since the early 1970s, this indicator has been on a downward trend. There have been periods when this indicator has grown strongly, but each such growth spurt has topped out at a lower fraction of net product.

It is important to note that this steady downward trend in net private investment continued during the 1980s, at a time when extraordinary public policy efforts were made to encourage business investment through tax subsidies and deregulation. As Professor Paul Krugman of MIT pointed out to the Committee:
During the decade of supply-side economic policies, when tax changes, regulatory changes, everything possible was done to provide a pro-business, pro-investment climate, a time when all sort of policies were rationalized on the grounds that they would lead to greater incentives, greater investment and therefore, growth, private investment as a share of gross national product was a little bit lower than it was in the previous decade. In other words, the policies that have been followed up until now have not even made the first step in the right direction. Not only didn't they promote growth through higher investment. They didn't even deliver the higher investment.

Figure 3 shows that the investment performance of American industry has declined relative to our own history, suggesting that we might be content merely to recover the investment levels of the early postwar period. But American investment performance has always been low relative to other countries, and even a return to the investment performance of the 1960s would still leave a considerable investment gap between us and the rest of the world. As this year's Economic Report of the President points out:

Among major industrialized countries, the United States had the lowest investment rate and the lowest rate of productivity growth in recent decades. According to a recent OECD survey, U.S. gross investment as a fraction of gross national product averaged 19 percent in 1971-80, and 18 percent in 1981-89; the corresponding figure for Japan was 29 percent. Between 1950 and 1979, the United States had the lowest rate of growth of capital per worker among the "group of seven" industrial countries (the others being Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and the United Kingdom). In 1979 the U.S. capital stock was estimated to be 73 percent older than Japan's. [p. 93]

As the quotation suggests, 1979 is the last year for which we have comparable data on the relative age of the capital stock. Yet gross investment trends suggest strongly that the "capital gap" between the United States and other major countries has grown steadily throughout the 1980s.

As a nation, we systematically invest 5 to 7 percent less of our GDP than do our major economic competitors. In a competitive world, the consequences of such underinvestment are an inevitable decline in relative living standards, an erosion of technological advantage in a broad range of industries, and diminished work opportunities for our citizens.
The data in both of these figures define "investment" very broadly. A closer look at the details of investment in the United States reveals an even more troubling pattern in the qualitative composition of investment in this country.

What matters for long-term economic growth is the rate of increase in the productive capital stock—the plant and equipment with which workers labor to produce GDP. In the United States, however, a large fraction of total investment in the 1980s went into areas whose contribution to productivity is, at best, questionable.

During the 1980s, an unusually large fraction of total investment went into commercial real estate. Generous treatment by the tax code and a rush of capital into this sector, following the deregulation of the financial system, were responsible for an increase in commercial building from 21 percent of total private investment in nonresidential structures in 1977 to over 38 percent in 1985.

Commercial real estate obviously makes some contribution to national growth: offices are in a sense the "capital" with which service-sector workers produce output. But the evidence is quite compelling that a large fraction of real estate investment has created excess space which no one is using.

Figure 4 provides one measure of excess in commercial building. It shows that the available office space per service-sector employee rose to unprecedented heights during the 1980s. It is but one measure of the "overhang" of excessive building which took place in the 1980s, an overhang which is likely to take years to work off.

American investment in equipment, on the other hand, has lagged badly during the 1980s. A recent comparative study by two Harvard economists, J. Bradford De Long and Lawrence H. Summers, finds a strong link between investment in durable equipment and national economic growth: each 1 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) invested in equipment causes GDP to increase by one-third of a percentage point per year. This is a much stronger association than that between economic growth and any other component of investment, according to the study.
By this calculation, business investment in equipment has failed to increase the U.S. growth rate since the mid-1970s. Figure 5 shows two important trends in U.S. equipment investment. First, equipment investment was on a steady upward trend as a share of GDP until the mid-1970s. After that time, equipment investment as a share of GDP remained essentially unchanged, despite considerable variation over the business cycle. Equipment investment today is no higher as a share of GDP than it was in 1979.

But the figure also shows a disturbing trend in the composition of equipment investment. Since the mid-1970s, the only component of business equipment investment showing an increase as a share of GDP was investment in computers, and information processing equipment. All other types of investment, including industrial and transportation equipment, showed a decline as a share of GDP over the period.
While rising investments in computers and communications equipment may indeed have helped productivity growth in some sectors, some economists have questioned whether much of this investment has been productive. In contrast, there is broad agreement that investment in industrial equipment enhances overall productivity growth, and a concern about the failure of this important category to grow during the 1980s.

In comparative terms, U.S. investment in plant and equipment is clearly inadequate. According to estimates by DRI, Japan in 1989 spent more in dollar terms on plant and equipment than did the United States—$628 billion compared to $520 billion for the United States. That is particularly striking because the Japanese economy is only about half the size of ours.

As a result of much higher capital spending levels, the level of technological modernization in Japanese firms is significantly higher than among U.S. firms.
In developing new products and processes, Japanese firms devote almost double the share of total project costs to tooling and equipment than American firms.

Japan now uses numerically controlled machine tools at 1.5 times the U.S. rate: 27 per thousand manufacturing workers, compared with 18 per thousand workers in the United States.

Japan also employs about seven times as many industrial robots per thousand workers as does the United States. West Germany, Sweden, and several other countries have higher robot densities than the United States.

Ninety-three percent of Japanese steel is continuously cast; the comparable figure for the United States is 60 percent.

Taken together, the investment trends of the 1980s suggest a pattern that is clearly inadequate in the aggregate, and distributed in ways that do not achieve the fastest possible rate of growth in the productivity of the economy. One of the country's leading experts on investment and productivity, Professor Robert Gordon of Northwestern University, told the Committee:

The investment boom of the 1980s resulted in the "see through" office buildings that litter our cities and suburbs, and thousands of unoccupied rooms in luxury hotels. And all those billions of computer equipment purchased by our service sector could not budge service sector productivity, at least as we measure it. While better measurement helps a bit, Martin Baily and I have argued that much of the computer investment has fallen into a large black hole, as computers sit unused on desks, pile up printouts no one looks at, and makes possible such social annoyances as telemarketing.

Investment in Research. In many industries, investment in research and development holds greater promise for productivity increases than investment in plant and equipment. Despite its importance, it has become clear during the 1980s that American firms are not maintaining a pace of investment in research and development, which is up to the challenge set by our international competitors.
In 1990, American firms spent an estimated $73 billion on R&D, slightly less in real terms than the $70.2 billion invested in 1989. Since 1986, real growth rates in industry-financed R&D have been below 3.5 percent, and the picture for the early 1990s looks, if anything, worse: NSF projects that industry investment in R&D for 1991 will not even keep up with inflation. (See Figure 6).

This pattern of declining R&D growth rates stands in sharp contrast to the pattern prevailing in Japan. Japanese industry’s spending on R&D decelerated sharply in 1986 and 1987 but then rebounded. With the exception of those two years, private investment in R&D in Japan has grown at double-digit rates since 1977.

Given these trends, technology analysts have known that it was just a matter of time until Japanese industry outspent the United States, despite the fact that Japan’s economy is only about half the size of ours. Some recent data suggest that this moment may have already arrived.

**Figure 6**

*Company Funded Research and Development*

*In 1982 Dollars*

---

Source: National Science Foundation.
In 1989, Japanese firms spent between 8.5 trillion and 9.6 trillion yen on research and development. (The range reflects two different estimates of the percent of total Japanese R&D financed by industry. The Japan Economic Institute says it’s about 81 percent; NSF estimates 72 percent.) At the 1989 market exchange rate of 135 yen to the dollar, that’s equivalent to between $63 billion and $70 billion. Preliminary estimates for 1990 suggest that total spending by Japanese industry on research and development may reach 10.72 trillion yen ($80 billion at current exchange rates.)

Some have sought to minimize the significance of Japan’s research and development effort by questioning the use of market exchange rates as the proper mechanism for making international comparisons of research spending. While this may be an interesting theoretical issue, it diverts attention from the important truth that Japanese firms are maintaining a high rate of growth in research spending, while research spending in the United States seems headed for a contraction.

Cost-cutting by U.S. industry appears to be the major reason for this slowdown in research and development spending. While it may make sense for corporations to trim costs in the short run, the long-term consequences are likely to be negative. As Business Week put it in its annual survey of R&D spending:

Corporate America, bedeviled by Japanese manufacturing wizardry and numbed by the recession, is squinting so hard at cost-cutting and tiny improvements in existing processes that it’s in danger of missing the big picture.

Investment in People. Most discussions of investment focus primarily on growth of the physical capital stock and the technology base of the economy. Recent work on the theory of economic growth suggests, however, that a preoccupation with physical capital investment may not hold the key to restoring overall productivity growth. "Human capital"—the skills and knowledge of workers—is turning out to be a more profound influence on national productivity growth than expansion of physical capital alone.

Statistics on the U.S. labor force suggest strongly that neither the public nor the private sector is making the kinds of investments in human resources that are required for a high-growth economy.
Our weak human resource performance involves both formal schooling and workplace training. At the most basic level, United States lags most of its major international competitors in terms of the percent of children enrolled in pre-primary education. Data published by the OECD include the following percentages of enrollment for four-year-olds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percent of Enrollment for 4-year-olds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


While it is difficult to measure the performance of educational institutions directly, several different measures suggest that our system of formal schooling—and secondary education in particular—is not up to international standards. The latest international comparative data show that, while the best American students compare favorably with the best students from other countries in a recently released assessment, the U.S. average scores for math and science at ages 9 and 13 lagged behind the averages of the top ranked countries. Scores on our own SAT tests have improved slightly in the 1980s after a precipitous fall, but progress appears to have stopped for the past several years. (See Figure 7). Michael Peevey, the CEO of Southern California Edison, told the Committee that "only about 20 percent of the people who apply for entry-level jobs are able to pass our tests."
But it is not simply test scores that are at issue. In comparison with many other countries, our "school-to-work" transition is haphazard and less effective. Problems lie both with the secondary school system and with the indifference of a large majority of employers. Schools could do a better job of providing work-related training, especially for the non college-bound. Employers rarely show direct interest in or work closely with schools either to convey the importance of school work or to link it to employment requirements. As Princeton Professor Alan Blinder told the Committee:

But I think one of the fundamental problems we have in getting the school system to work better is that, in some sense, the employers don't care. How well you do in school may have very little to do with where you wind up working, and the kids know that.

This is certainly not the case in countries as diverse as Japan, Sweden, or Germany. An important part of the hiring process in Japan, for example, revolves around the tight relations employers have with schools at all
levels. In Germany, a majority of secondary school students are involved directly with potential employers through an elaborate "dual system" of vocational education and workplace training.

Turning to post-secondary education, on the other hand, it would appear that the United States leads all other nations. According to an OECD study, in 1987-88 the proportion of employed persons with at least one university degree or 4+ years of college was fully 23.4 percent in the United States. This compares with 14.5 in Japan, 6.3 in Germany, and 11.1 in Sweden. Yet, despite a lower proportion of college graduates in these countries, in terms of most measurable indicators—wage growth, productivity growth, international competitiveness—it would appear that they have a more effective system for steadily increasing the skills and productivity of their work force.

A critical problem is that U.S. companies, on average, appear to put much less effort in training workers, and have work organizations where less skill is demanded. Given the fact that 3 out of 4 members of our projected work force in the year 2000 are already in the labor force, this lack of work-place training is a serious impediment to productivity growth.

Figure 8 shows a considerable training gap between U.S. firms, compared with their Japanese competitors, with the gap widest among workers with only a high school education. Japanese high school graduates were more likely to have received some training from their firms than even college educated U.S. workers.

Enterprises in other countries seem considerably more likely to engage in training their workers and to organize work to take advantage of the skills thus learned. Japanese firms, and not just the large ones, invest heavily in training. A 1989 Survey on Vocational Training in Japanese private enterprises showed that enterprises had given formal off-the-job training to over 60 percent of their new hires coming directly from school. The German "dual system" of apprenticeships, which lead to certifiable and recognized skills under the watchful eye of strong employer organizations, strong unions, and government, also seems to succeed in providing initial occupational skills, which lay the basis for still further skill acquisition.
While many factors contribute to our relative neglect of work-place training, a central one appears to be the attitude of management toward their workers. Compared with German or Japanese ones, many more American firms operate on a "hire and fire" model of labor relations. Such a model is considerably less conducive to skill development, on either the part of managers or employees, than is a system more geared to long-term employment relations.

With their long-term commitments to workers, many more Japanese, German, or Swedish firms are more likely to respond to changes in demand and technology by retraining and business diversification than by layoffs, though layoffs certainly do occur. The benefits of employment security go beyond training incentives. If companies face a high cost of firing, there is a clear incentive to continually look to innovate to avoid layoffs. And empirical evidence is accumulating that a skilled work force in a work environment capable of making use of those skills pays off in higher productivity.
This reality is slowly gaining ground among the managers of American companies. A recent issue of FORTUNE pointed out the realities of today's work force:

With fewer young people entering the job market in the 1990s, U.S. companies must also do more to make the work force they already have as productive as possible. Right now, they budget far less for training than overseas competitors, and 68 percent of what they do spend goes to further schooling for college grads—managers, technicals, professionals and supervisors—though the problem (and the opportunity) lies in training craftsmen and production workers.

Public Investment. The final area of investment critical to overall growth in productivity is public investment. Public investment can be defined either narrowly or broadly. The narrow definition includes only traditional public works—the roads, ports, sewers, bridges, and public buildings constructed by federal, state and local governments. The broader definition also includes investment in human and intellectual capital through education, training and public support for research and development.

Even using the narrow definition, the contribution of public investment to the overall economy is quite substantial. According to the 1990 Economic Report of the President:

Roughly one-quarter of the capital stock of the United States is owned by Federal, State, and local Governments. It is typical for discussions of investment behavior to focus on business investment, but Government capital accumulation can also affect growth. Because the value of its product is not revealed through market transactions, the role of Government capital in supporting the economy is sometimes under-appreciated. But inadequate Government infrastructure can impede improvements in productivity growth. [1990 Economic Report of the President]

And inadequate public investment is precisely what we have been experiencing. During the 1950s and 1960s, U.S. governments at all levels were heavy investors in physical infrastructure. At the peak of investment activity in the late 1960s, federal, state and local government investment in infrastructure amounted to almost 4 percent of gross domestic product, according to recently released Commerce Department data. Net public investment—government investment above the amount needed to offset the wear and tear on existing infrastructure—was almost 2.5 percent of GDP.
This period of high government investment was followed by two decades of drought. By the early 1980s, gross government capital investment had fallen to just over 2 percent of GDP, half the previous level, while net investment had fallen to less than 0.5 percent of GDP. The amount of investment by governments in the United States was barely enough to offset the annual depreciation on existing infrastructure. Recently, there has been a modest increase in public investment by state and local governments. Federal investment in infrastructure, however, continued to decline throughout the 1980s as the Reagan-Bush Administration sought to channel Federal resources into defense spending and tax cuts for the wealthy. As a result, the overall level of government investment is still well below its 1968 peak (see Figure 9).

The decline in public investment since the late 1960s is harming the competitiveness of American industry. The investment American business makes each year in new factories, equipment, technology, and training is only one component of competitiveness, albeit a very important one. The network of public infrastructure, which ties the American economy

---
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together, is also an essential component. Without adequate roads, bridges, airports, harbors, water and sewer systems, and schools, business costs would soar and the economy would crumble. Inadequate public investment is also harming the quality of life in many of our states, as illustrated by the case of California (see box).

During the 1950s and 1960s, the efficiency of private capital was enhanced by the growing volume of public capital; by the mid-1960s, each dollar of private capital was supplemented by almost 60 cents of public capital, measured in 1987 dollars. Today, by contrast, each dollar of private capital is supplemented by only 43 cents of public capital, a decline of almost one-third during the last quarter century.

The amount of public capital per private-industry worker has also declined significantly, from $33,000 per worker (in 1987 dollars) in 1975 to $29,000 per worker today.

Statistical studies have shown a close correlation between public capital per worker and national rates of productivity growth. Such a statistical connection should not be surprising: deteriorating roads lead to increased vehicle maintenance costs, and air traffic delays produce missed meetings and wasted time. There is a more direct connection between private-sector productivity and public investment in education. Unskilled workers cannot master the complex processes that characterize best-practice manufacturing techniques.
THE PUBLIC INVESTMENT PROBLEM IN CALIFORNIA

In the late 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, California made massive investments in public education, transportation, the State water plan and other basic systems. California has benefitted enormously from that investment. Its higher education system—the community colleges, State universities, and the University of California—were viewed nationally as the model to be followed by others. This tripartite system provided everyone with a high school diploma the opportunity for a higher education and, hence, greater economic opportunity.

Today, this is changing. California’s primary and secondary education system ranks among the lowest in the Nation in per-pupil expenditures. This translates into overcrowded classrooms and inadequate material support. At the higher educational level, high school graduates no longer are assured they can enter a community college or public university and often, if they do, they cannot take the classes they wish.

Also, today the physical infrastructure of California is either cracked or breaking. Regular media reports note a deteriorating quality of life, pollution, water shortages, unaffordable housing, traffic congestion and freeway gridlock, and beleaguered industries.

The very qualities of life that brought millions upon millions of people to California over the past 50 years are disappearing. Yet, the State’s rapid population growth will continue.

Excerpt from the testimony of Michael Peevey, CEO, Southern California Edison
A third area of concern relates to the competitiveness of the American economy. Over the past two decades, America has moved from a relatively autonomous economy to one highly integrated into world trade and world markets. In 1959, exports and imports combined accounted for only 8.8 percent of U.S. GDP, a much lower percentage than for any other major country. By 1991, that figure had more than doubled to 22.6 percent of GDP.

Given the nature of modern technology, there is every reason to expect that the importance of trade for the American economy will continue to grow through the coming decades. For a whole range of products, particularly those which require massive new investments in capacity and technology, the effective market must be a global one.

For much of the 1980s, meeting the challenge of international competition posed serious problems for American industry. Partly as a result of poor macroeconomic policy, imports soared and exports stagnated during the first half of the 1980s, leading to significant job loss in sectors of the economy exposed to foreign competition. The sharp erosion of our trade balance and the consequent shift from a creditor to a debtor position in international markets gave rise to growing concern about the competitiveness of American industry.

After 1986, however, the U.S. trade deficit began to decline as export growth outpaced the growth in imports. This turnaround prompted some to conclude that American industry had solved the competitiveness problem.

While the turnaround in trade provides some welcome relief for industries exposed to international trade, the United States continues to run the world's largest trade deficits, and the competitiveness problem of American industry is far from solved.

The term "competitiveness" refers to the ability of an economy to generate a rising standard of living for its workers by producing goods and services for sale in international markets at prices which permit a steady increase in wages and profits for producers. As Admiral Inman notes in the adjacent box, "competitiveness" is really about the quality of jobs in an economy.
COMPETITIVENESS, JOBS AND THE FUTURE

When I retired in 1982 from my government service, after looking at a lot of options, I elected to get involved in creating a joint research venture created by competing companies in an industry because of their perception—not a government perception—that they were beginning to lose their competitive edge with regard to the Japanese.

For me the ultimate issue here is jobs. I listened to the macroeconomists say how wonderfully the country has benefitted from these cheap products of great quality and that overall the consumers benefitted. I accept that as valid and set it aside as essentially irrelevant when I think about my country and think about the standard of living that I hope my children and their friends will have.

I look at the period of 1982 to 1988 when we created 8.8 million new jobs in this country. Well, when you look more carefully, we actually created 10.4 million new jobs in what we loosely call the service sector, from investment bankers to fast food emporiums. We lost 1.2 million jobs in manufacturing and 400,000 in the extractive industries. Of the 1.6 million jobs lost, the average weekly wage was $444. Of the 10.4 million created, the average weekly wage was $272.

So, for a great many of our citizens who were working in the 1980s, their standard of living had declined, and that has been largely obscured because the economists look at household income, and increasingly indeed there were two adults working to keep that family income growing.

Well, I am absolutely persuaded that we are not only losing our competitive edge in many industries, not just a few, but that directly translates to jobs for American citizens, and unless we address these problems, that trend is indeed going to continue.

Excerpt from testimony of Admiral Bobby Inman
Because of this broad definition, it is a mistake to measure competitiveness simply by the trade balance. A nation’s trade balance can improve for a number of reasons, some of which have little to do with its ability to generate a rising standard of living for its workers.

Figure 10 shows the recent performance of the U.S. merchandise trade balance. After a steep descent into deficit in the early 1980s, a turnaround is evident after 1985. For three years, export growth was very rapid and substantially exceeded the rate of growth in imports. After 1989, however, export growth slowed down and import growth picked up, slowing the rate of improvement in the trade balance. The recession brought about renewed improvement in the trade balance, largely through a collapse in imports which reflected the overall stagnation of purchases in the economy.

The improvement in the U.S. trade balance was driven by three principal factors, none of which reflect improved living standards in the United States. First, the dollar fell sharply against other currencies starting in
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1985. This raised the price of imports into the United States and lowered the price of U.S. goods in foreign markets. While this boosted sales, it also lowered the purchasing power of U.S. workers relative to workers abroad. The Competitiveness Policy Council, an advisory panel created by the 1988 Trade act, explicitly rejected exchange-rate devaluation as a solution to our competitiveness problem.

The second reason for trade balance improvement is that the U.S. economy after 1985 grew at rates substantially slower than our major trading partners. This kept the rate of demand growth for all goods—including imports—below the rates in other countries, but it also meant that U.S. incomes were growing more slowly than incomes abroad.

Finally, as will be shown in the next chapter, the wages paid to U.S. production workers have continued to decline even as the trade balance has improved. A significant portion of the increased attractiveness of U.S. goods in international markets is accounted for by falling wages for U.S. workers. There is no reason to assume that this is a winning strategy for the U.S. economy over the long term.

Restoring the trade balance by lowering wages, depreciating the currency, and damping down the growth rate are unsatisfactory responses to the challenge of international competition. The United States must find a way to post a sustainable trade balance with a stable currency, high growth rates, and rising wages for our producers.

The United States cannot meet this objective by pursuing a low-wage growth strategy. There are simply too many potential producers in the world with wage rates a tiny fraction of our own to make such a strategy possible. Instead, the United States must compete in world markets as a producer of "premium" goods and services—those which permit firms to pay high and rising wages to their workers.

The key to capturing markets for "premium" goods is improved technology and enhanced productivity of workers. The United States must increase the production of new ideas, increase the rate at which new technologies are integrated into the production process, and increase the "human capital" of workers to make them more efficient users of new technology. Instead, available evidence suggests that U.S. firms continued to lag badly behind our foreign competitors during the 1980s.
With respect to technological innovation, several recent studies have concluded that U.S. industry is falling behind its international rivals. Evidence is mounting that U.S. prowess in technological innovation is slipping. Last year, a study by the Commerce Department looks at 12 emerging technologies that will be critical to future economic prosperity. The list includes such things as superconductors, biotechnology, optoelectronics, and high-performance computing. The study concluded that, in terms of trends (rather than current status) in world competition, the United States is "losing badly" to Japan in 4 of the 12 technologies, "losing" in 6, "holding" in 2, and "gaining" in none.

A more recent report by the Council on Competitiveness, a group of major private U.S. firms, re-emphasized the problem, saying: "The U.S. position in many critical technologies is slipping and, in some cases, has been lost altogether. Future trends are not encouraging."

One useful indicator of technological leadership is patents, yet Table 3 shows that U.S. firms have ceded ground to foreign competitors in patents granted in the United States. Foreign patent statistics show an even less impressive showing by U.S. firms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>TOP PATENT WINNERS IN THE UNITED STATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric</td>
<td>Hitachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayer</td>
<td>Toshiba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>Canon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Navy</td>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>General Electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>Fuji Foto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>Eastman Kodak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westinghouse Electric</td>
<td>Philips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td>IBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motors</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
But the production of new technological knowledge is not the only key to improved competitiveness. Michael Dertouzos, the chairman of MIT's Commission on Industrial Productivity, recently summed it up. He said, "We value creativity and innovativeness, and we don't value production. But the money is not in invention, it's in production."

Evidence of the eroding U.S. competitive position in production can be found in data on the share of world markets for important products that is claimed by U.S.-based producers. Figure 11 shows the eroding market-share of U.S. producers in one critical area—semiconductors—but the story is similar in a number of other high value-added products.

It is important to recognize that a continuation of these trends in market share will eventually lead to the elimination of U.S. production of critical high-technology and high-value added goods, as the investments required to stay competitive can no longer be justified by the declining market share. Such an outcome would leave the United States without a strong base in the kinds of industries that are most likely to be able to pay high and rising wages to workers.

**FIGURE 11**
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The problems of slow productivity, stagnant wages, inadequate investment, and diminished competitiveness are not new. They have been part of our economic landscape for some time, and were cited as reasons for the radical experiment in economic policy undertaken during the 1980s under the banner of "supply-side" economics.

The basic tenet of "supply-side" economics was that years of policy focus on aggregate demand had undermined the efficiency of the supply side of the economic equation. Proponents argued that with supply constrained by excessive regulation and burdensome taxation, attempts to stimulate demand would quickly confront inadequate productivity growth and turn into increased inflation rather than increased real output.

To deal with these structural problems, President Reagan adopted a version of supply-side economics which emphasized four elements: substantial cuts in tax rates combined with tax incentives for business; large cuts in federal domestic spending and large increases in defense spending; a reduction in economic and social regulation; and a steady reduction in the growth of the money supply to control inflation.

In retrospect, it is clear that these policy changes were based on a faulty approach to the Nation's problems. Except for reducing inflation, the program failed to deliver on every one of its promises.

As Table 4 shows, net investment in the U.S. economy was lower during the 1980s than during either the 1960s or 1970s, not higher as promised. Productivity failed to rise; the annual growth of nonfarm productivity was actually lower during the 1980s than it was during the 1970s. Despite the promise that lower tax rates would stimulate work and savings, the savings rate actually was lower during the 1980s than it was during the 1970s, and the percent of eligible workers actually in the labor force—the labor force participation rate—grew substantially faster during the 1970s than during the 1980s. Nor were the 1980s good times for those who had jobs: real compensation per hour was flat during the 1980s, compared with modest growth in the 1970s and strong growth in the 1960s.
Chapter I  AN ECONOMY OFF TRACK

The radical shift in economic policy undertaken in the name of supply-side economics did not deliver on its promise of strengthening the fundamentals of the American economy. Yet, the 1980s did see a recovery in economic activity, which was long by historical standards. Unfortunately, this long recovery was built not on solid foundations of increased productivity and investment, but on the very shaky foundations of massive debt.
Figure 12 shows the extraordinary runup of debt by all sectors of the economy during the 1980s. What is particularly striking about the figure is the substantial stability of the debt to GDP ratio over most of the post-war period, followed by a huge rise in the ratio during the 1980s.

The buildup of debt in the 1980s was a remarkably broad-based phenomenon. All sectors of the society shared in the debt-creating process for reasons which appear to be related to both the long-term deterioration in the overall performance of the economy and to the short-term changes in economic policy that were initiated early in the decade.

Policy changes were almost entirely responsible for the huge rise in the annual federal deficit. Early in the decade, the deficit was increased substantially by a combination of massive tax cuts and significant increases in military spending. The excessive nature of the 1981 tax cuts was acknowledged through a series of tax increases during the middle of the decade, but by then the deficit had momentum of its own as interest payments on the old debt became the fastest growing item in each year’s current budget.

![Figure 12](image-url)
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Households also accumulated debt at a record rate, apparently driven by two factors—the slowdown in income growth and the increased availability of credit. Financial deregulation resulted in relaxed lending criteria, making credit available in large volumes to households which would previously not have been able to borrow. And the household disposition to borrow increased significantly as income growth failed to keep up with expectations. The income slowdown will be discussed in detail in the next section, but Figure 13 shows that families clearly compensated for inadequate income by increased borrowing and decreased savings.

Corporations also took on debt at record rates during the 1980s. Some of the debt increase was used to finance new capacity, but much of it was used simply to rearrange assets and to replace equity with debt on corporate balance sheets. It has now become apparent to private industry that much of this debt was unwisely acquired.

![Figure 13: Household Saving and Debt Growth](image)
Throughout much of the 1980s, this Committee had warned about the negative consequences of the debt explosion for the health of the economy. It appears that the recession has finally brought home to borrowers the damaging consequences of excessive debt growth. Figure 14 suggests strongly that the debt explosion of the 1980s is over, and is being replaced by a much more cautious attitude toward debt by both borrowers and lenders.
The U.S. economy is now entering a period when it must cope with the consequences of excessive debt growth during the 1980s. In this new period, the country will confront four problems associated with excessive debt growth in the past.

First, the rapid replacement of equity with debt on corporate balance sheets has left firms extraordinarily vulnerable to business cycle fluctuations. The current recession has brought this lesson home with a vengeance to many corporations, initiating a broad-based movement to "de-leverage" by cutting debt and raising equity. This process is likely to continue for a number of years, leading to continuing corporate efforts to cut costs, eliminate jobs, and trim needed investments in the future.

The second consequence of the 1980s debt explosion has been a severe weakening of financial intermediaries. During the boom years, public supervision of banks and thrifts was virtually eliminated under the banner of "de-regulation". Armed with new powers and new market opportunities, financial institutions willingly provided the credit which fueled the debt explosion. When the debt bubble burst, financial institutions found themselves holding loans on assets which had collapsed in value. Massive failures of savings and loan institutions and the consequent huge increases in federal payments on deposit insurance appear to be only the most dramatic consequence of imprudent lending in the 1980s. It will take years to work off this legacy of bad debt in the financial sector, years in which the willingness of banks to lend to even creditworthy customers is likely to be reduced.

Third, the federal debt explosion of the 1980s has crippled the ability of the government to respond to new problems and meet new challenges. The decision to take on debt in the past was a decision to pay for past spending out of future income. Today, the future is here, and the Federal Government finds that the bills for past spending are crowding out current domestic needs and priorities.
Figure 15 shows the extraordinary claim on current income that is presently being exerted by the policy mistakes of the past. Debt service, which represents the current costs of past deficits, is by far the most rapidly growing segment of the federal budget, and together with payments on deposit insurance—representing the costs of past failures of bank regulation—now accounts for nearly 20 percent of the federal budget.

The final consequence of the debt explosion of the 1980s is the massive accumulation of debts owed to foreigners. Because of the collapse in domestic savings, Americans borrowed from foreigners at record rates during the 1980s to finance both the federal deficit and a substantial portion of private investment. As a result, the United States moved from the world’s largest creditor nation to the world’s largest debtor nation in the space of a few years, as is shown in Figure 16.
The steady deterioration in America's net asset position poses a number of problems for the long-term health of our economy. Our net external debt represents a claim on the future output of the U.S. economy. Meeting those claims will leave less of future product available either for consumption or investment. Continued need for foreign funds to finance our current account deficit also sets limits to our abilities to manage growth in the domestic economy.

Paul Samuelson described the situation well in testimony to the Committee. Likening investment to the planting of trees, Samuelson noted that reliance on capital imports is likely to have consequences whose full import will be known only well into the future:

We are still planting trees of capital. But on those trees, it is clearly marked: Not owned by Americans; owned by foreigners. When the nuts and fruits of those trees become available in a regime of contract and due process, they will become available for the foreign owners.
The preceding discussion has focused primarily on financial debt, but there is another kind of debt which also expanded greatly in the 1980s, an "environmental debt", the burden of which we are passing along to our children.

The magnitude of environmental debt came into focus during the 1980s. Despite the nation's commitment to cleaning up the environment over the past two decades, we continue to degrade our "natural capital"—air, water, and land—at alarming rates, in many cases. Pollution still exacts a toll on human health, the productivity of agriculture, forests, and fisheries, and on the national ecological heritage.

Some of these debts, such as the legacy of toxic waste contamination, are the result of mistakes long since made. Taxpayers will redeem part of this environmental debt; federal liabilities to clean up hazardous waste at defense sites are likely to rival the S&L bailout, and the Superfund cleanup has barely begun. Some environmental damages—like the stubborn problem of urban air quality—are pervasive but extremely difficult to remedy.

Agriculture too appears to be running up considerable environmental "debts". While off-site damage from soil erosion has been estimated between $5 billion to $17.6 billion per year, other water quality degradation, including the chemical contamination of ground water, could add to that estimate considerably.

Other debts, like the increasing risks of future climate change, continue to mount. While it is difficult at this point to measure the ultimate cost of such environmental deterioration, history suggests that cost estimates are more likely to increase as new analysis becomes available rather than decrease.
Chapter II

INCOME GROWTH AND DISTRIBUTION

I start from the fact that everybody in the country, just about, is conscious of a kind of a loss of relative dynamism and competitiveness in the American economy symbolized not by anything that happens from month to month or quarter to quarter, but the stagnation of real family income over a period of a couple of decades.

Robert Solow

The thing that I think is most evasive, where the greatest effort at obfuscation is made in this year’s Economic Report [of the President] is the quite desperate effort to cloud and conceal the extraordinary increase in inequality that has taken place in the United States over the past 15 years.

Paul Krugman

The deteriorating performance of the American economy is brought home to most citizens through their pocketbooks. Slow productivity growth, inadequate investment, slipping technological leadership and mounting debt all affect families most directly through a relentless squeeze on wages and incomes.

Because income is the area in which the failure of economic management is most directly felt by the majority of citizens, the analysis of income statistics has become a battleground of warring interpretations of data.

Confusion in this area is heightened by the complexity of our wage and income statistics. There are a variety of data sources, each with its own set of income concepts and its own limitations. To avoid presenting an unfair or distorted picture of income trends, great care must be taken in choosing income concepts, time periods and data sources. This year’s Economic Report of the President shows some of the ways in which data can be shaped to obscure important elements of the income picture.
Two of the most common abuses of income data need to be understood at the outset. The first involves the use of averages instead of distributions when talking about changes in income over time.

During the 1980s, there has been a pronounced shift toward greater inequality in all measures of income. No matter what the concept—wages, compensation, take-home pay, weekly earnings, family income—those at the very top end of the distribution have done very much better than everyone else.

Even before the recent sharp turn toward inequality, the rich in the United States had commanded a much larger fraction of total income than in other industrialized countries. Figure 17 shows that for 1989 the richest 20 percent of families accounted for more than half of all income. The richest 1 percent alone obtained 13 percent of all income, equal to the share going to the lowest 40 percent of families, and nearly as much as the share going to the middle 20 percent.

Source: Congressional Budget Office.
With large—and growing—disparities in income, it has become very misleading to talk about "average" income growth because the average is massively distorted by the income experience of the few people at the very top of the distribution. Indeed, because the top 1 percent of families account for as large a share of total income as the bottom 40 percent, a 10 percent increase in income at the top has exactly the same statistical effect as an equivalent rise for the bottom 40 percent, despite the enormous differences in the numbers of people affected. A later section of this report will show that between 1977 and 1989 total family income grew by an "average" of $3,340 per family. But two-thirds of all the income growth went to the top 1 percent of families alone.

Because of the extraordinary inequality of the American income distribution, any presentation which reports only averages and not distributions is suspect.

A second common statistical problem involves the selection of base years for income comparisons. The results obtained from examining changes in income between two points in time are extremely sensitive to the precise choice of dates. Incomes tend to fall in recessions and grow during recoveries. If the initial year for a comparison is in the depth of recession, and the end year at the top of an expansion phase, the apparent growth rate will be much stronger than if the two years were at the same point in the business cycle.

To remove the artificial impact of the business cycle on income measurements, all impartial observers select starting and ending dates which are at business cycle peaks.

In looking at income growth during the 1980s, the appropriate base years for comparison are 1979 and 1989. Both years were at the top of the business cycle, and income comparisons between those two years show how incomes moved from the peak of the 1970s' recovery to the peak of the 1980s' recovery. Attempts to make income comparisons between, for example, 1982 and 1989 completely confuse long-term trends with short-term business cycle fluctuations, since the comparison is between the trough of a recession and the peak of a recovery.

Keeping these basic caveats in mind, there appears to be a broad consensus among academic experts on income statistics on the following basic points:
After a quarter century of regular gains, wages for most workers have come to a virtual standstill since the mid-1970s.

Each range of the wage spectrum has fared differently, as the top has gone up, the bottom down, and the middle little changed overall.

Households compensated for stagnant or declining wages by working more hours or putting more workers into the labor force.

Despite additional hours of work, family income growth in the 1980s was lower than in any other expansion in the postwar period.

Growth in family incomes was concentrated largely among the most affluent of American households.

Tax policy has shifted in ways which contributed to growing inequality of after-tax income.

**HOURLY WAGES**

The most basic income concept is that of the hourly wage—the amount earned by an employee for an hour's work. Developing an accurate hourly wage data series requires detailed information on both payments to workers and their hours of work.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics compiles several different measures of hourly pay, the broadest of which is a data series on "real compensation per hour." This income concept covers all workers in all industries, and includes not only money wages, but all additional labor costs for employers, such as health care, pension contributions and contributions for Social Security, Medicare, and unemployment compensation. It is this broad series that the *Economic Report of the President* uses in its analysis of wage trends.

Using annualized data on real compensation, the *Report* presents a chart on p. 96 from which it draws the following conclusion:
... although the year-to-year changes are sometimes small or negative, long term wage growth has been significant. The average real hourly compensation of workers in the U.S. economy has increased 69 percent since 1959 and 11 percent since 1973. [p. 95]

A closer look at the same data reveal a somewhat different conclusion. Figure 18 shows exactly the same data series as is shown in the Economic Report of the President, Chart 3-5, but on a quarterly basis (which provides the most recent information) instead of the annualized basis used in the Economic Report. Using the methodology applied by the Economic Report in its analysis of the long sweep of productivity trends, the figure on real compensation reveals three distinct time trends: a period of rapid compensation growth averaging 2.2 percent per year from 1959 to 1979, a sudden slowing to a mere 0.26 percent per year growth from 1979 to 1989, and a steady decline at a -0.85 percent rate from 1989 to the present.

**Figure 18**

Real Compensation Per Hour
Deflated by CPI-U X1

![Graph showing real compensation per hour with trends and percentage changes from 1960 to 1990.](Image)

Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Real hourly compensation has never before declined during four consecutive years of expansion as it did from 1986 to 1990. Real compensation per hour in the fourth quarter of 1991 stood no higher than in fourth quarter of 1976. Despite the assurances of this year's Economic Report, compensation growth for more than half a decade (including the entire term of this Administration) has been nonexistent, not "significant".

The real compensation data series has a major drawback for measuring wage trends, in that it is an average of the earnings experience of all workers in the economy. Strong growth among very high earners in the overall distribution may cause the "average" measure to show significantly more growth than most workers experience.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics compiles another data series on hourly wages, which comes closer to describing the direct pay of most workers. It reports Average Hourly Earnings of "production and nonsupervisory workers." These data include only direct pay for wages, salaries, holiday and vacation pay and exclude all other employer costs for fringe benefits and statutory payments for Social Security, unemployment insurance, etc. By excluding high-earning managers, supervisors and professionals, this average is probably largely unaffected by the rapid growth at the upper end of the pay scale. Production and nonsupervisory workers make up some 80 percent of the total labor force, however, and this series gives a reasonably accurate picture of wage and salary growth for the "average" American worker.

Figure 19 shows the series for real average hourly earnings, using the same method of adjusting for inflation as was used in the real compensation series. This measure of real wages shows a sharp and steady deterioration in the average wage paid to over 80 percent of American workers since the late 1970s.
Both the real compensation and the average hourly earnings series are aggregate indices compiled for the economy as a whole. Because both data series are derived from aggregate payroll information supplied by employers rather than from data supplied by individual workers, it is not possible to derive any measure of the distribution of wages from either of these series.

Because distribution is an important part of the American income story, researchers have sought other ways to study the wages of individual workers. To do so, they generally turn to a third data source, the Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey. Every March, this monthly survey of some 60,000 households adds a special set of questions about their earnings and hours of work. Since the basic data in this survey are on individuals, it is possible to derive a reasonably clear picture of the changing wage distribution.
Economists Barry Bosworth and Gary Burtless of the Brookings Institution have done a comprehensive study of wage distribution using the Current Population Survey data. They found that wages have either declined or remained stagnant for the bulk of the American labor force over the past decade. Wages for many women have risen over the past decade, but not sufficiently to compensate for falling wages of men. Drawing on that research in his testimony before the Committee, Barry Bosworth noted:

To the extent that there has been any improvement in real wage performance, it is concentrated exclusively in the top fifth of the wage distribution.

Other major industrial countries have not experienced the stagnation in wages observed in this country. As Figure 20 shows, in contrast to the situation here, both in Germany and Japan, growth in hourly pay has been sustained since 1977. In other words, these countries continue to enjoy gains in pay as fast we did during the initial postwar period, although the rate of growth was slower than they themselves had enjoyed prior to 1973.

**Figure 20**

*Real Compensation Per Hour*  
Economy-Wide Estimates
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Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
Under pressure from stagnant or falling wages, Americans have been working longer hours. Much of the increased hours are coming from women who have entered the labor force in large numbers over the past two decades.

Although married couples with children increased their hours of work the most, all family types significantly increased their hours of paid work in the 1980s. A recent preliminary analysis by the Congressional Budget Office found an 8 percent increase in the average annual hours of 18- to 64-year-olds in nonelderly families between 1979 and 1989. As shown in Figure 21, the increases ranged from 5 percent for families composed of single mothers with children to a 10 percent among married couples with children. Adults who had been homemakers are now entering the paid work force. Those who had been part-time or part-year are becoming full-time or full-year employees.
These data are consistent with the discussion of productivity growth earlier in this Report. In the past, it was possible to produce rising national output (and rising worker incomes) through productivity growth. Now, most of our annual growth in output and income comes as a result of more hours worked.

This reality creates two concerns: First, is the American standard of living truly rising, as some indicators would suggest, if income gains come only at the expense of more hours? A recent staff report from the Committee examined this issue, and determined that for a majority of two-parent families with children the answer to this question is no. (See below for further discussion of this issue).

The second concern is whether this pattern can be sustained. Several witnesses made the point that:

Some American families have been able to avoid the implications of stagnant or falling real wages per worker by increasing the number of workers per family. That option is also going to vanish in the 1990s, because the two-earner family is now the norm.

Barry Bosworth

And also we have sent spouses to work to increase the household income, even if the individual incomes fell. Obviously increasing hours worked and increasing spousal work is limiting and can't be done indefinitely. And we are finally running into those limits. And, as a result, the household sector is realizing that they cannot continue to generate the household gains in the 1990s if they continue to have economic conditions such as those of the 1980s.

Donald Ratajczak

The phenomenon of rising hours has not affected all segments of the work force alike. Many adults in poor families, for example, are unable to find enough extra hours of paid work to compensate for their falling wages. This reality helps explain the significant fraction of families who are poor, even though at least one family member has a full-time job. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has reported a considerable rise in the number of people with part-time jobs who desire full-time work, a further indication that some workers are having trouble finding as many hours of work as they would like.
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COMPREHENSIVE DATA ON INCOME GROWTH AND DISTRIBUTION

Official data on income distribution collected and published by the Bureau of the Census are based on a survey of 60,000 households nationwide conducted each March. These official data are the starting point for virtually all analyses of levels and trends in the distribution of income.

But many analysts, including those at the Bureau of the Census, recognize that there are limitations to the official data. The Census data use the official Consumer Price Index, which many analysts believe distorts the inflation picture in the 1970s. Census data also do a poor job in estimating income at the very top of the distribution, both because there appears to be a serious underreporting of property income, such as dividends, interest, and rent; and because income data are "top-coded" so that incomes of $100,000 or more are entered into calculations of averages and totals as "$100,000" rather than their true, larger value.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has invested considerable effort in overcoming these problems. They use the CPI-U-X1 to correct for inflation, and address the underreporting and top-coding issues by adjusting the Census data to make them consistent with data from actual income tax returns as reported to the IRS. This merging of Census and IRS data gives a better picture of the income distribution than either individual source.

These adjustments are essential to obtain an accurate picture, but they are very time-consuming and expensive to undertake. For this reason, the CBO data are widely regarded by responsible analysts as the most comprehensive source on questions of income growth and distribution.

Some have questioned the validity of all CBO income data on the grounds that in 1989 the CBO did not anticipate the sharp decline in capital gains realizations in 1990. This confuses CBO's projections with its actual data. All forecasters, including the Treasury, had similar difficulty predicting capital gains realizations for 1990. The CBO has never been faulted by impartial observers for their merging of Census and IRS data. As evidence of the broad acceptance of CBO methodology, the 1992 Economic Report of the President relied on CBO data in its discussion of income trends, as does this section of the Joint Economic Report.
Family income reflects both the hours worked of all family members and the wages that each member is paid. Figure 22 suggests that families have managed to adjust to falling wages with sufficient increases in hours worked to produce a modest but sustained rise in average family income. It is this data which encourage some to regard the 1980s as a period of rising living standards for the average American family.

The principal problem with this interpretation is that, once again, averages hide important changes in distribution. To get an accurate picture of the income experience of most American families, it is important to know what has happened to families at different income levels.

It is difficult to get an accurate picture of income distribution using Census Bureau data, which seriously undercounts the income of the very richest households. For that reason, many analysts concerned with family income have turned to the data compiled by the Congressional Budget Office, which integrates Census Bureau data with IRS data. Data from the Census Bureau cover many persons who do not file tax returns. Data from the IRS give a more complete picture of the incomes of the incomes of the highest income households (see box on page 47).

Figure 23 takes exactly the same data as in Figure 22, but separates the top 5 percent of families from the other 95 percent. Income growth at the top of the income distribution was so strong during the 1980s that the top 5 percent of families (with incomes averaging $215,000 in 1989) accounted for virtually all the gain in average family income. Average income for the remaining 95 percent of families remained essentially unchanged in real terms over the period, despite a substantial increase in their hours of work.
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FIGURE 22  

Average Family Income  
Index (1977 = 1.00)
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.

FIGURE 23  

Average Family Income by Income Group  
Index (1977 = 1.00)
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.
Table 5 provides a breakdown of the growth in family income between 1977 and 1989. It shows that incomes fell for families in the lower 60 percent of the income scale and grew modestly for the next 20 percent. Income for the top 1 percent of the scale soared from $315,000 to $560,000. That $245,000 gain for the top 1 percent represented $2,450 for every family in the country, that is, two-thirds of the $3,430 average rise in income for all families.

### Table 5

**AVERAGE REAL PRETAX FAMILY INCOME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Family Income (In 1992 Dollars)</th>
<th>Share of Families</th>
<th>Contribution to Change in Average Income (3) x (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977 (1)</td>
<td>1989 (2)</td>
<td>Change (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Q 9,368</td>
<td>8,391</td>
<td>-977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Q 22,333</td>
<td>20,140</td>
<td>-2,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Q 34,505</td>
<td>32,681</td>
<td>-1,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Q 46,772</td>
<td>47,913</td>
<td>1,141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Q 87,268</td>
<td>109,424</td>
<td>22,156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of Which:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81-90% 60,073</td>
<td>65,900</td>
<td>5,827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91-95% 76,525</td>
<td>87,711</td>
<td>11,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96-99% 107,945</td>
<td>132,036</td>
<td>24,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 1% 314,526</td>
<td>559,795</td>
<td>245,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall 40,065</td>
<td>43,495</td>
<td>3,430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Congressional Budget Office
Trends in the tax structure since the 1970s have also favored the highest income families and worked to the disadvantage of middle-income families. Taxes, as a share of income, have been falling for upper-income households and rising for those lower down on the income scale. While the overall effect of tax policy continues to be to produce a distribution of after-tax income which is somewhat more equitable than the distribution of pre-tax income—a phenomenon known as "progressivity"—the equalizing effects of taxes have become much less significant than before.

This year's *Economic Report of the President* goes to remarkable lengths to avoid confronting this reality, by confusing the distinction between the tax burden as a share of income with the tax burden by shares of the population (see box on page 52). The progressivity of the tax system depends on taxes as a share of income rising as incomes rise, not on the share of total taxes paid by those with the highest incomes. The share of taxes paid by the rich has indeed gone up in the 1980s, but only because their share of income has gone up much faster. This shows only that pre-tax income is more unequally distributed, not that the tax system has increased its claim upon the rich.

Figure 24 depicts the loss of progressivity in the federal tax system since the mid-1970s. The figure plots the average effective tax rate for families at different income levels in 1977 and 1992. Under tax laws prevailing in 1977, the federal tax system was modestly progressive, with tax burdens rising as incomes rose. The changes in tax law during the 1980s sharply changed the progressivity of the tax code, particularly at the extreme upper ends of the income distribution.

The dotted line in Figure 24 shows the tax burden as a share of income under 1977 law; the solid line a estimate of 1992 tax burdens under current law. Tax burdens have risen slightly for families at the lower end of the income distribution, remained largely unchanged for those in the middle, and fallen sharply for those at the very top.
DO THE RICH PAY THEIR FAIR SHARE?

Supporters of the tax cutting experiments of the 1980s frequently defend their handiwork by noting that the rich pay a larger share of total federal taxes today than they did before. While this is true, it is a misleading argument concerning the fairness or progressivity of the tax system. The share of total taxes paid by the rich has gone up, but their share of total income has gone up much more. As a result, their tax burden as a share of pre-tax income has gone down substantially.

This year’s Economic Report of the President not only repeats the misleading assertion on the share of total taxes paid by the rich, but it also obscures the truth through selective presentation of the data. They produce two tables on p. 141, the first of which shows federal taxes paid as a share of income for all five quintiles of the population, while the second shows the share of federal taxes paid by each quintile and the top 5 percent.

The inclusion of the top 5 percent in data on the share of taxes paid appears to suggest that the rich are "paying their fair share." The exclusion of the top 5 percent from the table on shares of income paid in taxes is then coupled with the assertion that: "The degree of progressivity of, and the amount of redistribution within, the tax system has not changed significantly since the mid-1970s."

The following table includes the data omitted from the Economic Report of the President (shown in italics). The omitted data shows quite a remarkable reduction in the tax burden for the very richest households and, consequently, a sharp decrease in the progressivity of the tax code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CBO Estimates of All Federal Taxes</th>
<th>(As a percent of Income)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addendum:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 5%</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 1%</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Focusing on the taxes paid by the very richest American families has been seen by some as largely a symbolic exercise, since "there are not enough rich people to make a difference." While it is true that the very rich are not very numerous, they control such a large fraction of total income that their tax rates are of considerable importance to economic policy.

Figure 25 shows what has happened to taxable income and taxes for the top 1 percent of families. In 1977, such families earned an average of $315,000 and paid an average of $112,000 in taxes. By 1989, their pre-tax income had risen 78 percent, to $560,000, but their taxes rose only 34 percent. Because taxes rose more slowly than income, their after-tax income more than doubled (up 102 percent) from the 1977 figure.
In 1989, families in this top 1 percent of families accounted for 13 percent of total family income. They paid tax on this income at an average rate of 26.7 percent. Had they instead paid tax at the 35.5 percent rate prevailing in 1977, total federal tax collections for 1989 would have been $45 billion higher. While the rich may not be numerous, their share of total national income is large enough that significant tax rate reductions have a major impact on total tax revenues.

The principal casualties of the income slowdown are the majority of American families in the first three quintiles of the income distribution. For such families, there appear to be two distinct and acute problems: a relentless "squeeze" on the quality of life for those who have the ability to work longer hours, and persisting poverty for those whose combination of wages and work hours cannot generate a decent income.
Middle-Class Squeeze. The "squeeze" is apparent from a growing body of survey research in which middle class families complain about a declining standard of living, despite small rises in their measured money income. The reasons for their concern is that money income in some respects does not provide a good measure of the standard of living for American families.

Higher incomes are generally seen as indicating higher living standards, but this may not always be the case. If families must put more effort into earning income, or spend more to offset the costs of earning additional income, then living standards may fall even as nominal incomes rise. This is precisely what appears to be happening to a large number of American families.

The recent staff study done for the Committee on two-parent families illustrates the problem. Such families are working significantly longer hours in order to bring home income, and must spend substantially more on things such as clothing and child care in order to earn the additional income. For example, the middle fifth of the income spectrum had 5 percent more real income in 1989 than in 1979 (both peak years of the business cycle). However, families in that group were spending 11 percent more hours at work to bring in that income.

Spending more time in the labor force means that parents not only lose personal time for family and community, but they have new sources of anxiety. Their flexibility to do the day-to-day chores of life is reduced. They also lose some control and confidence in the quality of the work that they no longer do for themselves. According to a recent poll of families conducted by the National Commission on Children, 59 percent of parents said that they would like to spend more time with their children.

Putting more hours into the labor force creates two types of financial costs. First, added expenses for transportation, clothing, buying food away from home, and taxes come with more time in the labor force. Second, services formerly produced at home, such as care of children and elderly, prepared food, cleaning, and repair are bought in the market place.

Combining the loss of family time and the extra expenses associated with earning income, it is clear why families with children might experience a perceived decline in living standards, even if money incomes were rising.
Poverty. For another large segment of families, inadequate income remains a significant problem. With stagnant or declining wages, particularly for workers with less than a high-school education, increasing numbers of poor people find it no longer possible to pull themselves and their families out of poverty through hard work.

In 1990, 13.5 percent of Americans were poor, a significant jump from the equivalent level of 12.8 percent in 1989. The start of the recession mid-way through 1990 was undoubtedly responsible for much of this sharp rise. But it is also true that throughout the 1980s the share of Americans living in poverty was higher than at any point during the 1970s. Herbert Stein put this problem to the Committee in these terms:

You see, for a long time, or for many decades, we were making progress in reducing the proportion of the population that lived in poverty. Now, for the last 10 years or more, that proportion has been fairly flat, aside from minor cyclical fluctuations. I am concerned about the fact that we are not making progress in reducing that.

Why have poverty rates been so high over the past decade, in spite of the economic expansion? Most of the easy explanations for the persistence of poverty do not stand up to close analysis. The poor appeared to have worked harder in the 1980s than in the past, ruling out work effort as a principal cause of persisting poverty. Including in-kind transfers in the measurement of income does not change the pattern of slowing improvement in poverty. The rise of single-parent families does not explain why the recovery of the 1980s did not produce a more rapid fall in poverty.

Instead, the answer to why poverty rates have remained so high lies in the wage rates for poor heads-of-households. For both men and women in the bottom quintile of the family-income distribution, average hourly earnings actually fell between 1979 and 1989 (see box).

Because of declining or stagnating wage rates, the ranks of the working poor are growing. Census Bureau data shows that an increasing share of the poor are people who are working year round and full time, and yet their families remain in real economic hardship. According to a recent study, the proportion of hourly workers paid wages below the three-person poverty level increased substantially from 9.3 percent in 1979 to 15.6 percent in 1989.
POVERTY: THE RESULT OF POOR WAGES

Changes in the wage structure of the economy during the 1980s made it increasingly difficult to escape poverty through hard work. The answer is that earnings of the heads of poor families grew much more slowly with the economic expansion of the 1980s than earnings did over the 1960s.

Labor market involvement was more responsive to economic growth during the 1980s than during the 1960s. Unemployment fell faster; weeks of work among low-income households expanded at a faster rate. In the 1980s, low-income households took advantage of the greater labor market demand even more than they did in the 1960s, which is exactly what you expect to see as the economy grows. If we look only at labor market involvement, we would actually have expected poverty to fall faster in the 1980s than it did in the 1960s.

Among the poorest 10 percent of the population, which is entirely composed of families below the poverty line, real wages actually fell with economic growth. GNP growth of 1 percent in the expansion of the 1960s was correlated with the $2.18 increase in real weekly wages. GNP growth of 1 percent in the expansion of the 1980s was correlated with a .32 cent decrease in weekly wages. Quite a strong difference.

As the economy grew in the 1960s, low-income households both worked more and their wages grew at the same time. The result was a rapid decline in poverty rates. In the 1980s, the poor worked more, but fall in real wages offset the increased hours of work. The result was a much slower decline in poverty rates.

In short, "trickling down" didn't work very well in the 1980s because of flat or declining real wages among low-skilled workers.

Excerpt from the testimony of Rebecca Blank, Northwestern University
How does the poverty rate in the United States compare with that of other countries? As shown in Figure 26, the share of persons in poor families after taxes and transfers is significantly higher in the United States than it is in seven other western industrial countries for which comparisons are possible. Our poverty rate ranges from twice as high as Canada's to over four times the level found in West Germany.

Macroeconomic performance plays some role in generating these differences in poverty, for many of these countries have enjoyed higher rates of growth in both output and wages than we have. But this is only part of the answer. Canada is a useful comparison to make this point.

Canada has an economy with many of the same structural characteristics as our own, and during the 1980s, Canada grew at lower rates than did the United States. Despite less robust macroeconomic growth, poverty in Canada declined steadily during the 1980s. In this instance, the difference lies in a much greater commitment in Canada to both universal (national health insurance) and targeted (low-income tax credits) policies to reduce poverty. The United States, lacking such a commitment, experiences substantially more poverty than any other industrialized nation.
This recession is part of an economic slowdown that began three years ago, primarily reflecting long-lasting factors, such as over building, high debt, weakness in the state and local budget position, and banking problems, and a whole slew of ongoing, long-lasting factors, many of which were created during the 1980s.

Lawrence Chimerine

Deteriorating economic fundamentals and misguided macroeconomic policies finally drove the economy into recession in 1990. For a considerable period of time, the Administration misdiagnosed the nature of the country's economic problems. Michael Boskin, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, told the Committee on July 23, 1991 that:

In my view, the direct effect of the oil price shock, the fact that the net oil imported by the United States would be transferring income to oil-producing exporting countries, combined with the very large, in my view, decline in consumer confidence and business confidence and the uncertainty about when the Gulf crisis would end, when superimposed on an already sluggish economy, drove the economy into recession.

This analysis of the problem encouraged the Administration to ignore the recession and hope that it would soon be over. Throughout 1990 and much of 1991, the official view from the Administration was that the recession would be "short and shallow," and that no fundamental reassessment of economic policy was in order.

Unfortunately, this analysis of the recession was incorrect, and the country has paid dearly for this miscalculation. In this year's Economic Report, the President's Council of Economic Advisers has finally acknowledged the faulty diagnosis offered last year.

It now appears that the structural imbalances in the economy were larger—and were taking longer to work off—than expected; it soon became evident that the oil shock and the war were not the economy's only problems." [1992 Economic Report of the President, p. 40]
Now that the Administration has abandoned the comforting fiction that the current recession was only the result of "temporary" factors, such as the oil shock and the war, it should be possible to base future policy on a more accurate diagnosis of our current ills.

**MONETARY POLICY AND THE RECESSION**

The economy was growing sluggishly for more than a year before the recession began. From the first quarter of 1989 through the second quarter of 1990, growth in the Nation's output of goods and services (real GDP) averaged only 1.5 percent per year, compared to an average rate of 2.5 percent per year over the ten years from 1979 to 1989. Moreover, average growth in the 1980s was slower than in any previous decade since the end of World War II.

The result has been an unprecedented period of slow economic growth. For 11 straight quarters, as Figure 27 indicates, the growth of the economy has been below 2 percent at an annual rate, the longest uninterrupted stretch of sub-par growth in postwar history.

**Figure 27**

Real GDP Growth
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Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
The warning signs [of stagnation] are numerous. They include:

- The virtual elimination of U.S. advantages in productivity in a growing number of industries (we've actually fallen behind in many), due largely to productivity stagnation in this country.

- The shrinking technological leadership that once characterized the U.S. economy.

- Massive trade deficits, reflecting declining shares of U.S. production in a large number of industries, in response to these changes.

- The dismantling of many important companies and industries, with many others headed in that direction.

- Widening gaps between the United States and other countries in the quality of education.

- Stagnant real wages for the majority of Americans during the last 15 years or more.

- A distribution of income which is becoming more unequal.

- A banking system which is in shambles.

- An increase in resources devoted to essentially non-productive uses.

Excerpt from testimony of Lawrence Chimerine.
Part of the explanation for the pre-recession slowdown lies in the accumulating structural imbalances, which had been building up in the economy throughout the decade of the 1980s (See box on previous page). Of equal importance, however, was the fact that monetary policy misjudged the state of the economy and was insufficiently attentive to early signs of recession.

Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspan had clearly stated a preference for controlling inflation, even at some cost to growth. As he told the House Banking Committee on October 25, 1989:

I think that [inflation] could be brought down to levels which are closer to zero without putting the economy into recession, though I do suspect there might be some modest loss of economic growth relative to what would otherwise have been the case....

Greenspan’s actions as Chairman have closely followed his words. As Figure 28 shows, the Fed brought growth of the real money supply to a halt in late 1987. Since then, the stock of money has been allowed to grow only enough to keep pace with price increases, leaving little or nothing to sustain real growth in the economy.

**Figure 28**
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Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
By mid-1989, as the slowdown became more pronounced, the Fed stopped raising interest rates and began to let interest rates gradually move downward. The move, though necessary, proved too little and too late. The Fed had been too tight for too long. Although the Fed continued to allow interest rates to decline through 1990 and 1991, it was always behind the curve, passively following the economy down rather than aggressively stimulating it.

A BROAD-BASED RECESSION

This long period of economic weakness provides a partial explanation for the collapse in consumer confidence shown in Figure 29.

This collapse has puzzled a number of observers who note that declines in the standard business indicators since the downturn began are not as pronounced as in previous recessions, but consumer confidence stands at exceptionally low levels.

**Figure 29**

**Consumer Confidence Index**
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Source: The Conference Board.
This collapse is partly due to public awareness that economic activity continues to decline, and to the stagnation or decline experienced by most people in their real income (as described in Chapter II). It also stems from the fact that the economy started to falter well before July 1990, giving us a period of poor economic performance, which can be separated into three phases.

The "Slowdown": First Quarter 1989 to Second Quarter 1990. Cyclical forces typically associated with recession began to slow the economy a year and a half before overall economic activity declined. Employment in the two sectors that usually lead the economy into recession, manufacturing and construction, began to turn down in early 1989 and early 1990, respectively. Manufacturers began cutting production in early 1989 to reduce inventories of unsold goods that had accumulated. In late 1989, ongoing weakness in homebuilding, which had fallen since 1986, overwhelmed a modest upward trend of nonresidential building, and construction as a whole began to slide.

Manufacturing and construction shed relatively small numbers of workers between the beginning of 1989 and the middle of 1990, but these sectors' weakness nonetheless spread to services sectors. Employment growth in services production slowed to 2.5 percent, from early 1989 to mid-1990, from its 3.7 percent pace over the two preceding years. Only when job losses in manufacturing and construction accelerated in the summer of 1990, did services employment actually turn down.

During the period of sluggishness before the actual downturn, the unemployment rate remained steady, but only because of a sharp slowdown in labor-force growth. Figure 30 shows the dramatic drop in labor-force participation from the strong upward growth trend which had prevailed for most of the past two decades. While economists are not yet clear precisely why labor-force growth has slowed so dramatically, it is probable that discouragement among workers about job prospects played some role in their decision to withdraw from the labor market.

Whatever their motivation, the decision by large numbers of workers to withdraw from the labor force helped keep the unemployment rate from rising nearly as fast as would be expected, given the pressures on employment. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, had the labor force continued to grow as expected, the unemployment rate in January 1992 would have been 7.8 percent instead of the 7.1 percent actually observed.
Consumption and all three types of investment (nonresidential equipment, nonresidential structures and residential structures) were weaker in the 1989-90 period than for comparable periods leading up to earlier recessions. Net exports and federal, state and local government purchases of goods and services were stronger.

The Acute Phase: Third Quarter 1990 to First Quarter 1991. The acute phase of the recession coincided with a sharp drop in real consumer spending, unlike earlier downturns when it typically managed to edge up. This presumably reflects the deterioration in consumer attitudes, households’ desire to pay down debt, and the poor growth in disposable personal income during the initial slowdown.
The falloff in business capital investment has been somewhat more severe than in other recessions, reflecting both the precipitous drop in nonresidential construction (shown in Figure 31) and the slowdown in the computer industry. Deterioration in homebuilding and inventory investment also contributed to downward pressure on the economy, although these sectors closely matched their pattern of performance during other recessions of the last four decades.

Net exports performed much better than had been the rule in past downturns. Weak domestic demand depressed import spending, while exports posted fairly steady improvement. Federal purchases of goods and services were significantly stronger over the course of the recession than they had been in the past. State and local governments, however, played a somewhat weaker role in supporting growth.
Moving Sideways: Second Quarter of 1991 to Last Quarter of 1991. The economy began to expand slightly last spring, but over the next few quarters growth averaged only a 1.3 percent annual rate. This was even more sluggish than the 1.5-percent pace averaged during the initial period of slowdown that preceded the downturn in July 1990. Furthermore, this meager growth began from an already depressed level, given the decline over the three preceding quarters.

Growth overall has been much weaker than in past recoveries, and only two of the basic components of GDP—inventory investment and net exports—have been stronger than in the past. Consumer spending has been much weaker, as has investment. Federal Government spending made a generally positive contribution to growth, and cannot be seen as a major cause of poor economic performance (see box on page 68).

State and local fiscal drag, on the other hand, has had a stronger negative effect on the economy than in the past. State and local governments have been in a precarious financial position for most of the 1980s. The recession early in the decade was a major blow, followed quickly by the Reagan Administration's "New Federalism," which shifted responsibilities onto the state and local governments without a commensurate increase in resources.

The drop in oil prices and problems in agriculture had hit oil patch and farm states hard in the middle of the decade, and the Tax Act of 1986 lowered personal income tax receipts for those states that "piggy-back" their taxes on this part of the federal structure. By the time the state and local government sector was beginning to recover from these events, the national economy was slowing in 1988 and 1989. As a result, revenue growth was falling below expectations, while mandatory spending, such as Medicaid and cyclically sensitive transfer payments, was expanding rapidly. Rainy day funds and accounting adjustments were not adequate to cope with the situation.
THE BUDGET AGREEMENT AND THE RECESSION

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) passed at the end of 1990 represented about $500 billion of deficit reduction over the 1991-96 period, including what was anticipated to be about $33 billion of restraint in FY 1991. This represented a substantial reduction in fiscal stimulus compared to what would have happened without OBRA. Some have argued that this fiscal restraint was a major cause of the recession. But a more balanced assessment does not support this conclusion.

First, of course, the recession began in the summer of 1990, and the budget agreement was not reached until the end of the year.

Second, the major effect of the budget agreement was to prevent the budget deficit from widening dramatically; it did not produce a sharp reduction in the budget deficit. According to CBO’s calculation of the most common measure of the impulse of fiscal policy, the standardized-employment budget deficit, fiscal policy was largely neutral in FY 1990 (an increase in the standardized deficit of less than $3 billion compared to FY 1989) and somewhat stimulative in FY 1991 (an increase in the standardized deficit of $20 billion over FY 1990). Most of the stimulus in 1991 was associated with Desert Storm spending.

Third, it was widely recognized when OBRA was passed that it was incumbent on the Federal Reserve to ease money and credit sufficiently that interest rates could come down, stimulating investment and net export spending. In fact, as noted earlier, the Federal Reserve underestimated the effects of the credit crunch and kept monetary policy too tight for too long.
These governments had little recourse but to raise taxes and cut spending as the general economy turned down. At the state level, alone, the National Governors' Association has reported that 26 states raised taxes in 1991, amounting to an increase of $10 billion, and revenue increases are expected to amount to a further $15 billion in 1992. Nevertheless, states are reported to have cut their budgeted expenditures by $7.5 billion in 1991, and further cuts from this reduced level have been taking place this year. Meanwhile, local governments are under the same pressures; indeed, some of the cuts in state spending have reduced state aid to localities. The results have been scaling back of essential services, including teachers, police, and firefighters. With state and local bond ratings under threat, capital spending has also been cut so as to curb growth of outstanding debt, as well as to restrain debt-service expenses. Even after economic recovery gets under way, it will take some time for state and local finances to recover, and the prospects for a sluggish recovery are likely to prompt caution by local officials.

PROSPECTS FOR THE NEAR TERM

The economy has been in a period of weak economic growth or recession since the first quarter of 1989. While it is unlikely that the economy will remain in a technical recession over the coming year, there is little prospect that growth will be strong in the near future. There are several reasons for this conclusion.

First, labor markets are likely to remain weak for the foreseeable future, making it difficult for the unemployed to find jobs and for those employed to recover a sense of confidence about job security. Labor markets are already much weaker than is generally believed by those who focus only on the unemployment rate. The marked slowdown in the growth of the labor force shown in Figure 30 provides evidence of more severe labor-market problems, as does the recent rise in the broader and more comprehensive unemployment index maintained by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (see box on page 70).
COUNTING THE UNEMPLOYED: THE OFFICIAL RATE AND THE COMPREHENSIVE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

The Bureau of Labor Statistics provides a number of measures of unemployment in addition to the official unemployment rate, ranging from very narrow to very broad definitions. The two most important are the official rate, which includes jobless individuals who are actively looking for work, and the comprehensive rate, which includes the officially unemployed, plus discouraged workers, plus those who are at work part-time because no full time jobs are available.

While the comprehensive unemployment rate includes all groups that have been partially, as well as totally, affected by joblessness, it is not a complete measure of the hardship caused by recession. It fails to incorporate the loss of income and benefits to workers who have moved down to lower paying full-time jobs, individuals who list themselves as "self-employed" after losing a permanent job, or individuals who have become contract or contingent workers following a corporate down-sizing. But it is helpful in identifying groups other than the officially unemployed who have been partially, as well as totally, affected by unemployment.

In February, the unemployment rate was 7.3 percent, which means 9.2 million people met the official definition of unemployed. On top of this, there were 1.1 million people so discouraged by the current job situation that they have given up looking for work, plus 6.5 million working part-time because they can't find full-time employment, totaling 16.8 million people who are currently affected by unemployment, either totally or partially. The BLS calculates that the comprehensive unemployment rate, which includes unemployed workers, discouraged workers, and half of those working part-time for economic reasons, is now 10.9 percent, the highest it has been in this recession.
Chapter III STAGNATION AND RECESSION

There is ample reason to anticipate a continuation of difficult labor-market conditions. Under pressure from foreign competitors and their own internal needs to reduce debt, corporations are slashing costs in what economic analyst Lawrence Chimerine told the Committee was "... the most widespread, dramatic, cost-cutting that I have ever seen since I’ve been in this profession." Cost-cutting often translates into permanent layoffs and staff reductions of even large and profitable corporations. Labor analysts generally agree that this trend will continue for the foreseeable future.

Labor market problems are also much broader-based in the current downturn. In past recessions, the burden of unemployment was borne disproportionately by blue-collar production workers in manufacturing industries. White-collar and service-sector workers were largely isolated from steep rises in unemployment. In the current recession, blue-collar workers remain hard hit, but there has been an atypical spread of unemployment into the service industries and the ranks of white-collar workers.

During the 1981-82 recession, the rise in the white-collar unemployment rate was only 34 percent of the increase in the overall rate. During this recession, the increase has been equal to 69 percent of the increase in the overall rate. As Richard Belous of the National Planning Association told the Committee:

... what has been fascinating about this recession, as opposed to other recessions, [is that corporations] are laying off white-collar workers and high-skilled workers, technical workers, managerial professional workers at a much greater rate than they ever did before.

Even those who retain their jobs have been touched by the slowdown through the mechanism of falling incomes. Figure 32 shows the pattern of change in real per capita disposable income over the past 40 years. Each point on the figure represents the percentage change in after-tax disposable income per capita between the current quarter and the same quarter three years previously. The figure shows that while growth rates in this index have declined during past recessions this is the first time in postwar history where the three-year change in real disposable income was negative. Americans today, on average, have less disposable income than they did three years ago, and this is certain to have a depressing effect on both consumer confidence and consumer spending.
The outlook for other sectors hinges to a considerable extent on the revival of consumer demand. The ability of state and local governments to spend depends heavily upon both growth in personal income and increased retail purchases by consumers. Slow-income growth depresses income tax revenues, while slow-sales growth harms sales tax receipts.

Typically, housing construction is the component of investment which leads the economy out of recovery, but concern about the willingness of consumers to buy new homes has kept homebuilding subdued over the past several quarters. Furthermore, mortgage interest rates have risen significantly since the beginning of 1992. Without a revival in homebuilding, other firms are likely to hold back on investment commitments for fear of inadequate future markets.
Business investment is also likely to remain subdued because of continuing financial problems in many U.S. corporations. The debt boom of the 1980s has given way to pressures for "de-leveraging"—pressures which often translate into reduced willingness to enter into capital spending commitments.

Recent trends in exports and imports suggest that foreign markets may not continue to be a viable alternative to an expanding domestic market. Net exports made a strong contribution to growth over the past several quarters, but recent trends suggest a marked slowing in foreign demand. Business Week noted recently that: "Economic growth, particularly in the industrialized countries will not be robust even when recovery comes. That will limit foreign demand for U.S. goods."

This review suggests that the growth prospects for the economy remain weak under current economic policies. Changing this forecast will require substantial new initiatives in both short-term countercyclical policy and long-term growth policy.
GETTING THE ECONOMY MOVING AGAIN

I would like to emphasize that there is little up-side risk in stimulative monetary and fiscal demand management for the next two years. That is, there is small likelihood that Chairman Greenspan is going to find the economy so exuberant and a step-up of inflation so threatening that the Fed will need to slam on the monetary brakes. The down-side risk, continued sluggishness or further recession, is asymmetrically large.

James Tobin

Lawmakers should push for more spending on infrastructure, education and civilian research and development. Such spending would keep the economy growing in the short run and still be the right prescription for the country’s long-term health.

Business Week editorial, Feb. 24, 1992

America today faces two important economic challenges: ensuring a swift short-term recovery from recession and shoring up the foundations for sustained long-term growth. In practice, it is difficult to separate the short term from the long term. A prolonged period of stagnation, such as the one we are now in, has a corrosive effect on the underlying fundamentals of growth. Prolonged periods of stagnation:

- Undermine the confidence of both consumers and investors in the future of the economy.

- Erode the revenue base of governments, encouraging a destructive process of deferred maintenance and postponed investment.

- Devalue the skills of workers who are forced to go without employment for long periods of time.

- Encourage false economies within firms, such as cutting back on capital investment and research.
For these reasons, an important part of restoring the foundations for long-term growth is ending the current recession and getting the economy moving again. The need for an effective short-term countercyclical strategy is urgent. As this report is being written, there is no convincing evidence that the current recession, already the longest slump since the Great Depression, has been replaced by a sustained recovery.

Despite the urgency of the situation, the Administration has been both slow to recognize the problem and timid in its proposed response. In July 1991, CEA Chairman Michael Boskin drew the Committee's attention to the Commerce Department's Index of Coincident indicators, which in his opinion provided "evidence that the recession appears to have ended earlier this year."

Yet, precisely this same indicator started flashing warning signs at almost exactly the time of Boskin's testimony. As Figure 33 suggests, evidence of renewed deterioration in the economy was clearly available in the fall of 1991, but it was not until January of this year that the Administration brought forward a proposal to address the recession.

**Figure 33**

*Index of Coincident Indicators*
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Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Unfortunately, the long wait for an antirecession strategy has not resulted in a robust or effective proposal. The Administration's so-called "growth plan" is based largely on a short-term shift in withholding allowances which is unlikely to induce any significant change in consumer spending, and contains no vision for restoring the long-term vitality of the economy.

Given the broad-based nature of the current recession, there is a need for an equally broad-based countercyclical strategy, one which enhances consumer income and confidence, stimulates business investment, expands export markets, and addresses the contractionary effects of state and local fiscal policy. Such a strategy could have four broad components: further monetary ease, improvements in the automatic income stabilizers, a global growth strategy, and support for state and local governments.

**FURTHER MONETARY EASE**

In recessions, monetary policy typically focuses primarily on restoring growth, but in this recession, the Fed has been slow to shift to this strategy. Until last December, interest rates had been reduced in small steps, leaving market participants uncertain about the Fed's view of the economy. It was only at the end of 1991—nearly 18 months into the recession—that the Federal Reserve finally moved the federal funds rate down by an amount equal to the historical average in previous recessions.

Furthermore, it is clear that this recession is not typical. Two factors in the current situation call for a more expansionary monetary policy than we have observed to date.

- **The "credit crunch."** Financial institutions have seen their capital base erode as a result of poor lending decisions. This is producing excessive caution and slowing the translation of lower rates into expanded lending activity. With this blockage in the financial system, it will take more aggressive ease from the Federal Reserve to get credit expanding again.

- **The demise of inflation.** A prolonged period of slow growth, a rise in international competition, and cost-cutting associated with corporate restructuring have combined to substantially reduce the threat of inflation to the U.S. economy.
The collapse of inflation has had a profound effect on real interest rates. While nominal interest rates have fallen substantially in the current recession, the steep drop in inflation has left real (inflation-adjusted) interest rates at very high levels. As Figure 34 shows, real interest rates today are still substantially higher than they were at the bottom of any other postwar recession (excepting only the 1981-82 recession when massive tax cuts and a large increase in the budget deficit provided a strong fiscal stimulus that helped push up real interest rates). The federal funds rate could reasonably be reduced to 3 percent or even lower under the current inflation situation, without providing any more stimulus than at the bottom of any previous recession.

The Federal Reserve has been aware of the "credit crunch" for more than a year and a half, but has so far not taken a sufficiently stimulative posture to overcome the credit blockage in the financial system. Chairman Greenspan devoted a large portion of his testimony before the Committee last year to a discussion of the credit crunch problem. In his words:

![Figure 34: Real Interest Rates](image-url)
I do think, however, that we got to the point sometime during the summer of 1990 when we went over the line, if one could basically draw it, and credit was being deprived in a number of instances from otherwise creditworthy borrowers who by any set of criteria were good loan candidates and candidates who would be profitable to the commercial bank, and generalized, would enhance the franchise for the commercial bank. In a sense, I am saying that the commercial banker, the loan officer, are acting against their own long-term self-interests.

Despite the perception that we went "over the line" during the summer of 1990, there is no evidence that the contractionary effects of the credit crunch have been overcome by Federal Reserve policy.

Figure 35 shows the shifting composition of assets at U.S. commercial banks. It provides clear evidence that banks have shifted away from commercial and industrial lending and toward the holding of low-risk government bonds. At the prevailing level of interest rates, it is more attractive for banks to hold Treasury debt than to bear the risks associated with commercial lending. Lower interest rates would reduce the attractiveness of government securities and encourage banks to get back into the business of extending loans to commercial customers.

**FIGURE 35**
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Source: Federal Reserve Board, Flow of Funds Accounts.
For these two reasons, witnesses before the Committee strongly endorsed further substantial reductions in short-term interest rates. Estimates of the needed reduction varied, but there was strong agreement that rates could and should come down substantially.

So, my first recommendation is this: The dramatic December 20, 1991, full one percent cut in the discount rate should be followed up by a January-February open-market operation expansion, effective to lower federal fund rates by another half or one percent.

Paul Samuelson

Short-term interest rates really ought to be below the ongoing rate of inflation. And that may mean that they need to be down at two percent or less.

James Tobin

The Federal Reserve can, if necessary, cut short-term interest rates by another 300 basis points. [from current levels near 5 percent]

Paul Krugman

At the bottom of a recession, there is plenty of room for strong economic growth, as Greenspan himself testified before the Senate Banking Committee on February 21, 1989:

When the economy is operating below capacity, bringing demand in line with supply can involve real GDP growth that is faster for a time than its long-run potential. For example, in the mid-1980s, the U.S. economy was recovering from a deep recession; with utilization of labor and capital not nearly complete, we were able to bring these resources back into the production process at a pace that substantially exceeded their underlying growth rates. In those circumstances, it is not surprising that growth of real GDP was relatively rapid while inflation performance was reasonably good. [1st Monetary Report, prepared testimony, February 21, 1989, p. 9]

These observations apply as much to the current situation as to the recovery from the 1981-82 recession. It is time once again for the Federal Reserve to follow this proven course.

A second problem with the current stance of monetary policy is the remarkable disparity between short-term and long-term interest rates. Figure 36 shows that the gap between short-term and long-term interest rates now stands near an historic high level while Figure 34 shows that real long-term interest rates have been rising instead of falling.
This disparity between short- and long-term interest rates creates a problem for capital investment in the economy. Investors contemplating long-lived investments face a difficult choice: borrow long term at very high, real interest rates, or borrow on a shorter-term basis to fund long term projects, and assume the risks of later rises in short term rates. In light of these choices, investors may well postpone investments and delay the recovery.

It is important, therefore, that monetary policy be designed to bring long-term as well as short-term interest rates down. While long-term interest rates are influenced by a number of factors, other than monetary policy itself, there are two changes in the conduct of monetary policy which should have an impact on long-term rates.

First, the Treasury Department should use its quarterly refunding as a way of putting downward pressure on long-term interest rates. Given the extraordinarily large gap between short-term and long-term interest rates, the Treasury could both save money for the taxpayers and help
lower long-term interest rates by reducing substantially the proportion of each quarterly refunding operation accounted for by long-term bonds. Such action would reduce the supply of long-term Treasury debt, and lead to a significant increase in bond prices that would lower long-term interest rates.

The Treasury has already taken some small steps in this direction by cutting the proportion of 30-year bonds in the February refunding somewhat below the levels anticipated by the market. Such small steps, however, have been insufficient to convince market participants that the Treasury seriously believes that long-term interest rates are too high. Current conditions demand a firm and public affirmation by the Treasury that issuing significant amounts of long-term debt at prevailing interest rates is both unjustified and imprudent.

Second, the Federal Reserve should support the Treasury debt-management policy by increasing significantly its holdings of long-term Treasury bonds. As of the end of 1991, the Federal Reserve held $266 billion in Treasury debt—roughly 10 percent of the total stock of federal debt held by the public—but only $32 billion of the total was in long-term bonds. Open market activities of the Federal Reserve from January to November 1991 were conducted almost entirely with the purchase and sale of short-term securities—$34.1 billion out of a total of $35.7 billion in purchases.

If the Federal Reserve were to shift toward longer maturities in its conduct of open market operations, it could easily double its holdings of long-term Treasury debt, adding $30 billion of demand for the long bond which would drive up its price which drives down long-term interest rates. This shift in demand should be large enough, when combined with a reduction in supply by the Treasury, to have a positive impact on long-term interest rates.

**COORDINATED GLOBAL EXPANSION**

If the key to reviving investment is lower long-term interest rates, then the key to maintaining momentum for exporters is continued strong market growth overseas. Unfortunately, there appears to be growing concern about prospects for growth abroad in the coming year.

The path of growth for the American economy is increasingly determined by events overseas. Strong growth in net exports has helped
to moderate the severity of the current recession as overseas markets for U.S. goods remained buoyant even as the domestic economy declined.

Over the past several months, concerns have been growing about what appears to be a synchronized slowdown of many of the world's major economies. The rate of growth in U.S. exports has declined substantially over the last two years as our export markets have weakened. Recessions have hit Canada (our largest export market), the United Kingdom, and Australia. Both Germany and Japan were growing at a 5 percent rate in 1990, but have since decelerated abruptly. German GDP has declined in each of the last three quarters, virtually wiping out the effects of a strong first quarter last year. Many Japanese now consider their economy to be in a "recession"—defined in the Japanese context as growth of less than 3 percent per year. Most analysts are predicting continued very slow growth for the Japanese economy in the coming year.

GDP data are always made available long after the end of the quarter, and may not be the most sensitive indicator of either current conditions or the immediate outlook. Data on industrial production, the most important contributor to cyclical movements, are available on a more timely basis, and these data suggest additional cause for concern. Declines in industrial production indices have occurred over the last three months for every major industrial country, including Germany (-4.0 percent) and Japan (-3.6 percent). (See Figure 37.)

Most of our major trading partners are struggling with deep structural problems. For Germany, the issue is the high cost of rebuilding the Eastern Länder and the sharp rise in both interest rates and public debt that have accompanied this process. Japanese financial markets are struggling with the "bubble" of speculation which gripped equity and real estate markets during the 1980s. Japanese banks are allowed to count gains on stocks as part of bank capital, so stock market declines threaten bank capital. As a result, Japan is presently trying to cope with its own version of the "credit crunch" as corporations find it difficult to raise funds from nervous stock and bond markets, and banks are reluctant to lend because of fears of capital adequacy. High public-sector borrowing and rising interest rates in Germany are helping to drag down growth throughout Europe. The United Kingdom has been in recession for nearly two years—its longest slump since the 1930s—and France now appears to have also fallen into recession. With their currencies tied to the Deutschemark through the European Monetary System, the contractionary effects of high German interest rates are spreading throughout Europe.
Taken individually, mild recessions in any of the major countries should pose no particular problem. A coordinated, worldwide recession is quite a different matter. Shrinking global markets in a climate of highly leveraged corporations raises the risk of a global financial crisis and a beggar-thy-neighbor trade war. It is now essential that fiscal and monetary policy in the major nations be oriented toward growth.

The precise mixture of growth-promoting fiscal and monetary policy differs from country-to-country. All of the major countries would benefit from easier monetary policy as important segments of the business community in each country have been demanding. Fiscal stimulus appears to have a greater role to play in Japan and the United Kingdom, given the very high fiscal deficits in both the United States and Germany.

A second important component of a global growth strategy involves financing growth in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. Much of the debate about the future of these countries misses an essential point: regardless of how dramatic the market-oriented reforms, none of these
countries is going to experience any significant economic growth without significant external financing. Factories in these countries are totally outdated by world standards, and there is little prospect that they can generate export sales without an almost complete recapitalization. The lack of convertibility of currencies means that even if domestic savings were available to finance such a recapitalization, it would be impossible to purchase the needed capital goods on world markets with purely domestic savings.

External finance on a large scale need not—and perhaps should not—come from governments or other public entities in the west. Private capital, in the form of direct or portfolio investment as well as debt financing, should play a major role in any attempt to move these economies in the direction of market-based growth.

Available evidence suggests, however, that neither private nor public capital are presently being made available on the scale required.

Because we believe the world economy now stands at an important turning point, we recommend an immediate summit meeting of the G-7 nations to seek commitments from all the major countries on a global growth initiative. The most recent G-7 summit issued a vague communiqué on the importance of coordinated global growth, but few substantive commitments were undertaken by any of the major countries. The world economy cannot afford to continue dealing with the growth problem by rhetoric alone.

**IMPROVE THE AUTOMATIC STABILIZERS**

The unemployment insurance (UI) system has lost much of its capacity to stabilize the economy in recessions. Changes at both the federal and state level of the UI system have weakened its responsiveness in recessions. Federal legislation for UI benefits for the long-term unemployed (enacted in November and February after months of opposition from the Administration) has strengthened the countercyclical effect of UI on a temporary basis, but permanent reform is needed.
Figure 38 shows the share of personal income provided by the UI payments, both state and federal. This share rises during recessions because more workers lose their jobs and because they must take longer to find new jobs. In previous recessions, the Federal Government has stepped in to provide additional weeks of benefits beyond the standard 26 weeks of state programs. During this recession, however, both the level and increase in UI benefits have been lower than in past recessions.

The UI system stands in need of permanent reform at the federal and state levels. At the federal level, the permanent law for extended benefits was made so restrictive in the early 1980s that it triggered on for only a handful of states for a few months in this recession. After a four month battle to convince the President of the need for change, Congress succeeded in enacting a more appropriate temporary system for extended benefits. The temporary program was further strengthened in February.

The current temporary program of extended benefits will expire in July. Because we expect unemployment and job loss to remain high even
if the economy posts a technical "recovery", it is likely that a further extension of this program will be required. When this issue is taken up, Congress should work toward permanent reform of the EB trigger mechanism. Such reform should insure that the trigger respond more promptly in future economic downturns.

In the state UI systems, there has been a steady erosion in the share of job losers who are made eligible for the basic 26 weeks of UI coverage. Through the late 1970s, the number of people receiving unemployment benefits matched the number who lost jobs. The fraction of job losers covered has fallen steadily through the 1980s, and in the current recession, almost one-third of job losers were not covered by unemployment insurance. The rules in each state differ widely among states, but the trend toward more restrictive eligibility rules has been widespread. This trend toward restrictiveness undermines both the countercyclical and humanitarian purposes of the UI system.

Finally, we should reconsider the adequacy of current programs for workers displaced from their jobs, focussed as they are on income support. The evidence is mounting that an increasing share of job losers have permanently lost their jobs. Many of them cannot hope to find new jobs comparable to their old jobs. While simple income support makes sense for workers on temporary layoff, a more active system of employment counselling, placement service, and training is needed for those who must find very different jobs.

**AID STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS**

There is little doubt that the state and local government sector is producing considerable drag on the economy, in sharp contrast to the experience during past recessions. Prior to the 1981-82 recession, state and local spending had been neutral with respect to the business cycle. These units of government generally maintained spending and refrained from raising taxes in a recession, and instead used reserve balances to offset the effects of recession on their receipts.

This year's *Economic Report of the President* acknowledges the pronounced shift from stimulus to restraint in the state and local sector. Rather than measure restraint using a "standardized deficit" concept, the *Economic Report* discussed state and local fiscal activity in terms of growth in total spending.
State and local government purchases were somewhat more constrained than the average for other recessions, falling about 0.6 percent during 1991. The fall in 1991 followed a 3.8 percent rise during 1990. The decline in 1991 reflected the tight State and local government budget situation. In earlier recessions, State and local government purchases were countercyclical, increasing 2 percent on average during recessions. During the first year of recoveries since 1959, State and local government spending increased 2.7 percent on average. [p. 59]

Had state and local spending followed the historic pattern and risen 2.7 percent instead of falling 0.6 percent, this sector would have contributed roughly $20 billion of new spending in the economy.

Spending growth is an imperfect measure of fiscal drag, however, since it says nothing about how states and local governments manage to finance their spending. Maintaining spending through tax increases simply shifts the contractionary effect on the economy from the public to the private sector, and a large number of state and local governments have been raising taxes during the current recession.

Figure 39 attempts to capture both spending cuts and tax increases in a single measure of fiscal drag. The figure provides quarterly estimates of the change in the "structural" deficit for the state and local sector. This calculation excludes trust funds and the loss of tax revenue associated with the recession, in attempting to calculate the net effect on the economy of policy changes (tax increases and spending reductions) undertaken at the state and local level. It shows several quarters of fiscal stimulus from this sector during 1989 as governments sought to maintain spending through what appeared to be only a temporary slowdown in the economy.

As 1990 progressed, however, and the economy continued to deteriorate, state and local governments realized that their problems were not temporary and had to be addressed with sharp tax increases and spending cuts. The resulting shift toward fiscal restraint is estimated to have produced over $26 billion in contractionary pressure on the economy in the 1991 calendar year.

And the prospects are for continuation of this trend. Tax increases and spending cuts in state and local governments have been almost a daily occurrence throughout the United States in 1992, and it is reasonable to estimate that this will continue into next year's budget cycle as well.
From a macroeconomic point of view, the fiscal drag exerted by state and local government budget decisions helps to prolong the recession. Of perhaps greater concern is the fact that the fiscal problems of state and local governments are causing significant cutbacks in public investments which the country urgently needs (see box for examples).

The long-term consequences of this recession-induced assault on essential public investments was described well in the testimony of MIT's Professor Paul Krugman:

... the kinds of state spending that are being slashed now are ones that have a very strong spill-over to the nation as a whole. It is not simply a state matter. It is not simply that we should be helpful to states because we want to be nice to them. Students who learn to read in Ohio schools show up in the California work force. Trucks going between New York and Pennsylvania have to drive on New Jersey roads.
INVESTMENT CASUALTIES FROM THE STATE AND LOCAL FISCAL CRISIS

In today’s fiscal crisis, many of the items being cut from state budgets involve investments critical to the Nation’s future. For example:

- Seventy-four percent of school principals responding from 41 states said their budgets had been cut this school year.

- In California, the state has cut education spending 12 percent in real terms over the last three years.

- In 1991, according to the Commerce Department, capital spending by state and local governments was down by 2 percent from 1990, after correcting for inflation, the first such cut since the recession of 1981-82.

- About 265,000 miles of highway are at or below accepted engineering standards for cost-effective maintenance.

- Congestion cost 8 billion hours of delays in 1989 on the Interstate Highways and other major arterials alone.

- In the Nation’s 39 largest metropolitan areas, the cost of congestion, including costs for delay and fuel consumption, was estimated to be over $34 billion in 1988.
In light of prospects for a weak recovery, these facts strongly argue for some program of temporary federal assistance to state and local governments, a program which would also strengthen the foundations for long-term growth in the economy. Any such program should be designed to avoid permanent increases in the federal deficit.

FINANCING A STIMULUS PROGRAM

Some of the short-term proposals discussed above require federal resources. Resources to support such proposals can come from one of two sources: shifting expenditures around within the current spending ceilings in the budget, or temporarily suspending these ceilings and increasing the federal deficit. The first course of action can produce some increased economy activity by "front-loading" already programmed spending, but produces no increase in the economist's measurement of fiscal stimulus.

The Administration apparently sees the need for some fiscal stimulus at this point. The Office of Management and Budget numbers show that the President's budget proposals will add $23 billion to the "standardized deficit" for the current fiscal year. (See Box on following page for discussion of the measurement of fiscal stimulus.) However, the economic effects of the President's deficit proposals are likely to be much smaller than would be suggested by the anticipated changes in the standardized deficit.

By far the largest element of the Administration's policy package is the change in withholding of personal income taxes—$16 billion out of a total of $23 billion. From an economic perspective, the reduction in withheld taxes can be questioned seriously as a source of meaningful stimulus. A sizable proportion of households probably will not change their spending plans because they will be aware of the largely offsetting reductions in their tax refunds or increases in their tax payments due only ten months from now.
DEFICITS AND STIMULUS

Since Keynes, economists have understood that government fiscal policy can help sustain economic activity during a downturn by borrowing the money needed to maintain or increase spending. The United States currently has a very high federal deficit, which leads many to conclude that fiscal policy is now highly stimulative. But what is stimulative of current economic activity is an increase in the deficit, not the deficit itself. Markets adjust to current fiscal policy, and there is no stimulus to the economy if the stance of fiscal policy remains unchanged.

There is also no stimulative effect of federal outlays which do not increase domestic spending, such as payments on deposit insurance. These outlays do not add new stimulus to the economy; they simply prevent the serious contraction that would occur if depositors actually lost money. Finally, there is no fiscal stimulus from deficit increases resulting from recession-induced declines in revenue. Revenues fall because taxable incomes fall, and hence are the consequences of contracting economic activity.

To get a picture of the impact of fiscal policy on the economy, economists compute the change in a measure of the fiscal deficit that is "standardized" to remove the effects of recession and the impact of outlays which do not increase spending.

According to CBO calculations, the "standardized" deficit is roughly half of the size of the total deficit and has not changed significantly over the past several years. While this measure shows little real progress toward deficit reduction (a critical long-term problem for the economy), it also suggests that current fiscal policy is not providing much stimulus, despite a very large nominal deficit.
The unemployed, who are under the most financial stress, are not directly affected by the withholding changes because they have no paychecks from which taxes are taken. More highly paid workers generally in the middle-income brackets—those who might be expected to account for the lions’ share of any stimulus to consumption spending—would be particularly likely to be aware that their tax liability for the year was unchanged. Indeed, some of them might offset the change in withholding by changing their quarterly estimated tax payments, even if they did not file new withholding instructions with their employers.

On balance, the economically significant parts of the President’s program are very small. When they are added to current law, it appears that the budget would shift to stimulus by 0.3 percentage points of potential GDP in FY 92 and would swing in the opposite direction by the same amount in FY 93. This leaves a substantial gap from the amount of stimulus apparently intended by the President and an even larger shortfall from the historical precedent of previous business cycles. (See Figure 40 for historical comparisons.)

**Figure 40**

**Federal Fiscal Stimulus**

*Post-War Recessions*

Note: Stimulus measured by change in standardized deficit from 4-quarter period ending with the cycle trough to the following 4-quarter period.

Source: Congressional Budget Office.
The small level of federal fiscal stimulus, combined with substantial fiscal drag from state and local governments, has resulted in an increasing call from the economics' profession to undertake short-term fiscal stimulus (see box). Among those calling for stimulus, there appears to be a consensus that an increase in the standardized deficit by about 1 percent of GDP is roughly the right order of magnitude.

Under normal circumstances, there is little doubt that the Federal Government would move rapidly toward stimulus as a way of counteracting today's long and severe recession. Unfortunately, we do not face normal circumstances. For more than a decade, the Administration has presented budgets with enormous deficits. Since 1980, the total federal debt has risen from $980 billion to $3.5 trillion.

One price which the nation is paying for the high deficits of the 1980s is the constraint placed on policy to move the economy out of recession. Given this history of extraordinary deficits, many who would otherwise endorse fiscal stimulus are now counselling caution. They base their concern on two factors: the concern that high deficits already raise the risk of crowding private investors out of credit markets, and a fear that political pressures would make it impossible to limit fiscal stimulus to short-term and temporary measures only.

Witnesses before the Committee expressed these concerns. Those who supported temporary fiscal stimulus agreed that over the longer term, it was important for the health of the economy that the structural budget deficit be reduced substantially. Most agreed, however, that temporary fiscal stimulus, carefully targeted toward addressing long-term problems, would pose no threat to the long-term prospects of the economy, provided that the stimulus produced no permanent increase in the budget deficit.

Economic analysis cannot adequately address the concern that political pressures might distort temporary fiscal stimulus into a permanent addition to our long-term structural deficit problem. For this reason, the Committee has refrained from endorsing fiscal stimulus in the abstract without reference to specific concrete proposals which have yet to be finalized by other legislative Committees.
ECONOMISTS ADVOCATE FISCAL STIMULUS

Because monetary policy has been too little and too late, because at best looking into the future involves variable lags in taking effect, the weakening of our economy in the October-January period persuades me to change my mind [on the subject of fiscal stimulus] and persuades me that judicious fiscal expansions can favor job opportunity and investment in the short run without prejudicing productivity and capital formation in the long run.

*Paul Samuelson, Nobel Laureate in Economics*

It is prudent to take some demand-increasing fiscal initiatives early in 1992, as insurance against the possibility that monetary ease will not succeed in bringing the economy out of its doldrums....A total 1992 deficit-financed fiscal package of $60 billion, one percent of GNP, seems in the right ball park.

*James Tobin, Nobel Laureate in Economics*

Now, the case for short-run fiscal stimulus to help the economy is not that without it the economy would never recover properly. My own view of likely range of economic outcomes is something like this: If we added fiscal stimulus at this time, it is unlikely we would regret having done too much a year from now and quite possible we would have helped avoid a stagnant economy with persistent high unemployment. Now, that is enough to make it worth doing.

*George Perry, Brookings Institution*

We need more fiscal stimulus. We shouldn’t be hamstrung by last year’s budget deal in every element. We should be willing to be more flexible about shifting funds from the defense account, as the world has changed, into other tax cuts or, where appropriate, domestic spending. And we should be willing to accept a moderate increase in the deficit estimate in order to achieve these goals because the policy goals will lead to a stronger rate of economic growth in ’92 and the out years.

*Lawrence Kudlow*
Should it prove possible to develop adequate safeguards against permanent increases in the deficit, the Committee wishes to re-state a key recommendation of last year’s Report:

Fiscal policies to stimulate current activity should also address the longer term problems in the economy. Investments in infrastructure and public works, for example, have contributions to make in both a structural and a cyclical context. Such spending creates productive assets as well as current income.
Chapter V

GETTING BACK ON THE RIGHT TRACK

What the U.S. actually to me looks like is, if we are to compare it to other countries, the performance of Great Britain in the 1950s and 1960s and the first part of the 1970s—a continual, steady but gradual economic decay. Everybody is unhappy and complains, but no one sees it as a sufficient crisis to motivate them to change national economic policy.

Barry Bosworth

Over the course of the four years of the Bush Administration, we will have the lowest growth rate of any Administration since that of Herbert Hoover. And that's according to the Administration's own economic forecast. And the longer term prospects are for quite slow growth.

William Niskanen

An appropriate package of short-term monetary and fiscal actions should enable the economy to get out of the current recession and back to positive rates of growth. But recovery alone is not enough. Under prevailing approaches to economic policy, there is little prospect of achieving the kind of strong, sustainable long-term growth performance which American firms and workers have managed to achieve in the past. Once we take steps to get the economy moving again, we will need to adopt a fundamental re-orientation of long-term policy in this country.

THE ADMINISTRATION’S VIEW OF THE FUTURE

The likely course for the economy under the economic policies of the current Administration was presented in two documents: this year’s Budget and the Economic Report of the President. In both documents, the Administration lays out a scenario for the future which envisions an economy operating far below its potential for many years.
Administration projections anticipate that recovery from the current recession will be unusually weak. They foresee real growth of 2.2 percent over the next four quarters and 2.8 percent per year until 1997, when they expect the unemployment rate to have returned to its pre-recession level. In the past, real growth averaged 6.7 percent during the first year of other recoveries since World War II, and growth over the five years following a recession, averaged 3.9 percent annually.

Persistently slow growth—which also is expected by the Congressional Budget Office and many private forecasters—implies that the economy will be operating well below potential for years to come. Economists define "potential GDP" as the value of output which could be produced by the Nation's workers and capital working at the maximum rate consistent with stable inflation. The "potential growth rate" is the maximum rate at which total possible output could grow over time without accelerating inflation.

The cumulative output losses that accrue as the economy operates below potential are quite sensitive to the growth rates assumed for potential GDP. Among recent estimates of long-run potential growth, the Congressional Budget Office offers an extremely cautious estimate of 2.1 percent per year. Using this estimate of the potential GDP growth rate, the Administration's anticipated real growth rate will bring the economy back to full use of resources by 1998.

Figure 41 shows the problem. The top line shows the path that real GDP would have taken if the economy had grown at CBO's estimated 2.1 percent annual rate. The bottom line in the figure shows the path of actual GDP during 1989-91 and, thereafter, the growth path projected by the Administration, assuming that their policy prescriptions are adopted. The area between the two lines represents the cumulative loss of output resulting from the persistence of idle workers and facilities. At these rates, the total cost of such a slow recovery amounts to over one trillion dollars in foregone output and income.

Many regard the CBO path of potential GDP as excessively cautious. The Administration itself assumes that the long-run potential growth rate of the economy is 2.2 percent per year, and under these assumptions, the cumulative value of lost output rises to nearly $1.4 trillion by 1999.
Lawrence Hunter of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce testified before the JEC that potential output was growing even faster, at about a 3.0-percent rate. Under this assumption of potential growth, the cumulative value of lost output by the end of the century would be 4 trillion dollars, and the country would never close the growth gap, operating permanently at a level well below its potential.

Lawrence Hunter described the current Administration plan for our economic future in the following terms:

The most disturbing aspect of the President’s economic outlook is found in his own out-year growth estimates. There is a subtle but important change from last year when the Administration saw the economy’s performance returning to its long-run trend, though the Administration did not even then expect the lost ground from the recession to be made up. This year, the Administration shows the long-run performance of the economy actually deteriorating even with the overly optimistic estimate of the growth effect of the President’s plan.
This lowering of expectations is also clear with respect to the Administration's estimates of productivity growth. Compare the following sentences from this year's and last year's Economic Report of the President:

After 1992, assuming the Administration's pro-growth initiatives are adopted, underlying economic growth is expected to approach 3 percent and labor productivity growth is projected to be about 1.6 percent.  

After 1991, assuming the Administration's pro-growth initiatives are adopted, underlying economic growth is expected to approach 3 percent and labor productivity growth is projected to be 1.9 percent.  

In the space of a single year, the Administration has thus cut its estimate of long-term productivity growth by nearly a fifth (from 1.9 percent to 1.6 percent). Given that a major premise of economic policy under the Reagan and Bush administrations was that supply-side policies would increase the country's long-term growth rate, this substantial lowering of expectations for the future represents a stunning admission of failure in the conduct of economic policy. As MIT's Professor Krugman pointed out:

One of the things that I think is very revealing, perhaps unintentionally in this year's Economic Report of the President, is that it implicitly admits that 11 years of Reagan and Bush economic policies have done nothing to accelerate our very poor, long-run growth performance ... the report implicitly admits that all of the policies, all of the tax breaks for the upper end of the income distribution, all of the deregulation, the occasional $150 billion mistakes that resulted from deregulation, did nothing at all, had no pay-off.

RESTORING OUR GROWTH POTENTIAL

From this discussion, it is clear that the country faces a double challenge: First, we must revive economic growth to close the gap between actual and potential GDP as quickly as possible; second, we need to take steps to raise the growth rate for potential GDP.

The first challenge must be met with the kind of short-term countercyclical policies discussed in the previous chapter. Raising the rate at which the economy can grow over the longer term will require policies
which improve productivity. And the key to productivity growth is improved investment. As Nobel Prize winner Robert Solow told the Committee:

The shortest possible response I know is that the only source of productivity increase is investment, provided you interpret "investment" broadly so that it includes not only bricks and mortar, not only plant and equipment, but also human capital and knowledge. The only way we know, other than to sit and wait to be lucky, is to devote resources to making things better in the future rather than consuming them now.

Any long-term growth package needs to deal primarily with improving both the quality and quantity of investment in the economy. Public policy can contribute to this objective directly through improvements in direct public investment, and indirectly through improvements in the environment within which private investment decisions are made.

PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

Increasing the priority placed on investment is going to require substantial changes in behavior from all participants in the economy. The public sector must do its part, but public policies alone cannot be expected to generate changes on the scale required to lift the economy from its present path of anemic growth. Private actors—firms, households, and individuals—will also need to make profound changes in their behavior if we are to build a strongly growing economy in the future.

Government policies can help improve the incentives for these desirable changes in behavior, but incentives alone will not bring about the needed changes. The turnaround we need will require that all sectors take new responsibility for their economic performance.

For individuals and families, these new responsibilities include:

- **Increasing savings**, in order to finance from domestic sources the new investments which the economy requires.

- **Pursuing education**. American workers will not be able to maintain their relatively high living standards unless they remain the most productive in the world. In today's technological economy, high productivity requires verbal, mathematical, and problem-solving skills of a very high order.
Focusing on the quality of work and taking increased pride in craftsmanship and performance.

Business firms also must accept new responsibilities. They include:

- **Improving management.** In too many industries, U.S. managers have failed to incorporate the best available techniques in production and management. The skill with which management combines labor, resources, and technology will largely determine our success in the future.

- **Connecting pay to performance.** The foundation of a market system is that financial reward reflects an individual's economic contribution. The perceived gap between pay and performance for the managers of American corporations is corrosive to this foundation, and may exact a high price in terms of overall performance of enterprises and the economy.

- **Lengthening time horizons.** Firms in many of our competitor countries have very long-term time horizons within which they plan investments. U.S. managers, by contrast, tend to operate with much shorter time horizons, a significant reason for the relatively poor performance of U.S. investment.

- **Increasing the commitment to workers.** Firms in every industrialized economy with high productivity growth have a much different attitude toward their employees than do many American firms. High productivity growth requires both a willingness of firms to invest in their workers, and the enthusiastic participation of workers in the process of production. Neither is likely to develop if management regards workers as disposable.

- **Competing in international markets.** Too many U.S. firms, particularly small- to medium-sized ones, fail to focus sufficient attention on international markets. This is both costly to the country's trade balance and short-sighted from the perspective of the firm. Markets are steadily becoming more integrated around the world, and no firm can hope to retain market share or technological leadership unless it seeks a position in major markets.
These brief points make it clear that a large part of the responsibility for improving the performance of the American economy rests with workers, households, and firms. Government has a role to play, and this section will discuss suggestions concerning the appropriate course of government policy. It must be emphasized again, however, that no government policy—no matter how well designed and implemented—will be sufficient by itself to reverse the deterioration in economic performance that we have observed over the past few decades.

In restoring the foundations for rapid growth, government has two different kinds of responsibility. First, it has a role as facilitator, using taxes, laws, and regulations to create a positive climate for increased investment by the private sector. Second, it has a role as investor, carrying out investment projects that the economy needs, but which the private sector is either unable or willing to do only at a level too low to sustain adequate growth.

Deficit reduction. The large federal deficit acts as a drag on investment in the economy in three important ways: First, if the federal deficit persists even at full employment, there is a danger that government demands for credit make a large claim on our limited pool of domestic savings, driving interest rates up at the expense of private borrowers. Second, the lack of progress on deficit reduction creates enormous uncertainty about the future. Everyone knows that eventually something major will have to be done about the deficit, but no one knows precisely what this will be. Such uncertainty undermines investor confidence in the future. Third, the debt service demands of the federal debt "crowd out" important public investments and deprive the private sector of needed infrastructure.

For these reasons, reducing the federal deficit needs to be a major goal of long-term economic policy. In exploring ways of reducing the deficit, however, it is essential to understand the origins of the deficit and the forces which are keeping it such a large problem for the Nation. Today's huge deficit problem is largely the result of three factors: excessive tax cuts early in the 1980s, which did not generate the promised increase in growth; strong growth in military spending; and a huge
increase in interest payments on the debt resulting from the tax cuts and the increased military spending.

Figure 42 tells the tax story. Social insurance programs are funded with dedicated revenues and generally match revenues and expenditures (see box). Excluding social insurance taxes, the share of GDP accounted for by federal taxes has been on a downward trend since the early 1950s, with the sharpest drops coming in the late 1960s (following the war in Vietnam) and in the early 1980s. These taxes accounted for 14 percent of GDP in 1981 and fell sharply to 11.5 percent in 1991.

On the spending side, the Federal Government has two kinds of outlays: those considered "discretionary" in that they reflect annual appropriations, and those considered "mandatory" because they reflect contractual obligations (e.g. deposit insurance and debt service) or provide defined benefits according to legislative formulas (e.g. Social Security, Unemployment Insurance, and Medicare).

---

**Figure 42**

*Federal Tax Receipts as Percent of GDP Excluding Social Insurance*

Source: Office of Management and Budget.
FOR DEFICIT REDUCTION
ENTITLEMENTS ARE NOT THE MAIN PROBLEM

By far the largest entitlement programs are Social Security and Medicare, which, together with Unemployment Insurance, account for two-thirds of entitlement spending. Yet, these programs are all primarily funded by dedicated taxes, which in some cases (Social Security) substantially exceed current outlays. All other entitlements, including Civil Service and Veterans’ Retirement, Medicaid, and Food Stamps, have declined from 4.2 percent of GNP in 1979 to 3.5 percent in 1989.

The following figure shows the implications for the federal deficit of the funded entitlements. It demonstrates that, in recent years, the funded entitlements actually had an excess of revenue over expenditures. Instead of contributing to the deficit, they act to reduce it.

Major Entitlements and Their Funding
Social Security, Medicare and UI

Source: Office of Management and Budget.
Figure 43 demonstrates the principal changes in spending. It shows that the aggregate of domestic and defense discretionary spending has been on a generally downward path as a share of GDP. During most of the 1980s, however, discretionary spending for defense and international affairs rose significantly as a share of GDP, while domestic discretionary spending fell substantially. Had military spending followed the same path as domestic discretionary spending, the huge annual deficits of the 1980s would have largely disappeared. If we include the interest payments on the debt used to finance the rising share of GDP going to the military, the entire deficit of the 1980s is accounted for.
Programs providing defined benefit payments to individuals have played some role in increasing deficits, but their contribution is frequently over-stated by those who argue that "entitlements" are taking over the budget. The largest of these programs—Social Security, Medicare and Unemployment Insurance—are largely funded with dedicated tax revenues which have overall more than kept pace with outlays (see box on p. 107). The principal contributors to the deficit on the spending side have been changes in discretionary spending (largely military) and in the debt service burden associated with past changes in spending.

While the contribution of entitlements to the deficit is often over-stated, there is a growing problem in the health care area. Federal outlays for health care—primarily Medicare and Medicaid—are growing rapidly. Health-care expenditures are absorbing an ever-increasing share of the federal budget. CBO’s latest projections indicate that, under current policies, health-care expenditures will increase to nearly 22 percent of the federal budget by 1997 and 28 percent by 2002, compared to about 10 percent in 1980.

While uncontrollable growth in health-care spending adversely impacts the federal budget, solutions should not be focused only on federal health entitlement programs. That is because the growth in federal health-care spending is a symptom of an economy-wide problem of uncontrolled health costs. Figure 44 shows that health-care expenditures in both the private and public sector are eating up an ever-increasing share of the Nation’s economic pie. HCFA actuaries project that these trends will continue into the next century. Moreover, as the population ages, public health-care expenditures will increase more rapidly than private expenditures.

The solution to this problem is not simply to issue dire warnings about the "explosion of entitlements," it is to take steps to control cost escalation in the health-care sector as a whole. Experience in Germany and Canada suggest strongly that such cost control is not beyond our capacity.
A second area in which government policy helps create a positive environment for private investment is international trade. With markets for many goods and services increasingly globalized, the willingness of the private sector to make heavy capital investments depends upon some assurance that they will be able to recoup such expenditures through full access to world markets.

Present trade policy, however, does not provide this degree of assurance, as can be briefly illustrated in three different areas. First, the principal focus of trade policy over the past several years has been the Uruguay Round of Negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. While the outcome of these talks is still in doubt, there is
reason to believe that the our negotiators must press harder if the agreement is to deliver benefits of real value to the U.S. economy.

Of greater concern is that U.S. negotiators are being pressured to make important concessions on aspects of trade law—such as dispute settlement and antidumping rules—which threaten to damage the ability of U.S. producers to defend themselves against unfair and predatory foreign trade practices.

A second area of concern is the almost total lack of progress in opening the Japanese market. Despite more than a decade of intense trade negotiations, the Japanese market remains remarkably closed to imports from all countries, including the United States. A recent Rand Corporation study, for example, found that products originating in Europe or in the United States were far more expensive in Japan than they were in the United States. Products of Japanese origin were also sold at significantly lower prices in the U.S. market than they were in Japan. Japanese consumers and foreign producers are bearing the costs of the longstanding reluctance of Japan to open its markets to foreign goods and permit head-to-head price competition.

The third area of concern is the poor progress which has been made in negotiating with countries that seek to distort trade flows by deliberate manipulation of currencies. The 1988 Trade Act required the Administration to take action against countries found to be manipulating their exchange rate "for purposes of preventing effective balance of payments adjustment or gaining unfair competitive advantage in international trade." This year, for the fourth time in a row, the Treasury Department has submitted a report on this issue which strongly suggests that currency manipulation is taking place, but which refuses to take the required action. Three countries are singled out for special treatment in this year's Report: Taiwan, China, and Korea.

... we are again concerned that Taiwan's exchange rate policies, in conjunction with continued limitations on foreign exchange transactions and capital flows, contribute to indirect "manipulation" of the exchange rate." [p.26]
The Treasury Department believes that it is imperative that China take steps to eliminate its pervasive controls over foreign exchange allocation and trade so as to reduce its large and destabilizing external surpluses while achieving a more market-determined system of exchange rate determination. [p. 36]

... we remain seriously concerned that pervasive Korean exchange and capital controls significantly constrain supply and demand in the currency market. [p. 21]

It is clear from these examples that the United States urgently needs a more effective trade policy to safeguard the interests of U.S. producers in international markets. Such a policy must be based on:

- **Reciprocity.** Trade concessions granted by the U.S. should be matched by concessions of equivalent value by other parties to the negotiations.

- **Results.** Negotiations need to produce concrete improvements in market access, not empty promises or further negotiation.

It also has become clear that we need to reconsider our negotiating priorities with other countries. Trade in services, intellectual property and liberalization of financial markets are important for U.S. investors but these negotiating priorities must be matched by equally strong efforts to open markets for the exports of U.S.-based producers.
In a recent book, *The Competitive Advantage of Nations*, professor Michael Porter took issue with the conventional wisdom that the best contribution government could make to enhanced private investment was to provide modest support and minimal regulation. Instead he found that industries often flourished when challenged by regulatory standards from government.

Two areas appear particularly appropriate for this kind of challenge from government. The first is the environment where intelligent regulation can help industry gain a competitive edge in world markets.

The logic for this position is straightforward: there can be no doubt that all nations will sooner or later demand improved environmental performance from their industries. Meeting these demands will require substantial new investments in plant, equipment, and technology at some point in the future. How quickly the market for environmentally responsible technologies develops is dependent upon political decisions in many different countries, but it is clear that this market will eventually be substantial.

Given this reality, the country whose domestic industry most promptly adjusts to new environmental technologies will be the country that takes the lead in capturing this important global market.

The Administration's Council On Environmental Quality estimates that the worldwide market for environmental equipment could reach $60 billion annually. Who will lead this market? Ten or fifteen years ago, the United States had an enormous lead on such technologies, but our leadership has diminished. A recent *Business Week* article entitled "The Green Giant? It May Be Japan" begins with this chronology:

Two decades ago, Japan was choking on its own filth. Acrid clouds of photochemical smog from car and factory emissions assaulted residents of major cities. Then, two oil crises lead to energy shortages and sent prices spiraling. That walloped Japan, a huge oil importer, harder than other industrialized countries. Something had to be done.
So the government enacted draconian measures to clean things up. Other laws fostered energy efficiency—a byproduct of which is less pollution. Now after years of investments that produced dramatic gains at home, Japan is looking abroad ... crisscrossing Europe, Asia, and the U.S. striking deals on equipment or licensing their approach in everything from plant design to waste-water and air pollution control. The Japanese have the edge over the U.S. and Germany in pollution control in basic industry, and Tokyo is spending $4 billion a year to broaden the country's environmental skills ... Japan ... is starting to target the environmental market.

The key to challenging industry in this area is a regulatory environment which encourages innovation, technology development, and entrepreneurship in responding to problems of the environment. Current experiments with tradable emissions limits and the California state requirement for "zero polluting" vehicles, both appear to have made major contributions toward improved investment by private industry.

A second area for challenge concerns worker training. As was noted earlier, American firms provide much less training to their workers—and to their high-school educated workers in particular—than do firms in other countries. This may make some sense for an individual firm in a society with high-labor mobility, but it is a destructive course for the economy as a whole.
Several witnesses at our hearings drew attention to the fact that our trade policies have created a world in which Americans are increasingly drawn into competition with workers earning a small fraction of our wages (see box).

In this kind of world, high-wage countries can expect to maintain living standards only by a relentless quest for improved productivity, and a significant contributor to productivity growth is expanded training of workers by their employers.

Government has a role to play in a national human capital growth strategy, but it cannot be expected to target training on specific workplace skills with the precision or efficiency which is available to employers. In this area, government should join with firms in establishing policies that enable them to make a significant commitment to the training of their workers.

**ASSIST PRIVATE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT**

There is a growing consensus that government must become an active partner with the private sector in furthering both the production and dissemination of technological knowledge. Nobel economist Robert Solow argued from the point of view of economic theory that:

There is good micro-economic justification for the notion that a private enterprise system, as well as it does some things, will under-invest in research for well-understood reasons.

Lewis Branscomb, former Chief Scientist at IBM, told the Committee that research and development had much of the quality of a "public good," which would not be produced in adequate amounts by private action alone.

... we all understand that basic science is a public good. There is really no debate about that among liberals and conservatives ... and I would insist from my experience in industry that there are large areas in the world of technology where in fact the technology is a public good. I would cite three examples: the infrastructural generic technologies; path-breaking technologies that have huge potential paybacks to the country, but are long delayed; and investment in the national infrastructure, clearly a community investment and not something individuals can do.
TRADE AND SKILLS

For most of the postwar period, U.S. economic policy has sought to build a world of expanded trade and open markets. Initially, such a policy had a direct payoff for American workers in the form of increased wages, because U.S. firms dominated world markets and were able to pay their workers a premium wage.

This is no longer the case. Not only do American firms no longer dominate key world markets, but technological diffusion has been so rapid that large numbers of countries with wage structures much lower than ours are able to produce even very sophisticated goods at competitive prices.

The consequences of these trends for American workers were emphasized by several witnesses:

So by building an open-trading world, we have placed unskilled people in the U.S. in direct competition with people who will work for much less than we want to see Americans working for.

Robert Solow

It will be increasingly difficult for low-skilled people in a high-wage country to maintain their standard of living. That's true of low-skilled people in high-wage countries everywhere, but it has become a new phenomenon in the United States.

William Niskanen

We must immediately admit that many millions of Americans still have nothing more to sell to the world economy than do citizens of the Third World who have had little or no access to formal education, and who often work for wages that barely support mere survival.

Dan Lacey, Editor, Workplace Trends
A recent report from the Council on Competitiveness—a group of private business firms—warned that the U.S. position in many critical technologies is slipping and, in some cases, has been lost altogether. The Council concluded that:

unless the nation acts immediately to promote its position in critical generic technologies, U.S ... competitiveness will erode further, with disastrous consequences for American jobs, economic growth and national security.

Finally, the Competitiveness Policy Council—an advisory group made up of appointees of the President, the Senate, and the House of Representatives—offered the suggestion that:

On technology, the United States could establish a new mechanism for government and industry to work together to promote the development of generic pre-competitive technologies that are not being financed by the private sector.

This tremendously broad-based consensus has laid the groundwork for a significant expansion of federal activities in support of research and development. We believe action is needed in two broad areas.

First, the Federal Government needs to increase its direct support for research on "generic technologies" (those with broad applicability across industries with significant potential for commercial application). For years, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has provided this type of support in the defense sector. With the end of the Cold War, our national security depends increasingly on maintaining leadership in commercial technologies, and we believe it is time to offer the same type of support to commercial research that we have made available in the past to defense-related research.

Second, the Federal Government must substantially improve its efforts at disseminating technology throughout the economy. In most countries, and in the United States especially, manufacturing is carried out through a vast network of small- to -mid-sized firms. There are 360,000 manufacturing firms in the United States, and they account for 10-12 million jobs and more than half of the value added in manufacturing. Yet, a recent Census Bureau survey found that smaller firms consistently lagged behind larger firms in the adoption of new technology.

Japanese and West German Governments make it a priority to strengthen then small- and medium-sized manufacturing firms. Japan
spends $500 million a year on a public network of 170 manufacturing support centers, known as kohsetsushi centers. Similarly, West Germany has an elaborate system of vocational education—a network of research centers that provides technical support to small- and medium-sized firms—and a well-developed system of industrial standards—all designed to promote engineering and manufacturing excellence.

The United States, too, has innovative programs—largely at the state level—to modernize small- and medium-sized manufacturing firms. But these "manufacturing extension" programs are seriously underfunded and receive almost no federal support; total funding is at most $70 million a year—about $20 million of that from the Federal Government. In striking contrast, our Nation spends $1.1 billion each year on agricultural extension (one-third federal). And yet agriculture accounts for 2 percent of GDP, while manufacturing contributes more than 20 percent.

Given the importance of technological modernization, we believe it is time for the Federal Government to take the lead in building an institutional infrastructure for the dissemination of technological knowledge to small and medium-sized firms.

IMPROVING PUBLIC INVESTMENT

In addition to creating an environment favorable to private investment, the government itself has direct investment responsibilities. It has long been recognized that government has responsibility for investments whose benefits to the society are large but not easily appropriated by private investors. Infrastructure investment, for example, has always been primarily a public responsibility. In recent years, there has also developed a broad consensus that private investors, left to their own devices, will tend to underinvest in certain kinds of knowledge. Here the government needs to find a way of complementing private investment to raise the overall level closer to the needs of the economy.

Previous sections of this report have documented the broad failure of government to carry out these direct investment responsibilities over the past decade or two. The problems have grown so serious that a large group of eminent economists has issued an open letter to the President and Congress, calling for a renewed commitment to public investment (see box). Their letter emphasizes the urgency of the problem and the dire consequences of continued neglect.
In addition to our trade and fiscal deficits, America faces a "third deficit"—the deficiency of public investment in our people and our economic infrastructure. This deficit will have a crippling effect on America's future competitiveness.

Just as business must continually reinvest in order to prosper, so must a nation. Higher productivity—the key to higher living standards—is a function of public, as well as private, investment. If America is to succeed in an increasingly competitive world, we must expand efforts to equip our children with better education and our workers with more advanced skills. We must prevent drug abuse and dropping out among teenagers. We must fix our bridges and expand our airports. We must accelerate the diffusion of technology to small and medium-sized business.

Yet, these needs have been neglected throughout the past decade. In real dollar terms, federal spending in the 1980s on science and civilian technology has been significantly below the levels in the 1960s and 1970s. Compared to the late 1970s, the Federal Government is now spending less per person on education and less per worker on training. We are devoting less of our national spending to federal investments in highways, mass transit, airports and other transportation infrastructure.

State and local governments have not been able to pick up the slack. In the 1980s, state and local spending on both education and transportation as a percent of GNP has been below the level of the 1970s.

We fully understand the problem that the current U.S. fiscal deficit poses for efforts to expand public investment in these areas. Many of the undersigned have been in the forefront of those arguing that the federal deficit must be reduced. But, in economic terms, budget deficit reduction and an expansion in public civilian investment are compatible. Indeed, over the long run, we cannot eliminate the twin deficits and maintain our living standards unless we expand our public investments.

Clearly, this will require adjustments in other parts of the federal budget. Substantial savings are obviously possible in the military and agriculture sectors. And there is no escaping the need for more revenue.

[continued]
Raising taxes is never popular. Neither is reducing spending on programs which benefit powerful economic or ideological interests. But there is strong evidence that the people know that there is no free lunch. Polls have shown that majorities support a change in priorities and that people are willing to pay for public services that are vital to the Nation’s future.

Thus, while there is no easy answer, there is an answer: it is to devote a portion of new revenues raised, and/or savings made from reducing areas of excess spending, to critical public investments. We can afford it. For example, $30 billion in net new public investment would come to approximately one-half of one percent of our GNP in fiscal year 1990. Such an investment, if properly administered, would be a bargain for today’s working population. The present generation of workers will have to depend on a much smaller working population to support their retirement. Without adequate training and an efficient economic infrastructure, tomorrow’s workers will not be able to maintain tomorrow’s retirees in a comfortable and dignified standard of living.

The future will not wait. Each year of delay means another million dropouts and an increase in the number of American workers whose skills are inferior to those against whom they have to compete. It means more deterioration in our roads, bridges, and airports. It means falling behind another step in the race for the technologies that will support tomorrow’s higher incomes. It means compounding the already massive debt we are leaving to the next generation of workers by denying them the tools they will need to pay off that debt.

We therefore urge you to resist the temptation to deal only with today’s crises, as important as it is to solve them. For the sake of our Nation’s future, we urge you to raise the monies needed to regain America’s competitive edge—before it is too late.

Signed by 327 economists, including Nobel Prize Winners:

Kenneth J. Arrow
Lawrence R. Klein
Wassily Leontief

Franco Modigliani
Robert M. Solow
James Tobin
It is important to note that this letter was sent to the President and Congress in July 1989, long before the collapse of the Soviet Union brought about the historic transformation of the international security system. Even in 1989, this group of economists believed there was considerable potential for shifting funds from military needs to domestic investment. Clearly, the potential for such a shift is even greater today.

While this group does not provide any specific targets for increased public investment, historical comparisons help define at least the rough size of the problem.

- In 1968, the public sector spent 4 percent of GDP on physical infrastructure investment. Today it spends less than 2 percent. A return to the prior pattern would involve an increase in public investment of roughly $120 billion per year.

- Other countries annually spend between 1.9 and 5.1 percent of their GDP on public investment. Moving from the present level of investment to the average of the OECD would mean an increase of $90 billion per year. Matching Japan’s investment performance would mean an increase of $230 billion per year.

- In the area of research and development, the United States presently invests 1.9 percent of GDP in civilian, as opposed to military research. Germany invests 2.8 percent, and Japan invests 3 percent. Matching German investment rates in civilian research would require increased investment of $50 billion per year, while equaling the Japanese performance would require over $60 billion.

These are large sums of money, and seem far beyond the capacity of the government at this moment. But the Federal Government need not watch helplessly as inadequate public investment continues to erode the foundations of our economy. The end of the Cold War should permit a substantial shifting of resources currently programmed for military spending into deficit reduction and critical domestic public investment needs. The immediate obstacle to mobilizing such a "peace dividend" for domestic needs is the artificial wall established in the 1990 Budget Summit agreement between domestic and military spending.

Under the 1990 Budget Summit Agreement, public investment comes under the spending ceilings for "domestic discretionary" spending, ceilings which are set for FY 1993 at more than $7 billion below the current
services baseline for this function. In other words, the budget summit agreement requires real cuts of at least $7 billion in all domestic discretionary categories for the coming fiscal year. It is simply not possible to meet these ceilings and fund the kind of increased public investment which the country urgently needs.

Removing this artificial barrier, however, could set the stage for unlocking substantial resources for a renewed commitment to public investment. Estimates about the size of a prudent and responsible transfer of resources from military to civilian uses range from the President's $50 billion over the next five years to well over $100 billion. If reprogrammed for domestic investment, such sums could go a considerable way toward eliminating what the group of economists called "America's Third Deficit".

---

CONVERSION: A MARSHALL PLAN FOR AMERICA

The end of the Cold War means that some shifting of resources from military to civilian uses is inevitable. The question for economic policy is how to ensure that the transfer minimizes economic disruption, while building a strong foundation for growth in the future.

America has faced similar challenges in the past--the question of adjusting to rapid "build-downs" of military spending following World War II, Korea, and Vietnam. The most dramatic changes occurred after World War II. In that period, record high levels of defense spending and war production were rapidly reduced. Despite the suddenness and magnitudes of the cutbacks, the adjustment proceeded smoothly. In contrast, the build-downs following the wars in Korea and Vietnam were less dramatic and more gradual, yet, in each instance, the adjustment was more difficult.

Defense spending, as a share of GDP, reached 39 percent in 1944, and 40 percent of the Nation's labor force was involved in the war effort. By the end of the war, defense spending comprised 90 per cent of the federal budget. The cutbacks were precipitous and brought defense spending and manpower close to peacetime levels within two years. In the process, about 11 million uniformed persons left the armed services; defense civilian manpower was reduced by nearly 2 million persons; and defense related employment in industry declined by about 10 million persons.
Although a 9-month contraction took place in 1945, output expanded throughout the private sector during the immediate postwar years. Investment and expenditures for durable goods, nondurable goods, and services increased steadily. There was strong growth of net exports. Unemployment, to the surprise of many, remained stable at a relatively low level, despite the huge infusion of ex-servicemen into the civilian labor force and the massive shift of workers from defense related to nondefense activities.

The economic circumstances during the defense build-downs following the wars in Korea and Vietnam differed markedly from the earlier postwar experience. In both of the latter instances, the defense cutbacks were accompanied by recessions far more serious than the brief downturn of 1945. In both instances, there were sharp rises of unemployment, as well as declines of business activity, and the economic recoveries were relatively weak and succeeded by further downturns.

A basic difference between these three periods was the attitude of government toward using military resources to strengthen the civilian economy. During World War II, serious consideration of the problems of the coming peacetime economy began in 1943, with studies initiated by the Administration and the establishment by the Senate of a Special Committee on Postwar Economic Policy and Planning. In 1944 the Administration presented a full legislative microeconomic agenda to Congress, based on three objectives: the "reconversion" of industry to civilian production, the maintenance of personal income, and the renewal of the physical infrastructure. That year, most of the Administration's postwar economic reconversion program was enacted, the most remembered part of which was the Serviceman's Readjustment Act of 1944, known as the G.I. Bill of Rights. This was followed in the postwar period by the Marshall Plan for the rebuilding of Europe.

By contrast, following Korea and Vietnam, the Administrations in office at the time was opposed in principle to government actions to counter the effects of defense reductions or to stimulate economic growth. Both were more concerned with the problem of inflation than with unemployment. In January 1954, for example, Eisenhower used his annual Economic Report to argue that the government should refrain from "meddling" in the economy.
Figure 45 puts today’s military spending situation in historical perspective. In terms of total manpower affected or share of GDP, today’s economy faces a much less severe conversion problem than experienced in the past. Even the most ambitious plans for shrinking the military sector involve much smaller and less disruptive changes than in the past. But the lesson of the past is that successful conversion requires an active commitment from government to manage the conversion process with a substantial dose of new investment.

Recognizing these lessons from the past, we believe it is time to consider a "Marshall Plan for America"—a plan which would facilitate the conversion process through a substantial expansion in public investments. We strongly endorse such a concept, and support the elimination of the artificial budget walls between military and civilian spending, which presently blocks this type of imaginative reprogramming of funds.
The investment needs of the country are enormous and could, along with deficit reduction, easily absorb the funds released from military spending. In contemplating a new public investment agenda, priority should be given to:

- **Increasing investments in infrastructure.** This should include increased support for traditional infrastructure investment at the state and local level, as well as research aimed at new kinds of public infrastructure, such as a national digital communications network, high-speed rail systems, "smart highways, and the next generation of air traffic control systems.

- **Increasing investments in people.** The GI bill brought enormous returns to the country in the form of enhanced human capital. We should use this precedent to broaden financial support for education at all levels.

- **Supplementing private research and development.** The declining U.S. position in critical technologies threatens an erosion of competitiveness. Government must join with industry to increase technological investment and find new ways to better disseminate throughout the economy the best of existing technology.

- **Expand investments in environmental and renewable resource technologies, and in agricultural technologies that minimize the destruction of agricultural potential and the rural environment.**

- **Rebuilding the "statistical infrastructure" of programs for collecting and analyzing data.** This infrastructure provides the basic information upon which both public and private sectors make critical economic decisions.

These are formidable and important challenges, which, if met, could lay the groundwork for a period of strong growth with an improved distribution of income over the decade ahead. Without such investments, however, there is little reason to expect a growth path much different from the inadequate one laid out by the President in this year's budget. We urge the Congress and the Administration to take another look at our future, and decide whether we should really lower our sights and accept less than we have achieved in the past. Meeting the challenge of public investment will take effort, avoiding it will condemn our children to an economy that fails to live up to its potential.
REPUBLICAN VIEWS

"SCIENCE VERSUS SCENARIO"
With the swift and successful conclusion of the Persian Gulf War last year, the attention of most Americans turned to a stubbornly stagnant economy. The longest peacetime expansion in American history ended in the summer of 1990, brought to an end by a recession that lasted longer than most projections (including our own) followed by what has been a sporadic, anemic recovery.

A number of factors served to exacerbate the nature of the recession, and the road to robust recovery quickly comes to a fork, one path seemingly leading toward "fairness" and another toward "growth." Policy debates often degenerate into one versus the other, but the two are only mutually exclusive in the minds of those who see America as a caste economic system where "the rich" somehow only "get richer" at the expense of a permanent class of "poor." The numbers show that economic growth is inherently fair, with all income groups prospering in its wake.

The emphasis on "fairness" is reflected in many of the Democrat proposals for recovery, which focus heavily on temporary "middle class tax cuts" paid for by a permanent higher top tax bracket and a surtax on those with the highest incomes, while the growth emphasis is seen in the myriad economic growth packages proposed by Republicans in Congress and the Bush Administration. The debate on pro-growth economic policies in the Second Session of the 102nd Congress is likely to hinge on these two approaches.
As Congress and the Administration seek to restore economic growth in our economy, it's important to have an accurate understanding of our recent economic past. Regrettably, honest economic analysis is often hard to come by in Washington, D.C. Very often, when policymakers most need objective information and sound data with which to make decisions, they are presented with scenarios.

In this year's Republican Views to the Joint Economic Committee Annual Report, we put forth in as plain and straightforward a manner as possible the facts about our economy, presenting in these pages the numbers as they are and the best methodology of modern economics. In short, we present science versus scenario.

These Republican Views begin with a brief historic perspective of the Federal government's role in fiscal policy, but quickly turn to current economic considerations and pro-growth economic policies.

Other chapters address measures of family income, the growth in entitlement spending and regulation, government spending and taxation in relation to the size of our economy, banking policy, international trade, and the effect of dramatic decreases in defense spending as a result of the break-up of the former Soviet Union.

Much of the basis for our ideas about the value of individual freedom, free markets and limited government were developed by the late Nobel Laureate F. A. Hayek. While his recent passing is a great loss, his achievements in behalf of freedom and liberty will never be exceeded. We respectfully dedicate our annual report to his memory.
II. AN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE OF MACROECONOMIC POLICIES

The Founders of the United States envisioned a free society in which government played the limited but crucial role of administering justice and ensuring the peace. The Constitution was designed to allow the Federal government to accomplish these vital tasks, while preventing the emergence of a State with the power to oppress the citizenry. This Jeffersonian philosophy was succinctly restated by Henry David Thoreau: "That government is best which governs least..." This ideal dominated American history until the time of the New Deal.

Even then, though, the Roosevelt Administration's economic policy was not a radical departure from the philosophy of the Founders, but a mere emendation. The cornerstone of the New Deal was family income maintenance, not massive income redistribution, and Roosevelt saw the New Deal as a program of emergency measures necessitated by the Great Depression. Many components of the New Deal were viewed as either temporary spending projects (e.g., the Works Project Administration) or supplements to private market activity (e.g., social security, viewed by Roosevelt as a supplement to the system of private retirement plans).

The present imbalance between government and the productive sector began with the Great Society in the late 1960s. Whereas Roosevelt saw his goal as promoting the general welfare by providing equality of opportunity, Lyndon Johnson, neo-Keynesian economics and the architects of the Great Society sought to provide for the general welfare by promoting equality of outcome. Government became far more than simply an umpire, ensuring that the game was played fairly and by the rules; government itself became a major player. This was a new development in American history.
Neo-Keynesian economists suggested that government could "fine tune" the economy to reach desired levels of economic growth and employment without undue inflation. Conventions which constrained Federal spending and deficits were discarded. The Great Society agenda presumed that the only viable, equitable way to assure prosperity was for government to undertake massive interventions and herculean spending programs which would redirect the control of wealth from selfish and greedy private producers to public-spirited government bureaucrats. Only then could society hope to break through the barrier of "private waste" to the society of the future, a society beyond scarcity.

The Great Society welfare state was founded on the notion that the main limiting factor preventing society from achieving higher levels of prosperity was a bloated private sector, which supposedly starved the public sector of vitally needed resources. Scarcity and want were seen as merely side-effects of free markets. The path to a society beyond scarcity lay in the continuing expansion of the public sector. Big government would eliminate poverty, promote social harmony, and raise personal income.

As of 1992, the Great Society program has had almost thirty years to show its efficacy, or lack thereof. The "War on Poverty" has proven a disastrous failure; the poverty rate in 1989 was actually slightly higher than the poverty rate in 1969. While some advances in promoting greater equality of opportunity for all have been achieved, few of these advances bear any relationship to Great Society spending programs; social harmony remains an elusive goal.

The Great Society also failed to deliver on its promise of increased prosperity. The postwar era prior to the Great Society expansion was characterized by modest government growth and fiscal responsibility. Government fulfilled its proper role as umpire, and generally left private enterprise alone to create wealth and jobs. This is reflected in the growth data from the period before the Great Society welfare state took root. Real gross domestic product (GDP) grew at an average annual rate of 4.2 percent from 1960 to 1968. The net national wealth from 1946 to 1968 grew at the impressive average annual rate of 8.5 percent.
With the advent of the Great Society this impressive performance began to falter. Real GNP grew only an average of 2.3 percent per year for the period since 1968. For the first time since the end of World War II, the net wealth of Americans actually declined in constant dollars, falling from 1968 to 1970, and then again from 1972 to 1974 (in 1975, net wealth was still less than 1 percent higher than 1968 levels). Over the entire period 1968 to 1990, the real net national wealth grew at a sluggish average annual pace of 2.5 percent. A contributing cause of this slowdown in the growth of real net wealth was rapid growth in real net government debt: 135 percent between 1968 and 1990 (the net real government debt had actually fallen by almost 23 percent between 1946 and 1968).

The Great Society experiment was a costly failure. The basic problem with the Great Society idea was that it failed to acknowledge the fact of scarcity. Human desires are always unlimited, while resources exist in finite supply. Therefore, we must choose how to best employ those finite resources. The object of a political economy is to achieve the single-best combination of public and private enterprise, in both relative amounts and substantive composition, to make the maximum level of prosperity attainable by the citizenry. Government cannot abolish scarcity any more than it can square the circle; unfortunately, government can severely impede the ability of the private sector to minimize the effects of scarcity.

The Founders recognized the need for a government to provide a framework, both legal and defensive, for a prosperous republic. They also understood a harsh truth about the nature of government: a government large enough to grant you everything is large enough to take it away. Government needs to be kept on a tight leash. Otherwise, governmental power can turn from being the defender to being the oppressor of a free people.
Graph II.1 illustrates the basic assumptions of these two radically contrasting philosophies of government. The vertical axis represents different rates of economic growth sustainable given available technology. The horizontal axis represents the percentage of economic and social resources controlled by government. Note that when government controls zero resources, individual prosperity is negated by existence in a state of anarchy. At 100 percent, totalitarian government makes individual prosperity virtually impossible. Somewhere between the two extremes lies an optimum mix of private and public utilization of resources in an economy.

Graph II.1 -- Federal Government Control of Resources

---

1 This graph was first presented by Rep. Dick Armey, JEC Ranking Republican, in a speech at the CATO Institute on January 30, 1991.
The horizontal line represents the "scarcity constraint." This is the maximum possible sustainable rate of prosperity attainable given the level of available technology and resources.

GSI, the dotted line, presents the Great Society Illusion graphically. Proponents of the Great Society believed that increasing government control, and direction, of resources would generate ever-greater increases in economic performance. Under this scenario, society could literally "spend its way to prosperity," as long as that spending was undertaken by government. The GSI curve rises throughout its length. Note that GSI even pushes beyond the Scarcity Constraint. The essence of the Great Society Illusion is the claim that ever bigger government is the road to economic prosperity, and there is no need for trade-offs, a view embodied in Lyndon Johnson's now famous "guns and butter" speech.

This is the fatal flaw which made the Great Society goal of prosperity-through-big-government a false promise. Scarcity is an elementary fact of life and cannot be repealed by political whim. The neglect of the scarcity constraint renders the GSI curve absurd.

The Founders' Vision is illustrated by alternative curve FVC. Like GSI, this curve indicates that government plays a positive role in promoting economic prosperity; FVC rises for part of its range.

However, FVC also reflects the Founders' understanding that government is a two-edged sword; it has the power to both promote, and impede, the welfare of the social order. By providing for the common defense, a legal framework for resolving disputes, basic infrastructure and a minimum safety net, government establishes the foundation for a growing and productive commonwealth. These positive benefits can easily be swamped, however, if that same government expands its control beyond these basic duties. Excessive taxation, over-regulation, profligate spending and special favors for privileged interest groups have a negative effect on the growth of the productive sector. The same
governmental institutions which can facilitate productive commerce can easily become the stranglers of the economy.

Growth of government spending beyond the optimal level causes economic growth to slow, and becomes counterproductive. At a certain point, Federal spending reaches a level of "excess burden," where every dollar spent results in more than a dollar's loss in opportunity cost because of reduced productivity. The tension between the Great Society Illusion and reality takes the form of an ever-spiraling public sector deficit and wasteful spending.

FVC indicates that the maximum level of sustainable prosperity can only be achieved by ensuring that the government sector is limited to those activities which promote, rather than decrease, economic productivity. This point is indicated by M in Graph II.1. While it is impossible to empirically estimate the precise mix of government and private sector which would be economically optimal, the Humphrey-Hawkin's Employment Act of 1978 recognized a goal for Federal spending of 19 percent of GNP. Our present rate of Federal spending stands at 25 percent of GNP and all government spending in America nears 33 percent of gross national product.

It is easy in Washington to fall victim to a myopic view of "bottom lines," to see things through a prism of "current services baselines" and "revenue neutrality." We present this first graph as a "big picture," and suggest policy makers first decide where the optimum mix of government and private sector resources lies, where we are now in relation to that point, and what policies should be pursued to move us in the direction of a more rational government. As Congress considers economic policies to increase the prosperity of individual Americans, will we move to the left and greater government control of our scarce resources, or to the right and more efficient, private sector control?
III. THE NEED FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

The recession that ended the longest peacetime expansion in American history began in June 1990 and probably ended in the spring of 1991. The precise ending of the recession is disputed because growth since early 1991 has been sporadic and anemic. A number of factors have served to deepen and extend the recession and have contributed to the anemic nature of the recovery, and these are discussed in other sections.

There is a division of thought on the best means to restore prosperity. One path, which views economic policy as a zero-sum game, takes resources from the relatively wealthy and distributes them to the less well off either through new government spending or the tax code. This path is informed by greed and class envy, and misinformed by dubious "economic analysis." Its hallmark is the "fairness" mantra, which quickly degenerates into a revisionist history of the 1980s and redistributionist goals for the 1990s. Simply transferring money from certain people through government bureaucracies to other people produces no economic growth, although certainly it increases the size of government.

The way to restore economic growth is empirically clear and, despite the drumbeat from the left, does not include punishing any income class. These Republican Views focus on restoring general growth, which benefits everyone, rather than redistributing current resources to specific constituencies, which will ultimately mean less for everyone.

Members of Congress in both parties now advocate Federal tax cuts as a means to stimulate the economy. The Federal government takes too much of private citizens' income, and the overall tax burden should be reduced. Lowering tax rates and restructuring investment incentives is good public policy. While
certain tax changes will do little to aid the economy immediately, the right changes can do enormous good in both the near future and the longer term.

Mainstream projections of near-term economic growth, while higher than the experience of the recent past, are still below the impressive growth rates of the middle and late 1980s. If growth over the next five years is as projected, it will be about two-thirds that of the impressive '80s. This "growth gap" is widely acknowledged, and has serious repercussions. This level of slower growth will cause $2.3 trillion in lost output and about $875 billion in lost wages through 1996. Less output will also cause larger deficits, estimated to total about $1 trillion in the same period.

In previous economic downturns, the Administration and Congress adopted policies that stimulated the economy and restored recovery. Perhaps the most successful economic stimulus package was passed in 1981, when marginal rates were drastically cut and the American economy began eight years of uninterrupted growth.

The Federal response to our presently flat economy has been too slow and too small. One reason is that under new budget rules, every pro-growth proposal is automatically subjected to revenue forecasting techniques that virtually ignore economic growth effects. Specifically:

- whereas certain tax cuts clearly stimulate the economy, government forecasting agencies generally assume that tax cuts can only harm the economy by increasing deficits;

---


whereas lower taxes on investment income stimulate investment, government forecasters assume tax rates have little investment effect; and

whereas tax policy affects capital formation, Federal forecasts assume few capital accumulation changes from Federal incentives.

These assumptions are demonstrably wrong, and it is important for both congressional and administration tax analysts to include more fully the dynamic effects of tax changes on revenue estimation. (We address this need in more detail in Chapter IV.)

An immediate and well-considered economic stimulus package is important. While government cannot fine-tune the economy, it can lay the groundwork for a tax program that increases incentives for work, savings and investment. The debate should not be one of whether these proposals stimulate growth, but over the pace and magnitude of their positive effects.

In the artificial world of policy abstraction, deficits are closed by raising taxes, reducing spending, or a combination of both. In the real world of politics, tax increases are followed by higher spending to assuage the anger of taxpayers. Despite the best efforts of politicians and allegedly bipartisan or nonpartisan research groups to ignore these facts, "deficit reduction acts" often increase rather than reduce, the Federal budget deficit.

Economic growth ultimately depends upon improving a nation's productivity, achieving more economic output at a given level of resources. Higher productivity increases economic efficiency and the real well being of a nation's citizens. The critical question for policy makers is what policies encourage productivity.

There is a broad consensus among economists that increasing savings and investment is critical. New and more efficient machinery and technology enable workers to produce more goods and services, and ready sources of capital are needed to allow businesses to invest in such equipment. If savings are minimal,
private enterprise finds capital more expensive and scarce, driving up its cost and reducing total capital investment.

A major goal of Federal tax policy should be to encourage private savings and capital investment, yet the current Federal tax code penalizes savings and investment in several ways. Taxation reduces capital formation by driving a wedge between how much money an investment generates and how much of that money actually flows to the investor. An investor willing to risk funds at a particular rate of return may be unwilling to make such an investment if that projected rate of return is lowered too far by taxation. Consequently, many worthwhile productive investments are not made simply because of tax-code bias. Because of this anti-investment bias, individual decisions are skewed toward immediate consumption instead of patient investment. Without endorsing all the growth proposals that follow, we list here some of the proposals before Congress and the points made by those who advocate their passage.

INVESTMENT TAX INCENTIVES

Capital Gains Tax Cut

Capital gains income and its taxation may be the object of more misinformation on Capitol Hill than any other economic issue. Is a capital gains tax cut a paean to "the rich," as its opponents argue, or would it spur economic growth that benefits individuals at all income levels, as its advocates argue? Would a capital gains tax cut gain or lose Federal revenue? Does the U.S. capital gains tax rate compare favorably to other countries? At the root of this debate is a good deal of economic data that needs much closer examination.

Opponents of a reduction in the capital gains tax rate often cite Congressional Budget Office (CBO) or Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) analyses that purport to show that a large proportion of the benefits of capital gains tax reductions would accrue to those with the very highest incomes. There are a number
of problems with these analyses, however, most of which are known
to congressional revenue estimators but ignored in order to avoid
embarrassment and/or to defeat such proposals in Congress.

Earlier this year two Republican Members of the Joint
Economic Committee released a study that refuted the notion that
the principal beneficiaries of a reduced capital gains tax rate are
"the rich."4 That study showed that wage earners, rather than
investors, realize 92 percent of the after-tax benefits of lower taxes
on capital. There are a variety of reasons for this conclusion,
including that capital assets are held much more widely than is
usually portrayed, that increased capital and productivity increases
worker wages, job opportunities, and that the investment wealth of
helps savers at every income level.

The current taxation of capital income at roughly the same
rate as other income is inequitable in two ways. First, such tax
removal means that debt has a more favorable tax treatment than
equity, which discourages savings and encourages borrowing.
Companies that want to expand must finance that expansion either
through borrowed funds or through profitable earnings. These
companies can deduct interest payments on debt, but cannot limit
taxes on equity dividends. These dividends are profits to the
company and therefore taxed, and when they are distributed to
investors they are also taxed as a capital gain for those investors.
This "double taxation" of equity creates a perverse incentive for
companies to hold debt versus equity. Eliminating the capital gains
tax would eliminate this unfairness, but any reduction in capital
gains rates would help redress the imbalance.

The second inequity is that nominal rather than real capital
gains are taxed. In effect, inflation "taxes" a large portion of capital
and reduces actual investor returns. Ignoring this deterioration
penalizes capital income relative to other income such as wages and

4 Robbins, Gary and Aldona Robbins, "Capital, Taxes and Growth,"
Armey and Senator Connie Mack.
salaries. Indexing capital gains for inflation would directly address this problem.

Consider these examples from the U.S. Treasury Department:

- Suppose you invest $1,000 and the value rises $70 in a year due to a 3 percent ($30) real gain and a 4 percent ($40) inflation increase. If you sell the investment and are in the 28 percent tax bracket, you would pay a capital gains tax equal to 28 percent of the total $70 increase. That's $19.66 -- a tax of 66 percent of the real gain.

- Suppose you invested $1,000 in the stock market in 1970 and sold your stocks in 1988. During those 18 years the Standard and Poor Index rose 219 percent. But inflation was 205 percent. The net gain after inflation would be only $140. Yet you would pay on the entire 219 percent capital gain. If you were in the 28 percent tax bracket, your effective tax rate on the gain would equal 438 percent.

Lower taxes on capital will create new investment, with immediate positive Federal revenue effects. The Administration has estimated that a 30 percent exclusion of capital gains profits from taxation would yield $12.5 billion in higher tax revenues over five years. Economist Allan Sinai has estimated that a 15 percent rate would boost GNP by 2.8 percent over five years, or roughly 0.5 percent a year. 2.3 million new jobs would be created and $30 to $40 billion in additional Federal tax revenues generated.

In the current economic situation, a capital gains reduction would be especially helpful. There would be an almost instant increase in the nominal value of equity and property. This would improve the balance sheets of banks, increase the value of business and individually held property, reduce Federal exposure because of the savings and loan crisis, and ease credit. In the longer term, the large negative revenue effect predicted by most static analyses would be offset by a dynamic response in higher gross domestic
product (GDP), higher profits, more jobs, and additional Federal revenues from business income, payroll and private income taxes.

The strong linkage between private savings rates, effective capital gains tax rates, economic growth, and national wealth are seen in brief comparisons of the United States over time, and in comparisons between our country and other nations.

Table III.1 shows the changing savings rates of the U.S. private sector and the Federal government from 1970 to the present.

The private savings rate has deteriorated, especially since the middle 1980s, when many of the important tax preferences for tools such as Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) and capital gains were removed from the tax code.
### Table III.1 -- Gross National Saving as a Percent of GNP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Private</th>
<th>Federal Government</th>
<th>All Government</th>
<th>Total Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Finally, in contrast to Japan and Germany, as well as many other industrialized nations, the United States taxes investment profits, or capital gains, at a far higher rate. This self-inflicted wound reduces our competitiveness and ultimately our standard of living. Two nations, Australia and Great Britain, tax capital at a higher rate; but both countries index gains for inflation. Table III.2 shows the effective capital gains tax rates in the United States and selected nations, as well as holding periods and indexation.
## Table III.2 -- Maximum Capital Gains Tax, Holding Periods, and Indexation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Maximum Long-Term Capital Gains Tax Rate</th>
<th>Holding Period</th>
<th>Indexed for Inflation?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>50.25%</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6 Months</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This and other evidence illustrates the linkage between higher private savings, lower capital gains taxation and economic well being. It is unfortunate that partisan motivations have served to cloud the issue, and that official revenue estimators effectively prevent the consideration of a stimulative growth package.

The historic data on the relationship between lower capital gains tax rates and increased realizations and revenue is illustrated in Graph III.1. Note that realizations and resulting revenues spike in 1986 as investors responded to the enactment of a higher capital gains tax rate, and dropped dramatically in the following years (despite the scenario presented by the Congressional Budget Office, which projected constantly increasing realizations in the face of a withering tax increase, resulting in a $134 billion overestimate of capital gains realizations for 1990).
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Graph III.1 -- Capital Gains Income and Revenue Up With Tax Cuts, Decline With Tax Increases

Source: Internal Revenue Service and Congressional Budget Office

Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs)

One needed area of Federal tax policy reform is to increase incentives for private savings. In the early 1980s, fully deductible IRAs increased the level of private savings. Unfortunately, the 1986 Tax Reform Act limited the deductibility of IRA contributions. IRA use declined from these legislated changes. Contributions fell even further because of widespread public belief that IRAs had been "eliminated". Restoring full deductibility to all IRA contributions should increase the savings rate for all income classes.

S. 1921, introduced by Senators William V. Roth and Lloyd Bentsen of this Committee, would restore the pre-1986 deduction rules for IRA contributions so that all taxpayers could make tax deductible contributions to their IRAs, regardless of their income level or whether they are covered by an employee sponsored retirement plan. In addition, Roth/Bentsen would create a new type of IRA where "upfront" contributions would not be tax
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deductible but, if held for five years, could be withdrawn tax-free. The bill would also allow for penalty free withdrawals from IRAs for first-time home buyers, and for educational and medical expenses.

Enactment of S. 1921 would increase private savings. Some analysts claim that fully deductible IRA accounts merely shift savings from one type to another, but more careful research shows that unrestricted IRAs increased net private savings in the early 1980s. Most of the new incentives would directly apply to families with incomes above current limitations, but the universal qualification for IRA contributions would reverse the dampening effects on savings at all income classes caused by the 1986 IRA restrictions.

The long-term revenue effects of the "upfront" IRA are disputed. In the short term, Federal tax revenues would clearly increase as some savers would shift traditional IRA funds into "upfront" accounts. Static analysis of longer term revenue effects show that there would be revenue losses in later years. However, the dynamic effects of additional growth from higher savings rates will recoup at least a portion of these losses.

Payroll Tax Cuts

There are various proposals to reduce the payroll tax for both employers and employees. One such bill, S. 11, introduced by Senator Moynihan, would reduce payroll tax rates for a few years while expanding the wage base. Other bills would reduce rates further without expanding the base, including H.R. 960, the Wallop/Delay/Tallon bill, which would cut the current 12.4 percent payroll tax rate to 10.6 percent.

---

There would be several salutary economic effects of lower payroll taxes. First, a payroll tax cut increases overall Federal tax progressivity. Under the provisions in the 1977 Social Security Amendments (P.L. 95-216), both the employer and the employee shares of the payroll tax were increased from 6.13 percent to 7.65 percent. Now over 80 percent of taxpayers pay more in FICA taxes than in income taxes. Second, a portion of the increased wages to workers will go toward savings, increasing the private savings pool. Third, the tax cut for employers will either be passed on to workers in the form of higher wages or used by the firm for new productive investment or increased levels of employment. All three effects are desirable to increase economic productivity. While the temporary payroll tax cut in S. 11 might spur investment in the near term, a permanent tax cut is preferable. The major advantages of a permanent payroll tax reduction (as, for example, H.R. 960 provides) is that the incentives for and benefits of increased private savings, work effort and economic growth would be permanent.

**Middle Income Tax Relief**

Since World War II, taxes and government spending have become increasingly hostile to families. In 1990, a family with earned income of one-half the median level paid 23 percent of their income in Federal and state taxes. In 1948, the same family paid only 2 percent -- less than one-tenth the proportion -- in those same taxes. The American family is suffering from a huge burden of government, and it deserves relief from the demands of an ever expanding bureaucracy.

The most important element of the tax code accounting for the huge rise in the taking of family income is the shrinking value of the dependent and personal exemptions. The effects of inflation and family income growth on the value of the personal and dependent exemption is most striking. In 1948, the $4,600 personal and dependent exemption allowed by the Federal income tax code was equal to 42.1 percent of the typical American's income. By 1990, the face value of those exemptions had risen to $2,050, but the proportion of per capita income has shrunk to 11.1 percent. Restoring the personal exemption to its 1948 value would mean
enacting legislation to raise the personal exemption to about $8,000 in 1991 dollars.

Several Members of Congress have introduced legislation to raise the personal exemption significantly, most notably Representative Frank Wolf of Virginia. These proposals have several advantages, among them providing true tax relief to the middle class and targeting benefits to families bearing the responsibility of raising children. A major increase in the personal exemption would do much to bring about tax fairness, middle class tax relief and a stronger society by rewarding working families.

Concern about the revenue loss of expanding the personal exemption is usually overstated, expressed by elected officials more interested in expanding government than in promoting tax fairness. In addition, static revenue analysis exaggerates the revenue loss from this reform, ignoring taxpayer response to more family income. For the lowest income workers, raising the personal exemption would take them off the tax roles, allow them to keep more money in their pockets, and encourage work and other entrepreneurial economic activity. Much of the middle class would drop from the 28 percent tax bracket to the 15 percent bracket, increasing incentives for productive activity. The greater incentives for economic expansion would be additional revenues from greater economic activity which would recoup some of the "lost" tax revenues.

**Investment Tax Incentives**

In times of economic downturns, calls for stimulative tax reform receives a higher priority. In the wake of the so-far disappointing recovery, tax subsidies in the form of either credits or exclusions are receiving renewed attention.

While there is some debate over the extent to which investment incentives encourage growth, the relationship is positive; that is, such incentives encourage economic growth beyond the level it would otherwise be. It is true that some of the effect of incentives is to speed up investment that would occur anyway,
however, any differential incentive to invest in productive equipment over alternative uses of the same funds certainly shifts at least some additional resources into investment.

Temporary investment incentives would encourage more funds to be invested more rapidly. In addition, a temporary tax incentive stimulates more investment for every dollar of Federal revenue foregone, i.e., more "bang for the buck." In our current growing but weak economy, temporary incentives should be considered. In good, bad or mediocre economic times, however, it is clear that new investment is critical to economic prosperity.

There is a good deal of evidence that investment tax incentives stimulate the economy. Hall and Jorgenson examined the effect of investment depreciation schedules in the 1950s and 1960s, and found a significant effect of investment tax incentives on investment.\footnote{Hall, Robert E. and Dale W. Jorgenson, "Tax Policy and Investment Behavior," \textit{American Economic Review} 58:3, pp. 391-414.} Bischoff found that the Federal tax revenue gain from the economic growth effects of the investment tax credit exceeded the revenue loss.\footnote{Bischoff, Charles W., "The Effective of Alternative Lag Distributions," in \textit{Tax Incentives and Capital Spending}, ed. Gary Fromm (Washington: Brookings, 1971), pp. 61-130.} While some other research finds less impressive results, it is beyond dispute that investment tax incentives encourage more investment in productive capital, and that additional capital investment is key to economic growth.

All these proposals would allow individuals to keep more of their hard-earned income, saving and investing more in a growing economy. To the contrary, proponents of class warfare and government bureaucracy assume that all wealth and income are in some way "national assets" that belong first to government. Through its "generosity," government allows citizens to keep a portion of this wealth for themselves. Government takes the rest of it to feed its own bureaucracy and redistribute a portion to preferred constituencies.
Income and wealth belong first to the persons who earn it. Any claim government makes to take private earnings through taxation must meet a high threshold of necessity. While there are legitimate government purposes, the legitimacy of a particular level of taxation must always be scrutinized. Increasing private savings and investment are desirable goals. Tax reductions targeted to encourage such behavior should be immediate priorities and would accomplish the goals of lower taxation, less government interference, and increased productivity.
IV. THE CONTEXT OF CURRENT FISCAL POLICY

THE 1990 BUDGET DEAL IN RETROSPECT

Fiscal policy decisions for fiscal year 1993 and beyond are bound by the constraints of the budget agreement reached in October 1990, frequently referred to as the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990. This agreement was designed to reduce Federal deficit spending by a cumulative total of just under $500 billion over five years. This was to be accomplished through increased taxes of $160 billion, of which $20.6 billion would be extracted in fiscal year 1992, and through cutting projected growth of spending programs by $281 billion. An additional $68 billion in net interest would be saved from lower deficit financing.

While some economists raised concern about the dampening effect of higher taxes in a fragile economy, they were told not to worry because consumer confidence would rise and interest rates would drop as a result of lower deficits. Other skeptics questioned whether there was any substance to the claimed spending cuts, since they were taken from an assumed baseline higher than any previously projected spending path. Finally, the new automatic adjustments to the deficit caps for economic and technical considerations were seen by some as making them virtually meaningless.

Nevertheless, Congress and the President agreed to the 1990 budget deal, and it remains before us. Its tax increases, "firewalls," luxury taxes, spending caps and procedural changes are now common parlance in Administration agencies and congressional committees.

In the time since the agreement's enactment Federal deficits have reached record levels despite of, if not because of, the massive
tax increases it contained. Rather than reducing the deficit in fiscal 1991 by $42.5 billion as was its goal, the deficit was an historically high $269 billion. Interest rates have come down as a result of aggressive Federal Reserve policy, but it is hard to argue that this positive effect outweighs the budget deal's negatives.

Over the first two fiscal years of spending "restraint" it promised, Federal outlays have grown by 18 percent. In the meantime, Table IV.1 shows that 1991 tax revenue expected from the Budget Enforcement Act has not met projections, nor will outyear revenues meet initial forecasts.

Table IV.1 -- Initial Revenue: Projections versus Reality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Summit Projection</th>
<th>OMB 1/92</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1,031.3</td>
<td>1,031.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1,137.6</td>
<td>1,054.3</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1,220.9</td>
<td>1,075.7</td>
<td>145.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1,305.6</td>
<td>1,164.8</td>
<td>140.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>1,395.1</td>
<td>1,263.4</td>
<td>131.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1,472.9</td>
<td>1,343.5</td>
<td>129.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue Error to Date</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>630.4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Judged by its goal of deficit reduction, the 1990 budget agreement is a dismal failure. Some of its proponents argue that the economy adversely affected the goals of the budget deal, while never acknowledging the possibility that the provisions of the budget deal adversely affected the economy.

Apart from the onerous tax increases and the defaulted commitment to spending restraint, the budget deal proscribes growth-oriented tax policy through the 60-vote hurdle for a "revenue losing" tax cut in the Senate, and a definition of revenue loss
predicated on faulty "static" analysis. Under these budget rules, the viability of revenue forecasting has never been more important to the fiscal policy process.

**STATIC VS. DYNAMIC FORECASTING**

Average Americans probably don’t ponder the intricacies of economic forecasting, thinking it has no effect on their lives. Yet increasingly the laws and regulations that govern and guide their economic destiny are a product of this specialty.

In fact, the discipline of economic forecasting has a great deal more significance in creating policy than many people realize. Before Congress can cut or raise taxes -- something that affects everyone -- it must estimate what will happen to revenues. Before Congress can put a new program into play, policymakers and tax payers should have an idea of its potential costs and benefits.

Until recently, tax and spending initiatives were subject to two criteria -- need and merit. Since the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Deficit Reduction Act of 1986, however, forecasters must consider a bill's potential effect on the budget deficit as well. In theory, a policy proposal that increases the deficit will be greatly scrutinized and have a difficult time becoming law. In reality, the ability of Congress to abide by the standards it establishes for itself has yet to be proven.

This lack of discipline is evident in the fact that the size of the budget deficit keeps growing. Part of the official explanation for these increases is that Federal revenues are coming in slower than predicted while spending is higher than expected. To the extent that expectations were unrealistic to start with, government forecasts have contributed to higher than expected deficits.

Both private and public forecasting exists, but because government economic and budget forecasting plays a large role in policymakers' decisions, it warrants closer observation. Until the
mid-1970s, only the Executive Branch assessed the budgetary and economic impact of policy changes. Individual agencies like the Labor Department annually estimated what their programs and services would cost, usually over a five-year period. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) then compiled and reviewed individual agency forecasts and presented an overall budget blueprint for the U.S. government.

Congress did not play a large role in the budget process until 1974, when it established the Congressional Budget Office. Its role was to provide Congress with its own "independent" budgetary estimates and to serve as a check on the power of the Executive Branch. Because the majority party in Congress effectively controls CBO, Congress' reliance on CBO has grown at the expense of Executive Branch agencies and OMB in this period of divided government. Tax policy provides an example of the curtailed Executive role. Traditionally, the Treasury Department had sole responsibility for forecasting revenues. Recently, however, the Congress has used revenue estimates generated by CBO and JCT.

Seemingly, competition among government estimators should improve the quality of forecasts. Recent blunders by both CBO and JCT, discussed in detail later, suggest otherwise. Congressional and Executive Branch estimators generally follow the same "static" ground rules in preparing forecasts describing the impact of spending and tax measures, since dynamic feedback effects are subjective and might, therefore, be "likely to compromise cross-checking of the two estimates." Though they both have a poor record of estimating actual spending and revenue effects of policy changes, neither seems eager to change.

Forecasting is not a perfect science, yet forecasters should be able to reasonably estimate the effects of a policy change on individuals and the economy. A critical observation of forecasting requires one to scrutinize forecasting methods. Flawed methods will produce flawed results. The danger here lies in that lawmakers

---

8 Letter to Representative Dick Armey from Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury R.Glenn Hubbard, September 11, 1991.
unwittingly make decisions based on inaccurate and misleading data, and leave the taxpayers victims of costly and ineffective legislation.

Currently, government forecasters use a primarily static framework to produce revenue and spending estimates. After producing a snapshot of the overall economy and current Federal policies, they estimate the effect of a particular tax or spending initiative on the budget. While this approach may seem reasonable, it is critically flawed. That individuals and businesses change their work, savings and investment behaviors when Congress lowers or raises taxes is manifest in the most basic laws of economics and past experience. Yet static analysis assumes the level of economic activity and the tax base will remain largely unchanged by the level and incidence of taxation. The snapshot of the overall economy is the same before and after the policy change. In the same way, static analysis fails to account for the impact of policy changes on government spending programs. Although empirical evidence indicates otherwise, a static framework assumes that individuals and businesses will not change their behavior to become eligible for a new or expanded Federal spending program.

Static economic and budget forecasting begins with assumptions about the economy’s performance. Both the Executive Branch and CBO prepare a set of projections about the growth in real gross national product, inflation, employment, and interest rates. Implicit in these forecasts are assumptions about monetary policy, movements in foreign exchange rates, labor force growth and other economic considerations. When making economic projections, government analysts look at recent trends and often assume these trends will simply continue. The failure to assess economic activity systematically and to anticipate trend changes has powerful implications on both the spending and revenue sides of the budget.

Once the economic assumptions are in place, they form a baseline from which forecasters evaluate current policies. They also use this static baseline to assess the impact of any proposed tax or spending changes. These static policy forecasts are risky guides for policy making. Static analysis ignores the fact that higher tax rates
often lead to lower levels of employment or growth which would in turn change the baseline conditions. Similarly, static baseline estimates of personal income are used to estimate the cost of a new program, ignoring the likelihood that new Federal subsidies influence the incentive to work.

In the static forecasting scenario, individuals and businesses demonstrate little response to changes in their taxes. Dynamic forecasting is an inexact science which incorporates assumptions about the behavioral effects of policy changes on individuals and the economy and, therefore, on Federal expenditures and revenues. Unlike in static forecasts, each policy change implies a different baseline.

For example, raising the tax rate on labor tends to make work less attractive than leisure. Raising the tax on investment income tends to make saving less attractive than consumption. Tax increases such as these lead to less employment or less investment, and consequently slower economic growth and a smaller tax base. Similarly, offering new or expanded Federal benefits will affect individual behavior. A dynamic projection would account for such changes, so the dynamic projection of program costs would likely be higher than the static projection while the dynamic projection of revenue from increased taxes on labor would be lower than the static projection.

While government forecasters do not use dynamic forecasting methods today, that has not always been the case. For example, President Kennedy's economic advisors used dynamic models to evaluate the effects of his proposed reduction in personal income tax rates. Advisors expected the reduction to stimulate demand in a sagging economy and increase incentives to work, save and invest.

Though the Kennedy tax cuts did stimulate economic growth and the dynamic forecasts were validated, today estimators stubbornly cling to static methods. A tax cut that would lead to higher growth and higher revenue will be rejected if static estimates assert it will increase the budget deficit.
Though forecasters opt for static methods over dynamic methods, no good evidence suggests why. Accuracy is the relevant criteria by which to evaluate forecasting methods. Retrospectively examining policy change outcomes is a good way to assess accuracy and reliability. One set of past policy changes that can be compared against facts are budget summit agreements negotiated by the Administration and the Congress to reduce the deficit levels. Central to these agreements were static estimates of tax increases and spending reductions that government forecasters projected would achieve lower deficits. Interestingly, not only did the budget summit agreements fail to achieve their stated deficit reduction goals, deficit levels actually increased under their provisions.

Comparing the targeted revenue increases and spending cuts resulting from the summit agreements with the change in the deficit shows forecast errors. For example, the 1982 summit was supposed to achieve $98 billion in tax revenue increases and $31 billion in spending reductions during fiscal year 1983. As indicated in Graph IV.1, the forecast error is the difference between the deficit target government forecasters predicted ($104 billion for 1983) and the actual deficit ($207.8 billion). Interestingly, those years with the largest forecasted revenue increases or spending cuts end up with the biggest increases in the deficit. Conversely, those years with the smallest forecasted tax increases or spending cuts experience the smallest deficit increases. Finally, only in those years in which there were no summits did deficits fall significantly.
When policymakers base their deficit-reduction agreements upon static forecasts, past evidence suggest that:

- Static estimates of growth-oriented tax cuts will overstate the tax revenue losses, even to the point of scoring net revenue gainers as losers.

- Static estimates of tax increases will overstate new tax revenues, even to the point of scoring net revenue losers as gainers.

- Static estimates of spending increases will understate new spending.

- Static estimates of spending cuts will overestimate actual savings.
Combined, these forecasting errors all point toward ever higher deficits. When revenues from higher taxes fail to materialize, spending decisions predicated upon receiving them drive up the deficit. Moreover, real program costs are likely to be higher than official estimates because static analysis underestimates the number of people eligible for Federal assistance. These phenomena help explain why, since World War II, every dollar raised in higher taxes has resulted in a $1.59 in new spending.

The Luxury Tax: A Case Study

Perhaps the best example of the limitations of the revenue estimation process employed by government agencies like the Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis, OMB, CBO, and JCT is the revenue projection from the luxury taxes contained in the Budget Enforcement Act.

The 1990 budget agreement included a number of excise taxes on "luxury items" aimed at purchasers of high-end automobiles, yachts, private aircraft, furs, and expensive jewels. On passage, the JCT estimated their combined effect to be a revenue gain of nearly $1.5 billion over the five-year life of the budget agreement.

However, actual revenue from the luxury taxes on boats, planes and jewelry are unlikely to meet the JCT's five-year projections, and the cost of job loss resulting from their imposition negates by a large margin what revenue gain there has been so far.

Because of these luxury taxes, 9,400 Americans will have found themselves unemployed, at a cost to the government of more than $14 million (see Table IV.1). This figure is somewhat lower than the estimate in a July 1991 Joint Economic Committee (JEC) Republican study, because the July study used JCT estimates available at that time for FY 1991. The JCT total estimate was subsequently increased dramatically, from $25 million to $121 million. These increased expectations by JCT have been realized by vehicle tax collections only.
The effect of the luxury taxes on boats, planes and jewelry when only the cost to the Federal government of increased unemployment is taken into account is to spend $2.40 to raise $1. Costs are measured for an average unemployment duration of four months, the BLS standard for skilled blue-collar workers. For boats, it appears that this direct cost to the Federal government of a luxury tax dollar is over $3. For airplanes, it appears to be much higher (see Table IV.1).
Table IV.1 -- Effect of Luxury Taxes on Boat, Plane and Jewelry Manufacture, FY 1991

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Job Loss</td>
<td>Receipts</td>
<td>Outlays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boats</td>
<td>7,600</td>
<td>-16.1</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplanes</td>
<td>1,470</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>9,400</td>
<td>-21.4</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IRS revenue filings, FY 1991, as reported in IRA Returns Processing and Accounting Division, memo of 11/13/91.

*Total does not include IRS administrative costs ($0.5 million, IRS estimate, FY 1991, for all five items taxes).
Repealing these counterproductive taxes could alleviate some of the economic stress suffered in these three industries, all of which were already feeling the sting of recession prior to the enactment of the new excise taxes. Allowing workers in the boating, aircraft and jewelry industries to return to their jobs would benefit government coffers to a far greater extent than the revenue accruing from the taxes. Just as consumers reacted adversely to the tax, purchases will increase if the tax is removed.

Unfortunately, revenue estimators ignore the business employment consequences of new taxes when projecting tax revenue. Even demonstrable evidence of job loss will not make a difference given current revenue estimating procedures. If boat dealers sold only one luxury boat in 1991 to reap a single tax payment of $30,000 and all blue-collar workers in the boat manufacturing industry lost their jobs as a result, revenue estimators could stubbornly insist that this tax gained $30,000 in Federal tax revenue. Revenue estimators ignore the fact that the tax on boats brings in less than one-fourth of the $18.2 million that it costs the Federal treasury.

For airplanes, the tax brought in $53,000, and yet its opportunity cost to the Federal government in FY 1991 is over $5 million. States are losing additional direct revenues from suppressed boat and aircraft activity. The real victims are the small businesses being put out of business and the blue-collar workers whose jobs and wages have been sacrificed by this misguided attempt to "soak the rich."

The JCT responded, partially, on November 22, 1991 to a request that resulted from a July 23 letter signed by 109 Members of Congress requesting that JCT re-estimate the impact of the luxury tax. Table IV.2 shows the numbers for this JCT estimate, which breaks down JCT’s luxury tax revenue by product. The estimate was made nine days after the IRS reported the actual FY 1991 data shown in Table IV.2.
### Table IV.2 -- Luxury Tax Revenues Based on IRS Collections to Date, FY 1991

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airplanes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>11,220%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boats</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.910</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88.000</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>.279</td>
<td>1,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.126</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
<td><strong>121</strong></td>
<td><strong>98</strong></td>
<td><strong>98.368</strong></td>
<td><strong>23</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: JCT letters of 11/22/91 and 2/19/92 to Representative Dick Armey and 1-30-91 to Senator John Chafee; IRS, Returns Processing and Accounting Division, memo of 11/13/91; and JEC Republican staff calculations.
Republican Views

The breakdown in Table IV.2 shows clearly that offsetting mis-estimates of different industries lower the error in the total estimate for JCT. Sheer luck bails-out faulty methodology. For example, the JCT airplane revenue estimate was over-estimated in FY 1991 by a whopping 11,220 percent.

On February 19, 1992, the JCT, citing IRS data, revised the FY 1991 estimate to match the actual IRS filing data first available on November 13, 1991.

The negative employment and revenue effects of the luxury tax dramatically demonstrate the inherently flawed methodology used by Federal revenue estimators who fail to take into account the dynamic effects of a proposed tax increase when estimating how much revenue will accrue to the Treasury as a result of its passage.

Congress does not tax things. It does not tax expensive autos, yachts, private airplanes, and diamond rings. Congress taxes people who make, sell and buy cars, boats, planes and jewels. Generally, the increased price of a good caused by a newly imposed tax reduces the quantity demanded of it, which in turn leads to lower production levels and employment losses. Since static analysis largely ignores behavioral responses to taxes, it tends to overestimate the revenue gains proposed taxes will generate.

A comprehensive dynamic analysis would include the impact of a proposed tax change on state and local treasuries, lost corporate taxes due to lower profits, reduced capital investment, employment effects in related industries, the impact of slower economic growth in these industries, the impact of laid-off workers returning to work at lower wages and less productive jobs, and the cost of enforcing the tax, among other costs. Ideally, Congress should consider such dynamic effects of any tax prior to its enactment.

The Tax and Spend Correlation

The $160 billion in new taxes in the budget agreement were justified as a necessary pain to reduce the Federal budget deficit. However, data on the relationship between taxes and spending from
1947 through 1990 demonstrate that Congress's tendency to spend additional taxes rather than devote them to deficit reduction is at an all-time high. In fact, the historic correlation proves that every $1 in new taxes results in $1.59 in new spending. True to form, Federal spending actually accelerated after the 1990 tax increases were enacted, and budget deficits have hit record levels.

This stimulation of higher deficits by tax increases is not surprising. Other research as well as practical knowledge about how Congress operates suggests the same general conclusion: New revenues will be spent on more or bigger programs rather than deficit reduction. An analysis of 1947-90 data, and more recent budget information, supports several conclusions about the relationship between new taxes and Federal spending:

- The tax-deficit relationship has remained fairly constant in recent years with no evidence that the tendency of new taxes to stimulate new spending has decreased. If anything, the new data suggests a slight increase so that $1.00 of new taxes would be expected to generate $1.59 of new spending.

- Over the history of the United States, the tendency of Congress to spend additional taxes rather than devote them to deficit reduction has climbed to an all-time high. In the first decades of our fiscal history, tax increases were associated with declines in Federal deficits. Currently, increases in taxes have resulted in sharply higher deficits.

- The tax-deficit data at the state level do not show that tax increases spur higher deficits. This suggests that institutional constraints such as constitutional restrictions on deficit spending, and line-item veto power of governors, may be useful tools in controlling the spending habits of legislators.
GROWTH IN ENTITLEMENTS

The fastest growing portion of the Federal budget is the area of so-called entitlement or non-discretionary (mandatory) appropriations. This category of spending derives from budget authority provided in laws which fund these programs automatically until such time as Congress revises them or they are terminated by another law. Thus, these programs continue to grow as more people become eligible for benefits. Congress controls program expenditure levels indirectly by establishing benefit levels or directly by eligibility rules. The fact that many entitlement programs have annual appropriations does not diminish the on-going and automatic nature of their spending.

The best known entitlement programs are Social Security and Medicare -- the two biggest such programs -- but entitlement spending also includes programs to support agricultural prices, provide loans to college students and subsidize the lunches of school children. Spending on this category of programs has risen much faster than would be needed to keep pace with a growing population and inflation, and as a result entitlements have become an increasingly larger component of all Federal spending.

Entitlement spending absorbed only 28 percent of the Federal budget in 1962 and grew to 33 percent by fiscal year 1970. Since 1970, spending on entitlements has grown ten-fold, claiming an ever increasing share of the budget until it accounted for $636 billion or nearly 50 percent of Federal government spending in 1991, excluding interest costs. Nearly 65 percent of the budget is accounted for in mandatory spending when interest is added. Mandatory spending today is almost twice the level of defense spending, when in 1970 it was only four-fifths as large.

Over the past 25 years, entitlement programs have roughly doubled in size relative to GNP, and now comprise approximately 11 percent of GNP. As Graph IV.2 indicates, mandatory programs are projected to grow at an average of 7.2 percent over the next five years, comprising 59 percent of the budget in fiscal year 1996. The impressive feature of this trend is that most of the growth in
spending and the number of recipients has been built into existing law and has occurred despite attempts to curtail entitlement programs. In the last 15 years entitlement spending grew 273 percent, compared to 243 percent for defense.

Although one might suspect that the bulk of Federal mandatory expenditures are concentrated on those individuals and families with the lowest incomes, in fact, overwhelmingly the beneficiaries of mandatory spending are the non-poor. One common approach to distinguish beneficiaries of entitlement spending is to divide expenditures into its two major components -- means-tested and non-means-tested programs. Employing this spending division, four-fifths of all entitlement spending goes to individuals irrespective of need and only about one-sixth of entitlement spending meets the common definition of welfare programs (see Graph IV.3).
Further, it is somewhat misleading to divide entitlement spending in this manner, as a common misconception arises due to the changing eligibility for means-tested programs. For example, Medicaid, a program aimed at providing health care to the poor and disabled, has an astonishing 50 percent of its expenditures going to assist people who are above the poverty level. How has this happened? Are individuals not eligible for benefits "ripping off" the taxpayer? Not at all. Congress has continued to expand the definition of eligibility for Medicaid far beyond the population of individuals at or below the poverty level so that individuals with incomes up to 185 percent of the Federal poverty level may now receive Medicaid benefits.

In addition, programs that were enacted specifically to assist poor individuals have changed their target constituencies over time. A good example of this phenomenon is the Medicare program. When enacted in 1965, Medicare expenditures were divided nearly equally between the poor and the non-poor. In the ensuing 25 years, however, there has been a dramatic shift in benefits toward
the non-poor so that today they receive almost 90 percent of the benefits of Medicare spending.\footnote{Statement of Richard Darman, Director, Office of Management and Budget, Testimony before the Senate Finance Committee, April 16, 1991.}

Middle class taxpayers find themselves in a "Catch 22" situation. More and more of their hard earned income is being taxed away by the Federal government and the only way to "get anything back" appears to be to lobby for middle-class benefit programs. Families find themselves paying higher taxes to government so that government can give their children student loans to pay for college because the parents cannot help their children directly because of their high tax burden. The recycling of dollars from the middle class to the middle class is not only grossly inefficient but diverts resources away from productive activity to the pursuit of transfers.

The scenario surrounding entitlements is that they comprise an "uncontrollable" portion of the Federal budget. What this means is that Congress has chosen to provide continuing funding for these types of activities outside the normal appropriations process. However, this is legislative fiction. If Congress can set up these "shell spending entities," then it certainly has the means to change the budget process at any point. Why is it in the interest of Members of Congress to declare that 60 percent or more of the budget is beyond their control? It is not uncommon for members of Congress to try to enhance their prospects for reelection by increasing spending and lowering taxes.\footnote{For an alternative explanation that focuses on the spending lobby's efforts to influence Members' decisions, see, James L. Payne, "The Congressional Brainwashing Machine," The Public Interest, 100, Summer, 1990, pp. 3-14.} Increasing spending without making hard choices between budget alternatives is a low cost way to enhance incumbency. Once a program is an entitlement, Congress is off the hook with respect to controlling expenditures as they are by definition "uncontrollable."
Mandatory programs represent a fundamental flaw in the present budgetary system. The procedure for funding these governmental activities must be reformed if long-term Federal spending is to be brought under control. The Bush Administration has proposed a number of reforms:

- cap "mandatory" program growth in the aggregate;
- set the cap at one growth rate prior to the enactment of any comprehensive health reform and at a lower rate after enactment of such legislation;
- set the real growth rates for entitlement programs at about 4 percent per year (over and above adjustment for population increases and inflation);
- require any projected growth beyond the mandatory cap to trigger the legislative reconciliation process to correct the excess spending growth; and
- modify the pay-as-you-go system so that any uncorrected breach of the aggregate mandatory cap automatically triggers the sequester process.

These legislative reforms would go a long way toward restoring accountability to the expenditure process and force Members of Congress to make the decisions for which they were elected.

THE GROWTH OF FEDERAL REGULATION

Regulation is a hidden tax on American productivity. Unlike traditional forms of taxation, the burdens imposed by regulation are not always obvious. Nevertheless, the "regulation tax" constitutes a severe impediment to economic recovery.

This hidden tax is growing rapidly. In October 1991, 59 Federal agencies were preparing 4,863 regulations, of which 919
were new to the government's agenda. The total budget outlays of Federal regulatory agencies for FY 1985 stood at $7.9 billion; the same figure for FY 1992 is $13 billion. Staffing at Federal regulatory agencies fell significantly during the Reagan Administration but has returned to its Carter-era level. In the last year of the Carter era, 1980, staffing reached 121,670; following Reagan's regulatory reforms, staffing fell to 101,963 in 1985; but by 1991 the level had returned to 120,004. Regulatory staffing is expected to reach 122,406 in 1992.\(^{11}\)

All proposed and final Federal regulations are listed in the Federal Register. The size of the Register over time is a crude but effective device for estimating the trend in government-wide regulatory activity. Federal Register pages per annum reached an historic high of 88,000 pages in calendar year 1980. After President Reagan took office in 1981, Federal Register pages declined, reaching 47,418 pages in 1986. Since then, however, the trend has reversed. The last year of the Reagan Administration, 1988, saw a Federal Register with 53,376 pages, reflecting an increase in length of about 6 percent a year. This trend continues to accelerate; in 1991, the Register included 67,715 pages, a whopping 26 percent increase in length over the previous year.

This increased length reflects the regulatory consequences of legislation recently passed by Congress. When the Federal government is plagued with a ballooning deficit, hugely expensive new spending programs are hard to sell. Recessions compound the skepticism of financially strapped voters. In contrast, the passage of huge new programs of regulation is eased because the cost to consumers is much more difficult to see. But these costs are enormous, and represent a significant barrier to economic recovery.

Although the administrative expenditures of Federal regulatory agencies provide a window on the rate of growth of

Federal regulatory activity, they reveal virtually nothing about the actual economic burden produced by regulatory activity. American consumers bear these costs in the form of higher prices, limited selection, and reduced quality.

The Office of Management and Budget estimates that the direct costs of regulation equal approximately $185 billion per year. The National Center for Policy Analysis reports an estimate ranging from $395 to $510 billion in 1990.\textsuperscript{12} Thomas Hopkins estimates that Federal regulation imposed approximately $393 billion in costs on the economy in 1988.\textsuperscript{13} The Budget of the United States Government for FY 1993 lists, for 1990, a range of cost estimates between $430 and $562 billion.

An intermediate cost estimate is $461.4 billion per year, although this understates the true costs, probably substantially. A truly comprehensive estimate of the total cost of Federal regulation faces formidable obstacles in the form of data unavailability, and has yet to be attempted by any academic researcher. The intermediate estimate used here breaks down as follows, for 1990:

- **Environmental regulation -- $115 billion** -- The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) expects that considerable increases in regulatory costs lie ahead. For example, the EPA estimates do not include the cost of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, which may cost an additional $25 billion per year to the economy. EPA predicts that the total annualized costs associated with the major Federal environmental pollution regulations may reach $185 billion in 2000.

\textsuperscript{12} National Center for Policy Analysis, *Executive Alert*, Vol. 6 (January/February 1992), pg. 8.

The largest environmental regulation costs have been in the area of water pollution, primarily regulated under the Clean Water Act and the Safe Drinking Water Act. Water pollution control accounted for half of all Federally mandated environmental compliance costs in 1990. Air pollution control (including auto emissions, smokestack controls, etc.) is the second largest spending area, representing slightly over one-third of all Federally mandated regulatory costs. The costs of these two areas of regulation alone are expected to reach $101.5 billion (in constant 1986 dollars) per year by the year 2000, which would represent a real increase of over 151 percent over the regulatory costs for those programs in 1980.14

Safety Regulation -- $29 billion -- A vast array of Federal regulations whose stated purpose is to improve the safety of workers and consumers have developed. This includes the activities of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the Food and Drug Administration.

Economic Regulation -- $217.4 to 256 billion (in 1988) -- These costs break down into two separate components: efficiency costs and transfers. Efficiency costs refer to the value of lost output due to regulation, while transfers are the value of reallocations of wealth from those harmed by regulations to those who are made richer. Such transfers remove spending power from consumers

and redirect it to favored, and often inefficient, producers. Together these effects constitute the sum total of regulation-induced drag on the economy. Efficiency costs were between $45.3 and $46.5 billion; transfers equaled between $172.1 and $209.5 billion.¹⁵

Paperwork burden -- $100 billion¹⁶ -- Most regulation requires only minor outlays from the Federal budget. But the cost of compliance with Federal edicts imposes a drag on the economy, regardless of being "off-budget" in the minds of some in Congress. One major cost of compliance is simply the time and resources required to fill out forms. OMB reports that over five billion hours were required by the private sector to comply with government paperwork requirements in 1988, with tax compliance accounting for more than four billion of these hours.¹⁷ Taking the average cost of compliance as $20 per hour, the total cost per annum for all compliance (including with tax regulations) equals approximately $100 billion. Of this total, about $20 billion represents the paperwork

¹⁵ Hahn, Robert W. and John A. Hird, "The Costs and Benefits of Regulation: Review and Synthesis," Yale Journal on Regulation, Vol. 8 (Winter 1991); pg. 251, Table 1, for estimates of total costs. Regulatory transfers include international trade barriers ($102.9--127.9 billion); agricultural price supports ($25.1 billion); remaining regulation of airline travel, including restrictions on efficient pricing of existing airport slots, regulation induced airport investment inefficiency, and continuing regulation of international airline markets ($11.5 billion); continuing railroad regulation ($9.1 billion); and other, mostly smaller, regulation-caused losses (e.g., milk marketing orders and price supports, between $1.3 and $4.4 billion). Ibid., Table 1, pg. 251.

¹⁶ Hopkins, op. cit., pg. 14.

cost imposed by non-tax Federal regulatory mandates. But the requirement to fill out incredibly complex tax forms is really a form of regulatory taking of private property, and so should correctly be considered as a component in the overall Federal regulatory burden.

Mandates to state and local governments -- $ large but unknown -- In October 1991, the Unified Agenda of Federal Regulation indicated that 707 pending regulatory actions could be expected to affect state governments, and another 486 would affect local governments. The National Conference on State Legislatures started a project in 1990 designed to track new Federal mandates, issuing reports 10 to 12 times per year which each identify dozens of new requirements. These costs may be very large, but no comprehensive cost estimate yet exists.

In sum, the Federal government imposes regulatory costs on the American economy every year approximately equal to the entire gross national product of Canada. And these gigantic costs are accelerating. OMB estimates that by the year 2000 Federal regulation will cost between $542 and $688 billion (in 1990 dollars) per year.

Federal regulations do not just impose static, one-time only losses on the economy, but also lead to lower productivity and an accumulating loss of future output and jobs. Christiansen and Haveman consider the relationship between labor productivity growth in the manufacturing sector and various measures of Federal regulation, and find that observed increases in regulation over the

---

18 Hall of the States Mandate Monitor and Mandate Watch List.

1948-77 period explain from 12 to 21 percent of the productivity slowdown in manufacturing.\(^\text{20}\) Gallop and Roberts examine the electric power industry, and find that the existing sulfur dioxide emission standards have reduced productivity growth by 44 percent at "environmentally constrained" utilities.\(^\text{21}\) In a study of 450 manufacturing industries, Gray reports that the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and EPA regulatory efforts have led to a significant decline in productivity growth in affected industries. OSHA regulations imposed as much as a 2.2 percent productivity slowdown, while EPA regulations induced a productivity slowdown as great as 1.9 percent. The study concludes that OSHA and EPA regulation alone have produced a productivity slowdown of 0.44 percent, or 31 percent of the total slowdown for the average manufacturing industry.\(^\text{22}\)

Jorgenson and Wilcoxen estimate that environmental compliance costs reduced economic growth by 0.2 percent per year during the period 1974-85. In other words, the environmental regulations of the 1970s and 1980s caused GNP today to be about 2.6 percent lower than it otherwise would have been.\(^\text{23}\) Hazilla and Kopp estimate that real GNP lost as a result of environmental regulations was even greater, 5.8 percent lower in 1990 than it


would have been in the absence of clean air and clean water regulation.\textsuperscript{24}

The track record of many Federal regulations in accomplishing their officially intended purpose has been dismal. In addition to imposing a drag on the economy, it is often the case that government regulations fail to achieve their intended purpose. A number of studies have found that Occupational Health and Safety Administration regulations have had little or no effect on improving the safety of the work place. Mendeloff finds no statistically significant decline in lost-workday injuries after OSHA began regulating, for the period up to 1974.\textsuperscript{25} Smith reports no significant decline in lost-workday accidents resulting from OSHA inspections in 1974.\textsuperscript{26} Viscusi examines the period 1972 to 1975 and could find no evidence of any improvement in work place safety due to OSHA.\textsuperscript{27} McCaffrey finds no impact of OSHA safety inspections during the period 1976-78.\textsuperscript{28}


finds no evidence that OSHA reduced overall accident or illness rates in the work place from 1973 to 1983.\textsuperscript{29}

The Consumer Product Safety Commission's safety standard for matchbooks has been found to have had no significant direct effect on number, or severity of, burns due to matches.\textsuperscript{30} A study of the CPSC's 1973 Mattress Flammability Standard finds that the regulation had no effect on consumer safety, but that the standard raised prices to consumers by up to 4 percent.\textsuperscript{31} Another study of the CPSC's regulation of bicycle safety standards concludes that over the period 1976 to 1986, the CPSC's standards failed to have any measurable impact on bicycle-related injuries.\textsuperscript{32}

Sometimes regulations work only too well. The 1962 Amendments to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act were designed to tighten Federal control over the flow of medicinal drugs to American consumers. Between 1950 and 1962 an average of 46 new drugs received Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval every year; from 1963 to 1975, that number fell to only 16.

Even when regulations do achieve some measurable reduction in risk to the public, the cost of such risk reduction varies wildly, and is often absurdly excessive. The \textit{Budget of the United States Government, FY 1992} reports the risk and cost-effectiveness


of a variety of Federal health and safety regulations. For example, a ban on unvented space heaters, issued by the Consumer Product Safety Commission in 1980, is estimated to avert one premature death per year for every $100,000 in regulatory cost. But across all examples listed in the FY92 budget proposal, the cost-effectiveness of regulatory actions varies over more than eight orders of magnitude. At one extreme, the hazardous waste listing for wood preserving chemicals is estimated to cost $5.7 trillion per premature death averted.

Regulations often have unforeseen adverse consequences. A prime example is the Corporate Average Fuel Economy or CAFE. In 1975, Congress passed the Energy Policy Conservation Act which, among other provisions, established the CAFE standards law. This law requires that all auto manufacturers selling new cars in the United States must, on average over the entire fleet, meet a Federal milage-per-gallon standard. For the model year 1991, the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) set the standard at 27.5 miles-per-gallon.

As an indirect result of CAFE standards, the safety of American cars has significantly declined. Auto manufacturers have reduced the size and weight of their products -- and therefore their crash-worthiness -- in their efforts to improve the average gasoline mileage of their fleets. One recent economic study finds that CAFE is responsible for several thousand additional fatalities [resulting from accidents] over the life of each model-year's cars. The authors calculate that the present CAFE standard of 27.5 mpg costs the nation between 2,200 and 3,900 lives a year due to reducing the weight of American cars.\(^{33}\)

One of the principal concerns motivating the acid rain provisions of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 involved the belief that acid rain was causing acidic lakes, harming red spruce

trees, and adversely affecting crop growth. However, a congressionally authorized, 10-year, $550 million research effort called the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) found that acid rain was only a minor contributor to the first two problems, and had no apparent effect on crop growth. Nevertheless, the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 mandate a reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions (the major component of acid rain) of 10,000,000 tons per year at huge cost to electric utilities and ratepayers. This program is expected to cost a minimum of $4 billion per year to implement.\textsuperscript{34}

In addition to the huge efficiency losses Federal regulation generates, there is also the troubling issue of the equity in the mandatory transfers of wealth implicit in regulation. Consumers-in-general, the underprivileged, the sick, the unemployed, and small businesses are not the net beneficiaries of Federal regulation, but the helpless victims.

The FDA denies approval to new drugs if it finds that "sufficient and adequate" drugs for the same purpose already exist. This serves to protect established suppliers from new competitors, and drives up the cost of medication.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) impedes the building of new interstate natural gas pipelines by use of a complex permit granting process that allows competitors (i.e., the owners of existing pipelines) to argue against new permits. The owners of existing pipelines are thus allowed to influence Federal decisions about the entry into the market of new pipeline operators.

The CPSC mandates detailed bicycle safety standards for all bicycles sold in the United States. These standards have been found to have had no measurable effect in decreasing the total number of bicycle-related injuries, but nevertheless drive up the price of bicycles to American consumers and reduce the prospective

\textsuperscript{34} Crandall, Robert, "Why is the Cost of Environmental Regulation So High?,” Washington University, St. Louis: Center for the Study of American Business, Policy Study No. 110 (February 1992).
purchaser's options in that market.\textsuperscript{35} One study has suggested that these costly and ineffective regulations are really aimed more towards assisting the U.S. bicycle industry by helping to make it more difficult for foreign bicycle producers to compete in the American market.\textsuperscript{36}

Federal regulations often place unfair burdens on small firms. Although the regulation may raise the costs of doing business to all firms in an industry, small firms are often most severely affected. For example, Bartel and Thomas found that EPA and OSHA regulation systematically benefits large, unionized firms and disproportionately harms small companies.\textsuperscript{37} Studies by Peter Pashigian also find that small firms are harmed relative to large firms by the costs of compliance with environmental regulations, and further finds that certain regulations have been promoted by some regions of the country in order to reduce the competitiveness of other regions.\textsuperscript{38} EPA mandated restrictions on economic development have tended to more severely impede the growth of Southern, Western, and rural areas relative to Northern and urban areas.


\textsuperscript{38} Pashigian, B. Peter, "The Effects of Environmental Regulation: Whose Self Interests Are Being Protected?" \textit{Economic Inquiry}, Vol. 23 (October 1985); pp. 551-584.
During the last year of the Carter Administration (1980), real spending on regulatory programs reached a high of $9.01 billion (in 1988 dollars), and staffing at the regulatory agencies reached a high of 121,670. Both these figures fell rapidly following the election of Ronald Reagan. The Reagan Administration made some dramatic progress in reducing the burden of Federal rules and regulation on the lives of Americans. After 1980, efforts by the Reagan Administration made a significant dent in Federal regulation over the U.S. economy. Federal regulations began to be subject to a cost benefit test, designed to identify and correct regulations which would cost business and consumers more than they were worth. Additionally, some deregulatory efforts initiated in the late 1970s began to show impressive results. Airlines were deregulated, the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) was abolished, interstate bus service was deregulated, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) was made more sensitive to the economic costs of intervention, and in general agency regulators were restrained by Administration efforts. By all accounts, this regulatory restraint paid significant dividends to economic efficiency and helped propel the U.S. economy through the longest period of sustained economic recovery in the postwar era. All Americans benefitted from deregulation either directly, or indirectly by way of the sustained 80-month period of economic expansion deregulation helped to create.

Airline deregulation has been a resounding success. Consumers enjoy lower prices, greater choice, more frequent and safer flights than they faced during the regulated 1970s.

In the 1970s, the Civil Aeronautics Board regulated fare prices and routes on domestic air carriers. As a result, airlines were prevented from competitively lowering fares below a CAB-established minimum, the number of airlines in the industry was artificially restricted, and consumers were forced to accept a system of routes and scheduling which was inconvenient and inflexible. Airline deregulation began in 1978, and continued into the 1980s.

In all important dimensions, airline deregulation was a boon to American consumers. By 1986, air travelers had saved $6 billion under deregulation of the airlines, and airline earnings were higher
by $2.5 billion per annum. Domestic revenue passengers enplaned, a measure of the utilization of air travel by the general public, increased from 254 million in 1978 to 453 million in 1989, an increase of over 78 percent. Airline deregulation caused airfares to consistently fall across the United States.40

While air travel was becoming cheaper and more convenient, it also became significantly safer under deregulation. Between 1980 and 1988, the rate of fatalities on air transport per 100,000 travelers fell by half, from 0.8 to 0.4. Air carrier insurance rates are currently 22 percent below what they would have been in the absence of deregulation, a sure sign that the marketplace judges the deregulated air travel market to be substantially less risky.41 Economists Keith Womer and Richard McKenzie report that between 1979 and 1986, following deregulation, air travel increased by an average of 11.4 percent per year, which in turn reduced passenger-car travel by an average of 3.9 percent per year. This reduction in auto traffic, an indirect consequence of airline deregulation, reduced auto accidents by 600,000 per year from what would have occurred in the absence of deregulation; this accident reduction eliminated potential economic losses of almost $2 billion

---


40 According to a recent GAO study, fares per passenger mile in 1988 dollars were lower at large, medium-sized, and small community airports in 1988 than had been the case in 1979; fares were overall found to be 5 percent, 9.6 percent, and 9.3 percent reduced, respectively. See GAO, Airline Deregulation: Trends in Airfares at Airports in Small and Medium-Sized Communities. November 1990.

per year, and lowered auto-related fatalities by an average of 1,700 per year.⁴²

The impressive gains from regulatory restraint of the Reagan Administrations are at risk of becoming entirely lost in the 90s, however. President Bush has recently proposed a 90-day freeze on those Federal regulations that are not subject to statutory guidelines from Congress. The Competitiveness Council has aggressively sought to restrain regulatory excesses in Executive Branch agencies. Finally, the Administration has expressed a determination to reduce the burden of bloated Federal regulation from the backs of American consumers. Unfortunately, a wide array of new regulations which promise to increase greatly the cost of that regulatory burden and further jeopardize economic recovery are proceeding unabated. The Budget of the United States Government, FY 1993 lists a total of 57 "significant regulations" expected to become final in 1992, and estimates that these new regulations will generate annual costs at least $19.6 billion. Moreover, this is a major underestimate that leaves 12 of those "significant regulations" (including several major regulations) listed as having "unknown" costs.⁴³

Increasingly, Federal regulation is supplemented -- and sometimes supplanted -- by judicial branch regulation. The past few years have seen a virtual explosion of litigation combined with huge court settlements, particularly in cases involving product liability. Over and above the costs of Federal economic and social regulation stands the additional cost associated with such tort litigation. One recent estimate of the total expenditure nationwide for tort

---


⁴³ For example, the EPA's Water Quality Standards for Toxic Pollutants, the Endangered Species Protection Program, and the Coastal Non-Point Source Water Pollution Program (see Budget of the United States Government, FY 1993: Part One, pp. 404-406).
litigation terminated in state and Federal courts equals between $29 and $36 billion per year.\textsuperscript{44} Another estimate, which includes the cost of insurance premiums covering claims and lawsuits, is $68 billion per year.\textsuperscript{45} Most recently, this figure has been gauged at over $80 billion per year.\textsuperscript{46}

These estimates fail to take into account the many indirect costs directly due to the risk of litigation. The American Medical Association estimates that this practice added $19.3 billion to the cost of health care in 1988.\textsuperscript{47} Including all indirect costs, Huber estimates that the total cost of tort litigation to American consumers is closer to $300 billion annually.\textsuperscript{48} Huber terms this burden the "tort tax" on American consumers.

Worst of all, American consumers have little or nothing to show for bearing this tremendous burden. Studies have found no discernible positive effect on accident rates due to product liability

\textsuperscript{44} Kakalik, James S. and Nicholas M. Pace, \textit{Costs and Compensation Paid in Tort Litigation} (RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA, 1986); SR-3391-ICJ; pg. vi. The estimate is for 1985.


\textsuperscript{48} Huber, Peter W., \textit{Liability: The Legal Revolution and Its Consequences} (New York: Basic Books, 1988); pg. 4.
The surge in lawsuits over the past 15 years has had no measurable effect in improving product safety. Litigation in the correct dose serves to protect consumer safety, but the grossly excessive litigation which has emerged in the last 15 years in the United States actually reduces the ability of private enterprise to improve safety and help the sick. In some areas of the country, malpractice insurance rates have grown so high as to drive all obstetricians out of the market, rendering physician-assisted childbirth impossible. Drugs which have proven safe and effective remedies for potentially serious maladies have been withdrawn from the market by their manufacturers out of fear of litigation expenses.

Excessive government regulation is a net drag on economic growth, harms consumers and costs jobs. Because regulation imposes a "hidden tax" on the economy, it easily grows out of control. Congress enacts new regulation in part because new budget-busting spending programs would have a too-obvious effect on the Federal budget deficit. Regulation seems cheaper to Congress. But this is only an illusion. The real costs are huge, and borne by the private sector plus state and local governments subject to the numerous Federal regulatory mandates. Reform of this Federal regulatory morass is urgently needed. Existing regulations must be reformulated, and forthcoming regulations must be redesigned to minimize the growth retarding effects on the American economy.

On January 28, 1992, the Administration announced a 90-day review period of Federal regulatory programs, during which regulatory agencies will refrain from proposing new or issuing final regulations and concentrate on lightening the burden of existing regulations on the American economy. This is a good start, but can be improved. As a first step, both Congress and the Administration

---


should implement a moratorium on additional Federal regulations until the economy has sustained at least four consecutive quarters of robust GDP growth.

Other improvements over the announced 90-day review should include the following:

- regulatory agencies should cease and desist from imposing prescriptive command-and-control requirements, and instead set performance standards, thereby allowing the regulated community to achieve regulatory goals at the least possible cost;

- all regulations must incorporate market mechanisms in their operation, and cases where this is deemed impossible should be considered as potential candidates for repeal;

- and the moratorium should apply to all Federal regulations not deemed by the Council on Competitiveness to foster economic growth, as necessary to address an imminent danger to human health or safety, issued with respect to a military or foreign affairs function of the United States, or required by judicial deadline.

This last improvement implies that the vast number of regulations subject to statutory deadlines imposed by Congress must be revised by Congress. This single loophole will rob the President’s otherwise useful initiative of much of its power, and only Congress has the power to close it.

Before enacting any new regulatory legislation, the Congress must first conduct a detailed cost/benefit analysis of the prospective effects of the regulations on economic growth. At present, Congress passes regulation bills without first establishing even vague estimates of expected regulatory costs. This cost/benefit review of proposed legislation should include OMB as an active participant.
Executive Order 12291, issued by President Reagan in 1981, mandates cost-benefit analysis in the case of all major Federal regulations. This Executive Order (E.O.) needs to be more rigorously enforced. At present, many new Federal regulations slip past the gate. For example, in 1990 the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) reviewed only 41 percent of regulations issued by EPA. Many categories of agency rules are completely exempt from OIRA review procedures. The current *Regulatory Program of the United States Government* reports that EPA failed to conduct or complete analysis of the expected costs associated with 73 percent of reported significant regulatory actions (SRAs); OSHA similarly failed to conduct cost estimates for 46 percent of its SRAs. It is absurd to allow Federal agencies to design and implement regulations without first ascertaining the likely cost of those rules, but this is the current state of affairs.

Part of the problem is that OIRA has chosen to interpret E.O. 12291 as requiring special attention only to regulations expected to cost in excess of $100 million per year. This implicitly exempts many potentially damaging regulations from review. E.O. 12291 also defines a "major rule" as one expected to impose "a major increase in costs or prices for consumers," which would include many, many regulatory rules costing "only" $20 million, or $50 million, per year. E.O. 1291 should be interpreted more strictly to include all rules expected to substantially increase costs.

Another problem is that E.O. 12291 expressly authorizes the regulatory agencies themselves to undertake the cost/benefit calculations. This is tantamount to the foxes guarding the chicken-coop. Cost/benefit analysis of proposed rules should be undertaken by either OMB or an independent interagency task force constituted for this purpose.

Many existing and forthcoming regulations are subject to congressional directives which explicitly prohibit taking costs of compliance into account in designing the implementing regulations.

---

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 are a prime example. Congress must review existing legislation, and remove all such language restricting the employment of cost/benefit analysis in implementing regulations. Cost/benefit analysis of regulations must be extended to periodic reviews of previously implemented regulatory actions. An independent review should annually update projected costs and benefits associated with major regulatory actions.

Unfortunately, at present Federal regulations are not prioritized according to estimates of the effects on public health and safety. Regulations which cost billions of dollars in compliance costs yet only slightly reduce risk to a tiny number of people are implemented while less costly potential regulations languish even though the latter would substantially reduce risk to great numbers. This lack of priorities makes no sense. Risk management budgeting would assess the probable impact of health and safety regulation on preventing ill-health and accidents, and compare this impact with the expected economic cost associated with the regulation in question on a systematic basis. Such budgeting would lead to more efficient regulatory controls, and reallocate scarce resources to programs which have significant health and safety benefits and away from regulations which simply waste money while having negligible effect on the health of Americans.

Regulation of products by the government provides information to consumers about the safety and reliability of those goods and services. But under the present system of regulation, consumers are forced to purchase this information, and are restricted from making free, informed choices among goods in the marketplace. Regulations which ban the sale and use of non-approved drugs, or home products deemed risky by government regulators, force consumers to pay higher prices for approved products and remove the possibility of informed choice from buyers. Congress should amend regulatory Acts, where possible, to permit the co-existence in the marketplace of both regulated and unregulated products. Consumers should be empowered with the right to take regulatory information and use it to make informed choices.
Congress should enact legislation requiring the losing party in a Federal court suit to bear the full costs of the litigation (i.e., make the loser pay for all expenses on both sides). Courts should be made responsible for the allocation of this bill between client(s) and lawyer(s).

Every Federal regulation that reduces the value of private property represents a taking of that property by the government. This is a form of disguised taxation of American citizens. One reason the government regulates with such abandon is that regulation allows policy makers to intervene in the economy without bearing the resulting costs. The cost of regulatory takings do not show up in the Federal budget.

This system is unfair, unjust, and harmful to the economy. If the economy is to be protected from the avalanche of ill-conceived, hugely expensive regulatory excess, the problem of regulatory takings must be addressed. One simple legislative solution would be for Congress to pass a law requiring the U.S. Treasury to fully compensate private property owners who are found to be victims of a regulatory taking. Congress could found an independent commission with the job of determining the exact amount owed to individual property owners. This reform would force Congress to recognize the true cost of Federal regulations in the Federal budget, and would substantially reduce overly burdensome regulation emanating from the Federal government.
V. THE INTERSECTION OF POLITICS AND ECONOMIC POLICY

ECONOMIC REVISIONISM

Decisions on future economic policies are based on our interpretation of the past. Consequently, the debate over fiscal and economic policies for the 1990s is framed by our impression of the success or failure of policies in the 1970s and 1980s.

Democrats have made a concerted effort to redefine the economic history of the 1980s, even at times redefining when the 1980s began. Their goal is to recast Republican stewardship of the economy as inadequate, partly to resist current growth proposals and partly for election purposes. Democrat political consultant Stanley Greenberg was unusually frank about his party's goals in the Fall 1991 issue of *The American Prospect*:

For nearly a decade, Republicans ran against the Carter presidency, a period that embodied what was bad about Democrats and this country -- weakness before our enemies, things out of control, bad economic times for average Americans. Stagflation stripped away Democratic association with prosperity. It was around such images that Reagan brought together the affluent and the middle class.

To challenge the conservative hegemony, Democrats need to define the Reagan-Bush years--to create an imagery of Reagan-Bush America that supersedes the Carter years and impeaches the
credibility of conservative governance for middle America. (...)

...The battle to define the Reagan-Bush years is a critical political arena where Democrats have the opportunity to disrupt the Republicans' hold on the middle class, contest again the issue of prosperity, and advance the welfare and values of middle America.

Greenberg's strategy to impose a new definition on the 1980s, or the "Reagan-Bush years," that proves advantageous to the Democrats has been adopted in many partisan quarters. The challenge confronting Democrats who seek to define politically the 1980s to their party's favor is overcoming the economic data from that decade, which are generally positive. Some of these partisans have met the challenge with a vigor unseen since mid-century when Joseph Stalin attempted to rewrite Soviet history.

We look now at some tools of the revisionist trade, and Democrat efforts to rewrite the economic history of the 1980s.

**Distorting the Record: Choice of Selective Base Years**

In order to make a case against the economic progress of the 1980s, one must rely on defective inflation adjustments, biased or inappropriate base years, or faulty CBO family income data. One common ploy is to use 1977 or 1979 as a base year in order to capture the disastrous years of Jimmy Carter's presidency in "the 1980s."

Even if one forgets that 1980 is actually the last year of the decade of the 1970s, there is no justification for 1979 as a base year to measure the effects of policies implemented later. CBO and other partisan analysts have argued that 1979 and 1989 are comparable points in consecutive business cycles, thus providing a "peak to peak" perspective. This is untrue. There were two business cycle peaks between 1979 and 1982, before the 1982-89 expansion even got underway (see Graph V.1). A true peak to
peak analysis would have to start in 1981, the peak previous to 1989.

Graph V.1 shows trends in personal income, with cyclical downturns reported by the Bureau of Economic Analysis and National Bureau of Economic Research shaded in grey. As can be seen there are actually two business cycle peaks, one in 1980 and one in 1981, after 1979 but before implementation of a new policy direction in 1981. The 1979-89 peak-to-peak argument is fallacious.

One can argue that annualized data are unavailable for the 1981 peak, but inconvenience of data collection or measurement does not justify analytical error. Confusion of measurement problems with substantive issues is simply a logical mistake. If a
peak that should be measured cannot be measured in a desired way, this does not excuse selection of another peak which is more easily measured. In other words, just because something is worth doing does not mean it is worth doing badly.

Another problem with this argument is what it says about economic and income trends. Even if 1979 were the previous peak, then 1980-82 should be viewed as one long period of economic decline. If so, the trend which started in 1980 cannot be blamed on an Administration which took office only in 1981, and thus the income declines of 1980, 1981, and 1982 should logically be assigned to the previous Administration. This would free the incoming Administration from responsibility for the income declines. However, partisan critics want to blame 1980 on the Reagan Administration by invoking 1979 as a peak year, and by absolving the Carter Administration for the decline which began on its watch.

An illustration from another era might help show the fallacy of this approach. Imagine a partisan Republican report on the economy presenting real GNP for two data points, 1929 and 1939. From these data the GOP report could conclude that since real GNP between 1929 and 1939 grew less than 1 percent, Roosevelt Administration policies were associated with slow economic growth. Obviously this approach would be defective because the impact of the Great Depression would be included with the Roosevelt years. In large measure the Depression explains why Roosevelt was elected, just as the economic malaise of 1979-80 explains much of the reason for Reagan's election.

The data show that income trends follow overall trends in the economy. Sustained income growth is strongly linked to healthy economic growth. Evaluation of the income trends of the 1980s must be viewed in the context of the Carter economic legacy. While income growth during the 1980s expansion was not unprecedented, it was good by the conventional measures of median household and family income, and marked a turnaround from the years of "malaise." The record shows that what is now needed are policies to encourage short- and long-term economic and productivity growth to lay a solid foundation for income growth in the 1990s.
1980 Income Meltdown Dominates 1979-89 Time Period

The most serious issue raised by using 1979 as a base year is the misrepresentation of income changes for the 1979-89 period. Essentially, the effects of a single year, 1980, are inappropriately used to represent a 10-year trend during the 1980s, or "Reagan-Bush years." The usual political misuse of this approach misleads the reader into assuming that the income effects of 1980 are related to policies implemented years later.

According to this view, during that period the rich got richer and the poor got poorer. The average real household income of the top quintile, those earning over $55,000, did increase during this period, though many of the two-earner couples in this quintile might be surprised to learn they are considered "the rich." On the other hand, the decline in income for the bottom quintile during 1979-89 is entirely explained by 1980, the last year in which Democrats controlled both the White House and the Congress. This was the worst year for family income in the entire postwar period, with real median family income plunging by $1,209, or 3.5 percent, in 1980 alone.

It is difficult to describe this as anything other than intellectual dishonesty, though some might consider a lack of sound training in the use of statistics a plausible explanation. If a 10-year period of income growth in the lowest quintile were claimed by one political party when all the net growth in the period were explained by the one year the other party were in office, this would be exposed as misleading and unethical or intellectually beneath contempt.

In these Republican Views, we present annual income data to permit readers to examine the evidence and reach their own conclusions. There is nothing legitimate to be gained by selective choice of base years which eliminates important information and distorts income trends.

A review of the data shows that the 1980 drop in income for the bottom quintile comprises 139 percent of the income decline
attributed to the whole period (see Graph V.2). However, the average income of this group increased between 1980 and 1989. The scenario that there was a straight drop in this quintile's income between 1979 and 1989 is what we call "the Democrat Party Line," since this fallacious assertion is usually made to score partisan points.

Graph V.2 -- "Democrat Party Line"
Real Average Income of the Bottom Fifth, 1979-89
(in 1989 dollars)

In other words, of the much touted income decline of the bottom fifth breathlessly reported in innumerable Democrat reports from the JEC, Budget, and House Ways and Means Committees, among others, Census data show that all of it occurred in one (Democrat) year. The 1980 Democrat decline is not only large enough to explain all, or 100 percent, of the decline over the 10-year period, but amounts to about 140 percent of the income decline over 10 years. Without the rest of the decade of net income growth, this one Democrat year would have produced an income decline 40 percent larger. The other nine years produced enough
income gain to erase this income deficit and produce a net gain whether 1980, 1981, or 1982 are selected as base years.

A recent report on "Work and Income in the 1980s," released by JEC Democrats, used the endpoints 1979 and 1989. An earlier election year report using the same years was released by JEC Democrats on November 2, 1990. Similar selectivity has been used by CBO in preparing income data for political use by Ways and Means Democrat Members and staff, duly released to media and blown up in extensive graphs in newspapers and television news.

Such income data always portray the decade of the 1980s as one in which the average income of the bottom fifth of families declined while that of the top fifth advanced, thus landing the desired headline of "Rich richer, poor poorer." The 1990 Democrat JEC release went further in asserting that "the average real incomes of the bottom 40 percent of families are lower now that they were in 1979," even though the "economic pie grew during most of the 1980s." Unfortunately, CBO data used in the report to illustrate the evils of the 1980s contained a $134 billion error, selective and biased measures of income, and a miscalculation of real capital gains. Of course, these were never acknowledged nor corrected by JEC and Ways and Means Democrats, who proceeded to use the faulty data for political purposes in 1990, and as late as 1992.

The latest Democrat JEC report also contains numerous factual errors in its presentation of average income data of the 1970s and 1980s. A partial explanation, though hardly conceivable, would be the possibility that the Democrat staff report suffers from the elementary but fundamental error of confusing mean and median values. It hardly seems possible that an organization of economists could make such a rudimentary error, especially in a report that was also reviewed for accuracy by the Congressional

Budget Office prior to its release. However, the presence of so many errors in one report is puzzling. A close examination of the movement of real family income in recent decades is needed.

**Family Income Since 1973**

In reviewing family income data it will be recalled that the composition of each quintile is constantly changing as families move between quintiles. This means the changes in income do not represent the changes of income of actual families, many if not most of whom are only temporarily in a given quintile. Furthermore, average income measures are subject to distortion by changes in the income of relatively small subgroups. Given the degree of income mobility in our society, one cannot reach conclusions about the economic well being of actual persons or gauge how broadly changes in average income of quintiles affect the population from these data.

These qualifications, although important in avoiding misleading and simplistic results, are usually ignored. (This aspect of mismeasurement is discussed in the subsection that follows.) In this section we will take the quintile income data at face value to examine how they can be manipulated to arrive at preconceived results. This narrow examination of these income data is for illustrative purposes only: Income mobility alone makes their use in describing the changing economic welfare of actual families statistically meaningless.

Table V.1 shows real average income levels for each quintile from 1973 to 1989. In general, movement in family income follows that of the business cycle. The income data shown below tend to move in the same direction as the economy. When the economy is performing well, income increases, and when the economy is in decline income tends to fall. For example, average income for all quintiles fell during the 1974-75 recession, and climbed during the subsequent expansion.
Table V.1 -- Real Average Family Income Since 1973  
(in constant 1989 dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Lowest Fifth</th>
<th>Second Fifth</th>
<th>Middle Fifth</th>
<th>Fourth Fifth</th>
<th>Highest Fifth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>9,783</td>
<td>21,351</td>
<td>31,370</td>
<td>42,872</td>
<td>73,557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>9,636</td>
<td>20,105</td>
<td>30,783</td>
<td>42,172</td>
<td>72,121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>9,291</td>
<td>20,235</td>
<td>30,153</td>
<td>41,288</td>
<td>70,541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>9,509</td>
<td>20,740</td>
<td>31,017</td>
<td>42,379</td>
<td>72,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>9,361</td>
<td>20,817</td>
<td>31,394</td>
<td>43,325</td>
<td>74,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>9,650</td>
<td>21,475</td>
<td>32,319</td>
<td>44,330</td>
<td>76,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>9,801</td>
<td>21,623</td>
<td>32,657</td>
<td>44,970</td>
<td>77,922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>9,286</td>
<td>20,852</td>
<td>31,588</td>
<td>43,828</td>
<td>75,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>8,906</td>
<td>20,144</td>
<td>30,916</td>
<td>43,411</td>
<td>74,419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>8,427</td>
<td>19,834</td>
<td>30,381</td>
<td>43,093</td>
<td>75,903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>8,509</td>
<td>19,869</td>
<td>30,634</td>
<td>43,668</td>
<td>76,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>8,692</td>
<td>20,406</td>
<td>31,554</td>
<td>45,123</td>
<td>79,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>8,808</td>
<td>20,677</td>
<td>31,985</td>
<td>45,845</td>
<td>82,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>9,095</td>
<td>21,396</td>
<td>33,204</td>
<td>47,447</td>
<td>86,423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>9,248</td>
<td>21,734</td>
<td>33,749</td>
<td>48,301</td>
<td>88,271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>9,284</td>
<td>21,712</td>
<td>33,787</td>
<td>48,524</td>
<td>89,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>9,431</td>
<td>22,018</td>
<td>34,206</td>
<td>49,213</td>
<td>92,663</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Percent Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1979-80</td>
<td>-515</td>
<td>-5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-89</td>
<td>-370</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-89</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982-89</td>
<td>1,004</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percent Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Percent Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1979-80</td>
<td>-5.3%</td>
<td>-5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-89</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-89</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982-89</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bureau of the Census and JEC Republican staff calculations.
This expansion ended in the first half of 1980, with renewed, albeit weak growth starting in July 1980 and continuing through July 1981. The slow nominal income growth and high inflation of this period caused a sharp across-the-board decline in real income in 1980, with further declines spilling over into 1981 and 1982 as the Federal Reserve tightened monetary policy. The absence of sustained economic growth along with high inflation proved a damaging combination for families at all income levels.

The pivotal year of 1980 merits especially close examination. As shown in Table V.1, the average real income of the bottom quintile declined by $515 in 1980 alone, a decline of 5.3 percent. Meanwhile, the average real income of the middle quintile fell $1,069, or by 3.3 percent. The income decline of 1980 was more than enough to erase all income growth in the bottom quintile occurring in the previous two years. The setback to income growth of other quintiles was also severe. The data are for "all families" since annual two-parent family income averages for quintiles are not published. However, the changes in income shown in Table V.1 would essentially mirror changes for two-parent families, the group used in the latest Democrat JEC study.

Table V.1 shows income growth for every quintile in the 1980s whether 1980, 1981, or 1982 is used as a base year. While the choice of any of these three years does change the amount of income growth, there is no way to show declines for any quintile without relying on the last year of the Carter Administration. This explains the insistence of partisan analysis to rely on the income meltdown of 1980 to taint the income growth under policies adopted later.

**Quintiles and Income Mobility**

Analyses of "the 1980s" and other periods often focus on the income trends of "quintiles," brackets of families or households ranked top to bottom by income and divided by population into fifths. Such analyses serve as the statistical fodder for the politics of class warfare, and often get condensed into headlines like "the rich got richer and the poor got poorer."
However, the people who comprise a quintile at any one moment constantly move up and down between them, or "permeate" quintiles, to an extent that invalidates the ostensible purpose of comparing average incomes of quintiles over time -- to accurately measure changes in the well being of persons in the quintiles.

The constantly changing mix of individuals and families who make up the quintiles wreaks statistical havoc on the income averages, calling into question not only the notion of superimposing a rigid class structure on a dynamic society but the extent to which quintile measures accurately reflect the quality of life of those who pass through different income brackets.

Forcing a fluid, capitalist economy characterized by remarkably high levels of income mobility into a rigid artifice of income quintiles allows some to paint a scenario of the U.S. economy as a caste system wherein "the rich get richer and the poor get poorer." The statistics tell a different, much more complicated and less easily measured story of an economy where some poor get poorer, some rich get richer, some rich get poorer and some poor get richer.

Census Bureau data from 1985 to 1986, and 1987 to 1988, reveal a great deal of income mobility in the U.S. economy.

- Between 1985 and 1986, fully one-third of all persons changed quintiles, with nearly 18 percent declining one or more quintiles and nearly 16 percent increasing one or more quintiles.

- In the same period, about 45 percent -- almost half -- of those in the middle quintile moved to another quintile. About one quarter of those in the top quintile dropped down one or more quintiles and were replaced by others who moved up one or more quintiles.

- Factors like age, education and family size dramatically affect income mobility. For example,
young people move up through quintiles as they gain work experience, while older Americans tend to move down in quintiles as they reach full retirement.

The extent to which Americans freely move from one income quintile to another is important to understanding the nature of our economy. Change in average income among quintiles actually reveals very little about the well being of the individuals passing through a given quintile at a given time.

As Graph V.3 illustrates, the startling degree of change in quintile composition is at least as interesting and important a subject for research as changes in average income by quintile. Curiously, the Congressional Budget Office, a frequent source of quintile comparisons, provides virtually no information on this vital subject. Consequently, there is a great need for unbiased statistical agencies to explore the remarkable upward and downward income mobility in American society. While the Census Bureau’s Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) is a very good start, a much larger effort to collect and publish longitudinal data for extended periods is urgently needed.
A Closer Look at Quintile Permeability

As startling as overall quintile permeability may be, a closer look at factors such as age, family size, and education reveal even higher degrees of income dynamism for specific groups. The degree of permeability varies considerably according to demographic and other characteristics. Under the surface, permeability for some is even more dynamic than the overall statistics would indicate. (It is important to note that these data reflect income changes within specific groups that are unevenly dispersed among the income quintiles.)

Age and Quintile Permeability

One of the most obvious reasons for income dynamics is demographic. For example, younger workers tend to start in the lower quintiles and work their way up as they acquire more
education and experience. A typical young adult over the last 10 years could well have moved from the lowest into the middle quintile. This person's income would be included in the lowest quintile in 1980 but excluded in 1990. The average income levels of the bottom quintile between 1980 and 1990 do not accurately reflect changes in the standard of living for those who started at the bottom but have since moved to different quintiles. They are also irrelevant for those in the bottom quintile in 1990, but who were not in the bottom quintile, or perhaps in any quintile, 10 years before.

The 1987-88 SIPP report presents the permeability data by age group. Graph V.4 displays some of these data for young adults (18-24) and the elderly (over 65). Not surprisingly, the young permeate upward at a greater rate than the elderly, most of whom are not working full time. In addition, the quintile share of young adults falling into a lower quintile is less than that of the elderly. The most dynamic quintile is the middle quintile of young adults, 51.9 percent of whom exited by 1988. In other words, most of the young adults in the middle quintile in 1987 were gone by 1988.

Graph V.4 -- Quintile Permeability Varies by Age Group, 1987-88

Source: Bureau of the Census.
These data show the sharp contrast in patterns of quintile permeability by age group. As noted, the majority of young adults in a quintile can actually leave in as little as one year. The assumption of static class structure ignores not only overall income dynamics, but different degrees of permeability in various demographic groups.

**Family Size and Quintile Permeability**

An examination of quintile permeability by family size further illustrates how superficial the concrete class assumption is. There are wide disparities in the permeability of families based on family size. These are especially noticeable when comparing one person "families" with others. Here we will contrast one and five person families, as classified by the SIPP.

Of one person families, 72.6 percent remained in the same quintile during 1987-88, compared to 67.6 percent for all persons. However, single persons in the top two quintiles tended to drop into lower quintiles more than other kinds of families. The portion of one person families falling from the top quintile was 43.9 percent, relative to 19.8 percent for five person families. Graph V.5 compares the changes in the income of single families with that of five person families.
Note that 53.8 percent of single person families exited from the fourth quintile in 1988, while turnover in the third and top quintiles were also well over 40 percent. While the third quintile of five person families shows a 46.5 percent turnover, the other quintiles in this family size reflect more stability. The data show that income dynamics varies by family size, another important fact obscured by the assumption of class stability. Changes in average income by quintile is even more meaningless for some groups than for others.

**Education and Quintile Permeability**

The SIPP data show that those with more education tend to move up through quintiles at a faster rate than those without benefit of a high school diploma. The data also reflect the fact that those without high school educations have a much higher risk of sudden income declines. Graph V.6 shows that 34.9 percent of
these persons in the top quintile fell into lower quintiles between 1987 and 1988, relative to 17.9 percent of those with four or more years of college.

Graph V.6 -- Education and Quintile Permeability, 1987-88

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Declined 1 or More Quintile</th>
<th>Same Quintile</th>
<th>Increased 1 or More Quintile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest Fifth</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Fifth</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Fifth</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Fifth</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Fifth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(∗ = Not a High School Graduate    ∗∗ = 4 or More Years of College)

Source: Bureau of the Census.

The graph reflects the superior economic progress of those with college educations. Not surprisingly, their upward mobility in all quintiles is much greater than for those without high school diplomas. Of course, in the overall population, more of the top fifth quintile is comprised of these college-educated persons than those without high school degrees.

The high rates of change in the composition of quintiles radically affect income averages, altering them to the point that they do not accurately reflect changes in our economy.
To illustrate this point, imagine a tiny country of 50 people, spread evenly over five hypothetical quintiles with the average income for the bottom quintile set at $14,500, the average for the second $24,500, the third $34,500, the fourth $44,500 and the top quintile having an average income of $54,500.

In the bottom quintile is Private Smith, earning $18,000. In the second quintile is Ann Waitress, earning $27,000. Joe Salesman has an income of $35,000 per year, putting him in the middle of the middle quintile. Ted and Jane Suburban have a combined income of $45,000 per year, which puts them in the fourth quintile. And Bob Sportscaster makes $51,000 per year covering football games for the network, placing him in the top quintile.

In the course of the year Private Smith is promoted to corporal, increasing his salary to $21,000, pushing him into the second quintile. Ann Waitress finally gets her break in acting, landing a part in a national commercial which propels her into the top quintile with an annual income of $56,000.

Joe Salesman’s wife starts a small catering business, and her second income is enough to edge them from the middle of the third quintile to the bottom of the fourth at $48,000. On the other hand, Jane Suburban decides to leave the labor force to stay home with her infant child, which causes their household income to drop from the top of the fourth quintile to near the bottom of the third with an income of $32,000.

When the network is disappointed by Bob Sportscaster’s ratings, he’s sent to an affiliate in the Midwest, and his salary declines to $45,000, dropping him from the bottom of the top quintile to the top of the fourth. In this same year, Dean Teen graduates from high school, leaves home, and begins working full time at the pizzeria, entering the work force and the bottom quintile with annual wages of $11,000.

Now, all these vignettes are natural occurrences in this country’s tiny economy. Most of the households gained income in the course of this year (Private Smith, Ann Waitress, Joe Salesman and Dean Teen), and those who lost income either made rational
choices (the Suburbans) or didn't drop too severely (Bob Sportscaster).

Assuming no significant change in the income of other households, the effect, however, would be to decrease the average incomes in the bottom three quintiles while the top two quintiles see an increase in average annual income (see Graph V.7).

Graph V.7 -- Changes in Average Income
Hypothetical Quintiles, Year 1 to Year 2
(in $-thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quintile</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest Fifth</td>
<td>$14.5</td>
<td>$13.8</td>
<td>($0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Fifth</td>
<td>$24.5</td>
<td>$23.9</td>
<td>($0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Fifth</td>
<td>$34.5</td>
<td>$34.2</td>
<td>($0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Fifth</td>
<td>$44.5</td>
<td>$44.8</td>
<td>($0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Fifth</td>
<td>$54.5</td>
<td>$55.0</td>
<td>($0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Numbers in () represent differences in average income in Year 1 & Year 2.

If CBO were to measure annual income gains and losses in this model economy, however, the next day's headline would be "Rich Get Richer, Poor Get Poorer."

This illustration is not to say that in America poor people never get poorer and rich people never get richer in America, only to demonstrate that the income quintile measures are not only incompatible with the changing nature of our economy, but that the
changing nature of our economy can render the quintile measures meaningless. The oversimplification of the headlines tells us nothing about the quality of life of those passing among the quintiles of this tiny country of 50 people.

The validity of any concept relies on its accurate representation of its subject. A concept, even a seemingly empirical one, which expresses a meaning at variance with its subject provides a false view of reality. As physicist and philosopher Stanley Jaki has pointed out, "without securing reality, the so-called scientific objectivity or empirical objectivity has no secure foundation."\(^{53}\)
The common usage of the quintile as a monolithic block of inextricably linked families whose fortunes rise or fall in unison distorts economic and social reality.\(^ {54}\)

Data for 1985-86 show that nearly half the population in the middle quintile moved to a different quintile in the course of a year. Over 18 percent of those in the bottom quintile moved up, and nearly 24 percent of those in the top quintile moved down in a year's time. In other words, it is accurate to say that ours is an economy where some rich get richer, some poor get poorer, some rich get poorer and some poor get richer.

Furthermore, the income gained by a new invention, innovation, investment, or artistic success adds to the well being of all, and is not taken from anyone. If a professional athlete doubles his income over 5 or 10 years, he does no harm to others at a lower level of income.

While it is easy to measure the average incomes of a given quintile over time, this measurement's relationship to economic reality is usually overstated. The truth is that understanding of our market economy is hindered by this approach. In the market


economy there is no finite, common pool of income to be distributed, and there is no Distributor of Income. As such, there is no "income distribution" per se, but only the income of millions of persons from a wide variety of sources (including business, self employment, and government) which can be summed up.

The most common use of family income data is to provide a pseudoscientific rationale for the policies of income redistribution based on notions of social or distributive justice. The only problem is that advocates of this approach cannot define what a socially just outcome would look like. As Nobel Laureate F.A. Hayek has pointed out, "so long as the earnings of particular individuals or groups are not determined by the decision of some agency, no particular distribution of incomes can be meaningfully described as more just than another. If we want to make it substantively just, we can do so only by replacing the whole spontaneous order by an organization in which the share of each is fixed by some central authority."\(^{55}\)

Misleading the American public into believing our society is an arbitrary zero-sum class system controlled and exploited by an elite is a very dangerous brand of class warfare. Reducing the free and spontaneous adjustments of the market process to a bipolar system of victims and villains threatens our inextricably intertwined economic and political freedoms. Responsible government requires accurate measures of the changes in our economy.

Government statistical agencies should place greater emphasis on income mobility, or what can also be termed "quintile permeability," a telling economic trait which is often ignored in public debate. After all, what tells us more about our economy and the opportunities it presents: that the average income of the top quintile increased 1 percent in a given year, or that fully one-quarter of those in the top quintile arrived there in the past year?

In the future, data on changes in average income among quintiles should be presented next to changes in quintile composition to portray an accurate picture of our economy. Income quintiles are not monolithic blocks of inextricably linked households whose fortunes rise and fall in unison. Government agencies should not disseminate statistics which lend credence to the notion that ours is a caste society where there exists a permanent class of "rich" who get "richer" by somehow making the permanent class of "poor" get "poorer."

Calendar Year Data

One aspect of the economic revisionism currently in vogue is the assertion that the late 1970s, contrary to popular perception, were actually better years in terms of economic growth and job creation than were the mid-to-late 1980s. In this scenario, the fiscal policies pursued by President Jimmy Carter were better for the country than those pursued by President Ronald Reagan.

As is often the case with revisionist history, these reports are based on flawed evidence and distorted methods. These retrospective economic "analyses" consistently measure a president's fiscal performance from the time he was sworn into office (if not before), even though a president's fiscal policies usually do not take effect until the beginning of the first fiscal year in which he presides. The analysis here on the other hand, examines the average annualized rate for three important economic factors affecting all Americans (job creation, growth in the real gross national product (GNP), and inflation) by extracting data from the fiscal years during which a president served.

The first necessary adjustment for data is to adjust calendar year data to fiscal year end points. One cannot accurately measure gallons with a ruler, and one cannot accurately measure a president's fiscal performance with calendar year data. The proper data base with which to hold a president accountable for fiscal performance is to use data from the fiscal years during which he served.
The results are interesting. A recent House Democratic Study Group report based on calendar year data show Jimmy Carter's annualized job creation percentage standing as a peak between the Nixon/Ford and Ronald Reagan administrations, but fiscal year analysis shows his job creation percentage as a valley between the two. And rather than showing a steady rise in real GNP from 1970 to 1989, Carter's fiscal year picture appears as a GNP "Death Valley" between his predecessor and successor (see Table V.2 and Graph V.8).

### Table V.2 -- Real Gross National Product Growth During Presidents' Fiscal Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>President</th>
<th>Oct. 1 to Oct. 1</th>
<th>Real GNP (in 1982 $-billions)</th>
<th>Annualized Percentage Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nixon/Ford</td>
<td>1969 to 1977</td>
<td>2,433.2 to 3,001.8</td>
<td>2.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter</td>
<td>1977 to 1981</td>
<td>3,001.8 to 3,264.6</td>
<td>2.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagan</td>
<td>1981 to 1989</td>
<td>3,264.6 to 4,129.7</td>
<td>3.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and fiscal year calculations by JEC Republican staff.
When the partisan distortions are factored out and the improved data are examined through fiscal year analysis, the implications for policy makers are clear. The policies of low marginal tax rates, restrained growth in Federal spending and deregulation offer the best path out of economic stagnation to GDP growth and job creation.

THE ECONOMY IN THE 1980S:
SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT

Income in the 1980s

During the economic expansion of the 1980s (November 1982 through all of 1989 and part of 1990) family and household income increased across the board. While this growth was not the most rapid in the postwar period, it marked a recovery from the
declines in income growth which began in 1979. The poor economic climate at the end of the 1970s was produced by slow growth and accelerating inflation, a combination ("stagflation") which produced the largest single-year decline in real family income on record in 1980, the last year of the Carter Administration. In 1980 alone, real median family income plunged over $1,200, or over 3 percent, with an even more severe pace of decline among lower income groups. There were many, including liberal economist Lester Thurow and President Carter, who expressed the view that economic growth had ended and was not a realistic policy goal.

Income growth during the 1980s is also reflected below in Table V.3 on real median household and family income. During the expansion, real median family income increased 12.6 percent. The gray band in the table marks the years of economic malaise which began in 1979 and spilled over into the early 1980s.

Household income reached a 1970s peak in 1978, and then fell in the four following years. This collapse was a painful result of the inflationary excesses of the 1970s evidenced in double-digit inflation and prime interest rates over 20 percent. However, the implementation of new policies in 1982 and 1983 proved a sound foundation for economic growth, with the longest peacetime expansion in U.S. history pushing family and household income to record highs. This upward movement stalled with the onset of the recession which began in 1990.
Table V.3 -- Income Trends
(in constant 1990 dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Middle American Family Income*</th>
<th>Change From Previous Year</th>
<th>Middle American Household Income*</th>
<th>Change From Previous Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>$33,370</td>
<td>$648</td>
<td>$29,108</td>
<td>$563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>32,491</td>
<td>-879</td>
<td>28,197</td>
<td>-911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>31,905</td>
<td>-586</td>
<td>27,442</td>
<td>-755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>32,913</td>
<td>1,008</td>
<td>27,913</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>33,107</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>28,067</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>34,156</td>
<td>1,049</td>
<td>29,168</td>
<td>1,101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>34,595</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>29,074</td>
<td>-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>33,386</td>
<td>-1,209</td>
<td>28,125</td>
<td>-949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>32,476</td>
<td>-910</td>
<td>27,669</td>
<td>-456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>32,037</td>
<td>-439</td>
<td>27,577</td>
<td>-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>32,378</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>27,581</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>33,251</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>28,197</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>33,689</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>28,688</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>35,129</td>
<td>1,440</td>
<td>29,690</td>
<td>1,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>35,632</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>29,984</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>35,565</td>
<td>-67</td>
<td>30,079</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>36,062</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>30,468</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>35,353</td>
<td>-709</td>
<td>29,943</td>
<td>-525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bureau of the Census.

*CPI-U-X1 used for inflation adjustment.

Economic progress in the Reagan-Bush administrations was evident among all income groups. The advances of middle class Americans has sometimes been misinterpreted. As we have pointed out in several previous reports, during the 1980s the middle class did indeed shrink, as more became affluent. Between 1980 and 1989 the portion of households earning over $50,000 annually jumped from 20.0 percent to 25.7 percent (see Table V.4). Meanwhile, the shares of those in the lower and middle income
ranges declined with the general improvement in the standard of living.

Table V.4 -- Percent of Households by Income Group
(in 1990 dollars)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Low Income (under $15,000)</th>
<th>Middle Income ($15,000-$50,000)</th>
<th>High Income (over $50,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
<td>54.2%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bureau of the Census.
*Adjusted with the CPI-U-X1.

Table V.5 shows the real average income of each household income quintile since 1973. As the earlier discussion of income mobility pointed out, these quintile data should be used with the utmost caution, since the composition of the quintiles is markedly different even on an annual basis. Even when taken at face value, however, these data reflect a general increase in household income during the 1980s expansion.
Table V.5 -- *Real Average Household Income*  
(in constant 1990 dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Lowest Fifth</th>
<th>Second Fifth</th>
<th>Middle Fifth</th>
<th>Fourth Fifth</th>
<th>Highest Fifth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>$7,039</td>
<td>$17,628</td>
<td>$28,804</td>
<td>$41,409</td>
<td>$73,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>7,008</td>
<td>17,419</td>
<td>28,972</td>
<td>40,542</td>
<td>71,830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>6,765</td>
<td>16,619</td>
<td>27,266</td>
<td>39,619</td>
<td>69,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>6,935</td>
<td>16,980</td>
<td>27,924</td>
<td>40,552</td>
<td>71,773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>6,897</td>
<td>16,977</td>
<td>28,082</td>
<td>41,146</td>
<td>73,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>7,135</td>
<td>17,523</td>
<td>28,934</td>
<td>42,386</td>
<td>75,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>7,075</td>
<td>17,599</td>
<td>29,015</td>
<td>42,580</td>
<td>76,415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>6,845</td>
<td>17,035</td>
<td>28,111</td>
<td>41,414</td>
<td>73,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>6,676</td>
<td>16,630</td>
<td>27,549</td>
<td>41,065</td>
<td>73,354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>6,549</td>
<td>16,571</td>
<td>27,431</td>
<td>40,796</td>
<td>74,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>6,631</td>
<td>16,656</td>
<td>27,539</td>
<td>41,325</td>
<td>75,873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>6,838</td>
<td>17,033</td>
<td>28,226</td>
<td>42,498</td>
<td>78,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>6,819</td>
<td>17,281</td>
<td>28,685</td>
<td>43,148</td>
<td>80,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>6,886</td>
<td>17,712</td>
<td>29,640</td>
<td>44,651</td>
<td>84,515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>7,055</td>
<td>17,930</td>
<td>29,977</td>
<td>45,311</td>
<td>86,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>7,143</td>
<td>18,027</td>
<td>30,152</td>
<td>45,578</td>
<td>87,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>7,372</td>
<td>18,341</td>
<td>30,488</td>
<td>46,117</td>
<td>90,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>7,195</td>
<td>18,030</td>
<td>29,781</td>
<td>44,901</td>
<td>87,137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Percent Change**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973-80</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-80</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-89</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982-89</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989-90</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bureau of the Census and JEC Republican staff calculations.

**Tax Burdens**

In the years leading up to its passage, proponents of the 1981 Roth-Kemp tax cut argued that a 30 percent across-the-board reduction in personal marginal tax rates would lower the tax
barriers to the flow of resources into production. According to this view, these resources already existed in the forms of inefficient tax-sheltered investments, underutilized capital, consumed leisure, unexploited entrepreneurial opportunities, and unrealized capital gains. Lower tax rates, it was argued, would improve economic growth by reducing the after-tax price of productive resources and improving the efficiency of redeployed resources.

It was also argued that shifting these resources from the untaxed to the taxable economy would actually increase the tax payments of those most affected by punitive tax rates. In practical terms, this means that high income taxpayers would be expected to pay more of the income tax burden while middle and lower income taxpayers would assume less. This view was disputed by the Congressional Budget Office and Joint Tax Committee, both of which projected that average tax payments of upper income taxpayers, expressed in nominal terms, would fall after 1981, producing, in the words of then House Speaker Tip O'Neill, a "giveaway to the rich."

The IRS data reported in Table V.6 and Graph V.9 prove conclusively that CBO and JCT were completely wrong about the impact and even the direction of the tax rate cuts' effects. Actual income tax payments by the top 1 percent increased sharply, even after adjustment for inflation. Oddly, CBO simulations of tax payment declines for upper income groups continued to be released in the face of contradictory IRS data on actual returns, a classic example of scenario versus science.
Table V.6 -- Average Income Tax Payments, by Taxpayer Group (1988 dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Top 1%</th>
<th>Top 5%</th>
<th>51-95 Percentiles</th>
<th>Lowest 50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>$68,725</td>
<td>$27,415</td>
<td>$4,995</td>
<td>$583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>68,977</td>
<td>26,199</td>
<td>4,553</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>68,899</td>
<td>25,272</td>
<td>4,187</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>72,723</td>
<td>26,161</td>
<td>4,184</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>76,750</td>
<td>27,296</td>
<td>4,227</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>95,462</td>
<td>31,896</td>
<td>4,377</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>88,685</td>
<td>31,022</td>
<td>4,068</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>104,008</td>
<td>34,446</td>
<td>4,097</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percent Change

| 1981-86 | 39.0% | 16.3% | -12.4% | -14.2% |
| 1981-88 | 51.3 | 25.6 | -18.0 | -25.7 |

Source: IRS and JEC Republican staff calculations.

Graph V.9 -- Income Tax Payments of Affluent Rise After Reagan Tax Cuts, Decline for Bottom Half
The IRS data clearly show that average income tax payments of the top 1 percent of taxpayers jumped 51.3 percent between 1981 and 1988. Meanwhile, the average tax payment of the lowest 50 percent fell 25.7 percent. Of the $411.8 billion in personal income taxes collected in tax year 1988, $113.2 billion, or 27.5 percent, was contributed by the top 1 percent of taxpayers. Over one-fourth of all personal income tax revenue came from the top 1 percent, while the top 5 percent accounted for 45.5 percent. Table V.7 and Graph V.10 shows a massive shift in the tax burden, but its direction is upward onto the shoulders of the high income earners.

Table V.7 -- Income Tax Burden Shifted Towards Wealthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Top 1%</th>
<th>Top 5%</th>
<th>51-95 Percentiles</th>
<th>Lowest 50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>57.4%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Internal Revenue Service.
Last year the Republican Members of the Joint Economic Committee introduced the Fairness Ratio in our annual report. This measure is the ratio of the average income tax payment in the top 1 percent for every dollar paid on average in the bottom 50 percent. In 1981 the average income tax payment in the top 1 percent was $117.89 for every dollar of average tax payment in the bottom 50 percent. By 1988 the fairness ratio had jumped to $240.2, an increase of 103.7 percent (see Table V.8 and Graph V.11).
Table V.8 -- Fairness Ratio* in Tax Payments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Fairness Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>$117.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>129.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>141.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>143.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>152.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>190.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>202.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>240.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percent Change

- 1981-86: 62.0%
- 1981-88: 103.7%

Source: JEC Republican staff calculations.

*Average tax payment of taxpayer in top 1 percent for each dollar of tax paid by each taxpayer in the bottom 50 percent.

Graph V.11 -- Tax Fairness on the Rise

Source: Internal Revenue Service and JEC Republican staff calculations.
Among the best evidence for the rise in average income tax payments of the affluent in the 1980s is the fact that the CBO no longer publishes these data. Since 1987 a new methodology has been developed. The Democrat majority in Congress derives from CBO a warped income and tax methodology to generate huge estimation and analytical errors. It includes the absurd assumption that the extra income elicited by the 1981 tax cuts can be subjected to 1977 tax rates. The wealth and growth unlocked by the Reagan tax cuts are thus retroactively taxed at 1977 marginal rates. This fantasy "lost revenue" from income that was sheltered from taxes or otherwise would never have been created is labeled a "giveaway" to upper income groups to justify new attempts to raise marginal tax rates. These scenarios are presented instead of average income tax data which dispute class warfare rhetoric. Given the choice between actual IRS data and CBO fabrications, many seem to prefer simulations, even when components of income are mismeasured by over 100 percent.

During the Reagan years the share of the tax burden borne by low and middle income groups declined. By 1988 the bottom 50 percent of taxpayers bore only 5.7 percent of the income tax burden, not counting those removed entirely from the tax roles. Unfortunately, this group is subject to a heavier tax load courtesy of the social security tax increase of 1977, passed by a Democrat Congress and signed into law by President Carter. To the extent aggregate tax burdens have increased for low income groups, the overwhelming proportion is accounted for by these stiff increases in the payroll tax. From 1977 to 1990, the social security payroll tax rate rose by nearly one-third, from 11.7 to 15.3 percent. The current level of the payroll tax was set in the 1977 legislation, though some try to attribute its painful effects to the 1981 tax legislation, which cut personal income tax rates for all groups.

**Tax Cuts and Revenue**

After the full implementation of the Roth-Kemp tax cuts, Federal revenues increased, contradicting the scenario of a Treasury starved of revenue. Between 1980 and 1989, personal income tax revenues increased 22 percent (after adjustment for inflation). While one can argue about the degree of revenue growth that would
have occurred without the rate cuts, the bottom line is that actual personal income tax revenues expanded with the tax base in the 1980s, as did Federal revenues in general. Federal spending, however, outstripped this growth in revenue.

Upper income taxpayers paid more taxes after the rate cuts, while middle and lower income taxpayers got tax relief, lowering their income taxes relative to projections. When Washington politicians deplore the $750 billion in lost revenue allegedly resulting from tax cuts in the 1980s, they are really saying that the average taxpayer should have paid $7,500 more to fund the wasteful growth in Federal spending. This is why liberals tried to block the third year of the Roth-Kemp tax cut and bracket indexing, both of which benefitted primarily middle income taxpayers. Those on the left who now posture in support of temporary middle class tax relief continue to criticize the real middle class tax cut of 1981 because they want to spend even more taxpayer money.

Following the passage of lower marginal tax rates in 1981, annual IRS data confirmed the view that average income tax payments were increasing at the top end. Meanwhile, the third installment of the tax cut as well as tax indexing, both beneficial primarily to the middle class, survived repeated attempts at repeal launched by congressional Democrats. In the end, the Roth-Kemp personal income tax cuts were permitted to reduce income tax payments on middle income taxpayers.

In the absence of Roth-Kemp, families earning $20,000 per year would pay $1,600 more in income taxes and families with incomes of $45,000 would pay $5,100 more to the Federal government.
Senator Phil Gramm’s office recently devised a form that allows taxpayers to compare their individual tax burden under current law (reflecting the dramatic changes in individual taxes under the 1981 and 1986 tax acts) with what they would be paying today if the 1980 rate structure were still in effect. We reproduce his "Fairness 1040 Form" on pages 227 and 228 and invite readers to fill it out before accepting baseless assertions that "the middle class did not benefit from the Reagan tax cuts."
# FAIRNESS 1040 FORM

**1040** Do-It-Yourself Tax Fairness Test  

For Comparing 1980 Income Taxes against 1991 Income Taxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filing Status</th>
<th>Single</th>
<th>Married filing joint return</th>
<th>Head of household</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exemptions</th>
<th>Yourself</th>
<th>Spouse</th>
<th>Dependents</th>
<th>(Number of kids under 18)</th>
<th>Total number of exemptions claimed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income</th>
<th>1 List your total income here</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**COMPARE 1980 TAX CODE VS. 1991 TAX CODE**  
Column A for 1980, Column B for 1991

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Column A</td>
<td>Column B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Deduction</th>
<th>2 Family's Standard Deduction in 1980</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>$3,400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Family's Standard Deduction in 1991</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$5,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Exemption</td>
<td>4 Multiply your number of exemptions by $1,000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 Multiply your number of exemptions by $2,150</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxable Income</td>
<td>6 Subtract your standard deduction amount and exemption amount from your income</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUR TAX BILL</td>
<td>7 See 1980 tax table on back to determine TAX OWED UNDER 1980 CODE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 See 1991 tax table on back to determine TAX OWED UNDER 1991 CODE</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMOUNT YOU KEPT FROM TAX CUT OF THE 1980'S**  
Subtract amount on line 8 from line 7
### 1980 Income Tax Schedule

1. Enter taxable income from line 6, column A.

2. Find corresponding income bracket in table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For income over -</th>
<th>but not over</th>
<th>the tax is - of the amount over -</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,099</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,100</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$294 + 16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4,200</td>
<td>$8,499</td>
<td>$630 + 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8,500</td>
<td>$12,599</td>
<td>$1,404 + 21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$12,600</td>
<td>$16,799</td>
<td>$2,265 + 24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$16,800</td>
<td>$21,199</td>
<td>$3,273 + 28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$21,200</td>
<td>$26,499</td>
<td>$4,500 + 32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$26,500</td>
<td>$31,799</td>
<td>$5,201 + 37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$31,800</td>
<td>$42,399</td>
<td>$8,163 + 43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$42,400</td>
<td>$56,599</td>
<td>$12,720 + 49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$56,600</td>
<td>$82,199</td>
<td>$19,678 + 54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$82,200</td>
<td>$105,999</td>
<td>$33,502 + 59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$106,000</td>
<td>$139,999</td>
<td>$47,544 + 64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$159,000</td>
<td>$211,999</td>
<td>$81,464 + 68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$212,000</td>
<td>$117,504</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Compute tax and enter $ amount here and on line 8 on front of this form.

### 1991 Income Tax Schedule

1. Enter taxable income from line 6, column B.

2. Find corresponding income bracket in table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For income over -</th>
<th>but not over</th>
<th>the tax is - of the amount over -</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$33,999</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34,000</td>
<td>$82,149</td>
<td>$5,100 + 28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$82,150</td>
<td>$18,382</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Compute tax and enter $ amount here and on line 8 on front of this form.

### Calculation Hint in using percentages:

14% of $1,000 = .14 x $1,000 = $140

### Special Note on Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) for Low-Income Families

The 1980 EITC was 10% on earnings for a maximum credit of $500. At $6,000 of earnings, the credit is phased-out by 12.5%, with the total credit eliminated by $10,000 of earnings.

The 1991 basic EITC for 2 or more children was 17.3% on earnings for a maximum credit of $1,235. At $11,250 of earnings (or AGI), the credit is phased-out by 12.36%, with the total credit eliminated by $21,242.

The average poor family of four with earnings of $9,833 would have received a $20 credit in 1980 but a $1,235 credit in 1991. Thus a $327 tax on an average poor family under the 1980 code is now a rebate of $1,235 in 1991.
Partisan claims about recent wage and employment trends are another element in revisionist economics. The media have extensively echoed charges that real wages have not grown, productivity is lagging, and living standards in the United States have stagnated, basing stories on partisan data. For example, the Senate Majority Leader recently painted a scenario where "average wages" of American workers have been virtually flat for the past 30 years. Any look at the real world, however, shows that the well-being of the average worker today is far better than it was in 1960. This immediate observation calls into question both the measure of worker well-being used, and the method in which it is applied.

There are several different measures of worker income, each of which presents a different picture of the recent situation of the American worker. The "real weekly wage" measure presents the worst possible picture of worker well-being. We present here annual data of several measures of worker wages and benefits, allowing the reader to decide the relative circumstances of the American work force.

Table V.10 and Graph V.12 portray annual data on five different measures of worker well being. The data are from two different Federal government sources. Three measures -- hourly wages, weekly wages and real compensation -- are derived from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) of the Department of Labor. Two measures, average (mean) and median annual wages are derived from Social Security Administration data based on Old Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance (OASDI) collections. The graph translates these data into indexes, setting the year 1977 at 1.00 for each measure and the other years as ratios of the 1977 base year.
Table V.10 -- Total and Per Capita Disposable Personal Income and Personal Consumption expenditures, 1976-91

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>$297.37</td>
<td>$8.24</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>$13,009</td>
<td>$12,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>300.96</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>102.3</td>
<td>17,012</td>
<td>12,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>300.89</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>103.4</td>
<td>17,178</td>
<td>12,527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>291.66</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>102.0</td>
<td>16,932</td>
<td>12,381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>274.65</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>16,171</td>
<td>11,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>270.63</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>16,029</td>
<td>11,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>267.26</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>15,969</td>
<td>11,683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>272.52</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>100.5</td>
<td>16,468</td>
<td>11,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>274.73</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td>17,099</td>
<td>11,879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>271.16</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>101.3</td>
<td>17,255</td>
<td>12,023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>271.94</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>104.4</td>
<td>17,788</td>
<td>12,424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>269.16</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>104.3</td>
<td>18,080</td>
<td>12,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>266.79</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>104.4</td>
<td>18,342</td>
<td>12,497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>264.22</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>103.1</td>
<td>18,265</td>
<td>12,397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>259.72</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>103.1</td>
<td>18,006</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>255.89</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several factors reduce the validity of BLS real weekly wage data. First, average earnings estimates that incorporate the 1970s are based on a flawed Consumer Price Index that is usually discarded in serious analyses of historical trends. The old, flawed index (which was revised in 1983) overstated the increase in housing costs. Its use results in a cumulative overstatement of inflation in the 1970s and early 1980s, and a related 9 percent understatement of real wage growth in the same period.

The weekly earnings estimate is also flawed because the average hours worked per week has declined from 36 hours in 1977 to 34.3 in 1991. A decrease in hours worked per week reduces weekly wages at any given wage rate. The decline in average hours worked is a long-term trend of the last several decades, and reflects the ability of employers to offer workers leisure time in response to employee preference.
The data in Graph V.12 also illustrates the importance of distinctions between partial and more comprehensive measures of worker income. The most comprehensive wage and earnings measure is real compensation per hour, which is a broad average of the total cost to employers in the private sector for wages, salaries and noncash benefits per hour of work. According to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, fringe benefits (notably health insurance) accounted for 30.6 percent of the value of a worker's compensation in 1990, up from 25 percent in 1975.

The BLS hourly and weekly earnings measures differ in two important ways from hourly compensation in that they cover only production and nonsupervisory workers, not all workers in the work force. Production and nonsupervisory workers tend to be less skilled than other workers. The divergent trends of wages and compensation suggests a stratification of the labor market, but it does not make any reliable statement about worker earnings in any set of years. The disparity between wages and compensation reflects the additional fringe benefit mandates imposed by Federal, state and local governments. Employers have been forced to alter the total compensation package to workers to include relatively more mandated benefits and relatively less money (often overriding worker preferences in the process).

The measure of hourly wages comes from a monthly BLS survey in which payroll information is collected from private business establishments. Other sources of similar information, such as Federal and state tax records, can be used for comparison purposes. The Social Security Administration OASDI data in Table V.2 and Graph V.10 measure average annual wages per worker. OASDI data reflect wages of nearly all workers, in contrast to BLS data. The only reason not to use OASDI data is, apparently, partisan, since both the average and median OASDI measures indicate a rise in real wages far higher than the BLS wage data. A portion of the OASDI increase is attributed to the fact that higher skilled workers received relatively higher wage increases in the late 1970s and early 1980s. However, because the OASDI data are more comprehensive, they more reliably indicate workers' real wage trends since the mid-1970s.
Measures of real wages or real compensation include only earnings from work. Many Americans have additional sources of income from investments, savings and other sources. Graph V.12 displays three measures of broader economic well being -- per capita disposable income, per capita consumption, and per capita GDP -- and compares them to the BLS weekly earning measures of which the Democrats are so fond. Graph V.13 indexes the four measures, with the 1977 value for all measures set at 1.00, in the same manner as Graph V.12.

![Graph V.13 -- Measures of Well Being](image)

Again, the contrast between the BLS weekly earnings measure and the other measures are striking. The three new measures are the most comprehensive measures available to describe changes in the relative wealth of all Americans. These measures obviously include much that is useful in describing the changing economic fate of Americans in the 1970s and 1980s. The
sharp rise in personal consumption is perhaps most telling, since consumption is the ultimate goal of earnings anyway.

Several conclusions about worker wages and total compensation can be drawn from even this brief presentation. First, a careful review of the evidence shows that the work force as a whole increased real wage earnings in the 1980s. The debate is only over the size of the gain. Second, real compensation grew at quite an impressive rate during the 1980s, far surpassing the growth in real wages but adding no less to the well-being of the typical American worker and family. Third, the display of annual data shows how important the fate of the economy is to the fate of worker wages and compensation. Recessionary periods cause real decreases in worker earnings, but economic growth correlates strongly with increased wages and benefits, even for the least skilled workers.

Finally, the data make obvious the importance of getting the starting date right for any comparisons of wage and compensation trends. The recession and dislocation of the late 1970s Carter recession, before President Reagan took office in 1981 and his economic policies became effective later that year, severely harmed the well being of American workers. Most of the wage and compensation gains of the 1980s simply repaired prior damage from a Democrat administration.

There are also several political observations to make from their data, and the way they are usually presented by Democrats in Congress. First, the graphs and tables show clearly that to distort the trends in wages, compensation, and well-being trends, three critical and disingenuous assertions need to be made. The first assertion is to claim that the 1980s began early, preferably in 1978 or 1979, the first relative peak in worker wages, because picking a "peak" year makes the relative gains in later years appear smaller. Second, it is important to truncate the 1980s early, probably at 1987, to end the surge in wages and compensation before their peak. The third and most problematic assertion is to claim that real weekly wages of production and non-supervisory personnel as measured by BLS is the best indicator of worker well being.
If all these assertions are made and not questioned, "the '80s" can be made to "create an imagery of Reagan-Bush America that supersedes the Carter years and impeaches the credibility of conservative governance for middle America," just the scenario Mr. Greenberg suggests. It is no surprise that most Democrat economic analyses make all three of these assertions. It is, perhaps, more surprising that "nonpartisan" researchers inside and outside Congress often make many of the same assumptions.

The bias in these assumptions has been pointed out before. The defenders of distortion respond that the "business cycle" or some other hegemonic economic trend requires certain cut-off years in examining trends in income and wealth, but this response raises more questions than it answers.

As noted earlier, there were business cycles in 1980 and 1981, refuting any justification for lumping the late 70s into the 1980s for "peak-to-peak" measurement purpose. Even so, if all-powerful economic cycles force one to, for example, include 1978 and 1979 in the 1980s, then these trends must transcend control by politicians and governments. Changes in wages, compensation, disposable income and gross domestic product must all be caused by powerful forces beyond the control of political institutions. If these cycles are uncontrollable by government policy, there is no partisan advantage to tracing the paths of economic statistics. Obviously, however, partisan opponents of growth-oriented economics have invested a great deal of time and resources into painting a particularly bleak picture of the "1980s," attempting to attach responsibility for that picture to Republican economic policies. The frenzied nature of these attacks and the mountain of contrary evidence lead one to question whether critics of the "1980s" are truly interested in restoring economic growth and worker earnings, or would prefer to further damage our economy for short-term partisan gains.
VI. BANKING AND INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

MONETARY POLICY

Monetary policy should not be the sole variable in macroeconomic policy, however, with fiscal policy characterized by dramatically expanding deficits much of the burden of anti-recessionary measures has defaulted to the Federal Reserve Board. In the last month of 1991, the Federal Reserve System moved aggressively to ease monetary policy, after a year of more gradual easing. This action was a justifiable response to the modest pace of the recovery.

Monetary ease does not constitute a complete monetary policy, particularly at a time when increased taxation, government borrowing and regulatory scrutiny have diminished credit availability. The peculiar behavior of money supply growth in 1991 and 1992 reflects problems of monetary policy and its implementation through the banking system.

The adjusted monetary base (the sum of reserve accounts of financial institutions at Federal Reserve banks and currency in circulation, adjusted for reserve requirement ratio changes) grew steadily in the last half of 1991, after flat growth in the second quarter. Growth in the reserves of the banking system makes possible growth in the money supply and its constituent measures M1, M2 and M3.

The narrow definition of the money supply, M1, consisting of currency plus demand deposits (checking accounts), increased steadily in the last three quarters of 1991, averaging about 10 percent in the three months prior to December before falling in the last weeks of the year. Robust growth of M1 resumed in January.
as part of the mid-December Federal Reserve policy response to flat third quarter GDP growth.

The M2 measure of the money supply is much broader than M1 and includes many interest bearing accounts of individuals and businesses, financial instruments and money market accounts. In the early spring of 1991, M2 did not grow significantly for six months before surging in the last quarters of 1991 and the beginning months of 1992. M2 actually fell in December 1991 while M1 was approximately flat. M3, the broadest definition of money, which adds large time deposits over $100,000 to M2, grew at about half the rate of M2 in both 1991 and 1992.

In 1990 and 1991 the growth rate for M2 was just over 3 percent which was much lower than the more than 5 percent rates recorded for 1988 and 1989. M3 growth in 1991 and 1992 was at about half the rate of M3 growth in the previous two years.

---
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Table VI.1 -- Growth Rates of Reserves, Selected Monetary and Commercial Bank Indicators
(percentage change in the year ending in December)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Reserves</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Banks:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>-0.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small time deposits</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large time deposits</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Compounded annual growth rate from December 1990 through November 1991.

The behavior of M1 is consistent with falling short-term interest rates. The divergence of growth in M2 and M3 from M1 is also consistent with falling interest rates, as investors move away from long-term time deposits in banks such as CDs and increase investments in non-bank money funds. This movement away from long-term commitment to the banks is a phenomenon economists call disintermediation. In 1991, the volume of large as well as small scale time deposits fell significantly and continually, while savings deposits rose steadily. Money markets benefitted in the first half of 1991, but slipped somewhat in the second half as the

---

small investor returned to the stock market. During 1990 the Federal deficit began to grow, steadying at lower levels for three years, drawing funds from households, businesses and banks.

Despite these dislocations to the credit system and the frustration they provided monetary policy in 1991, there was evidence of recovery. Gross domestic product up 0.8 percent in the fourth quarter and real exports and real final sales of domestic product up in the fourth quarter are all signs that the economy was growing, albeit at an extremely slow pace.

There are several explanations why M2 and M3 failed to grow as expected. One explanation for the divergence of M2 and M3 from M1 is simply that the opportunity cost of holding cash or other non-interest bearing assets fell dramatically during 1991.

Another noteworthy divergence can be seen in the increase during 1991 of 8.7 percent in adjusted reserves while commercial bank loans actually fell by 0.8 percent. Banking problems suggest that the Federal Reserve might be "pushing on a string," supplying reserves to the monetary system that are not converted into additional loan activity. Loan demand may be weak, or quality loan opportunities so few that bank officers fail to increase their lending activity even with more free reserves.60

The Fed policy on interest rates is reflected most immediately in the short-maturity U.S. Treasury debt, with three-month Treasury bills yielding 4.03 percent on March 6, 1992.61 This short rate minus inflation (about 3 percent in 1991) results in a real rate of interest of around 1 percent. This lower real cost of money should encourage borrowing by businesses and consumers.


61 Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, "U.S. Financial Data," March 5, 1992, pg. 7..
"Crowding Out" and the Credit Crunch

Unfortunately, the fall in real interest rates is coincident with significantly increased credit demand by the Federal government. As Federal outlays exceed 25 percent of GNP over the course of fiscal year 1992 (a post-World War II high), the Federal deficit will grow rapidly to an estimated $365 billion, up 36 percent over the previous fiscal year.  

Even with low real interest rates, this borrowing may be causing displacement ("crowding-out") of borrowing by businesses, consumers and state and local government. This crowding out is not by the regular competition in the marketplace that characterized periods of high real interest rates, but rather results from the persisting large spread premia that long rates enjoy over short rates for government securities. The spread has grown to over 3.5 percentage points (350 basis points) over the last several months.

This spread in rates provides an incentive for banks to invest in long maturity government bonds, utilizing funds that would otherwise be available for potential loans (See Graph VI.1). In an atmosphere of uncertainty about the economy and bank regulatory policy, the relatively certain margin between the long-term bond returns and the short-term rate paid for deposits may be more attractive to bankers than commercial lending.

---

62 Council of Economic Advisors, "Economic Indicators," pg. 32.

The disruption of this important conduit of monetary policy, loan making by banks, is called a "credit crunch" by some because it suggests a decrease in credit for a given set of economic circumstances.

The longer term rates on Treasury debt instruments fell less, with 10-year Treasury bonds yielding about 6.8 percent at the beginning of 1992 before increasing to 7.25 percent on February 8. In previous years, rates of money growth have been lower than reported price level increases, so some would say that slow money growth in 1989 and 1990 may have been constraining real growth rates during 1990 and 1991.

The difficulty in interpreting money supply behavior is in identifying the cause of a change in the amount of money in circulation in a society. It may be the result of a shift in consumer

---

64 op. cit., pg. 30.
and business demand for money, or a shift in the credit supply behavior of banks, or both changes in demand and supply. Regulators have an impact on both the supply of and demand for credit. Additionally, the last several years have seen a dramatic downward shift in the value of real estate, causing a wealth effect that has affected business, household and bank behavior. While real estate owners were losing wealth, taxpayers were facing increased taxes and deficit spending to replenish the Bank Insurance Fund and the Resolution Trust Corporation.

To meet the rigors of increased international competition, we need to allow U.S. banks to reach reasonable scales of operation. Federally chartered banks should be allowed to open branches in any state that will allow them in. At the same time, those banks that reach the scale appropriate for international competition should not have an advantage over other banks because they are considered "too big to fail." Unfortunately, a study for the House Banking Committee concluded that for banks that were resolved, that is, merged or taken over, among banks at the same level of capital, "the large banks were less likely to be resolved than small banks during the 1987-89 period."65

A problem that disproportionately affects small banks is the crowding out of private sector activity as a result of the heavy Federal borrowing to finance budget deficits. Federal outlays are escalating more rapidly than revenues, usurping private credit availability. Credit is also in great demand worldwide to finance tremendous changes, especially in Eastern Europe. Forty percent of U.S. national income is going to the Federal government at a time when many states and localities face fiscal problems, the private sector is short of capital, and much of the world is looking

---

to borrow. About 6 percent of U.S. gross domestic product is consumed by Federal borrowing, nearing a postwar high.

The increased preference for Federal government debt in uncertain times results in a spread of Treasury bond rates below prevailing private sector bonds. Thus, the cost of borrowing to the government is lower than it would otherwise be, an effective subsidy, and the rate to the private sector and state governments is higher than it would normally be, raising their cost of doing business.

This abnormally high spread and dramatically decreased short-term interest rates artificially lower the financing costs of Federal government deficits and facilitate greater deficit spending. In the non-Federal sectors, the higher cost of borrowing money increases the cost of doing business and decreases the demand for loans, compounding the banking difficulties.

Federal government borrowing has several natural advantages over private sector borrowing. The favorable spread results simply because Federal debt is backed by the full faith and credit of the Federal government, including the implicit understanding that the Federal Reserve will prevent any default on Federal debt. Additionally, regulations that require idle balances from various Federal trust funds to be kept in government securities create a captive market for Federal securities.

Rate spreads of debt securities typically show a pronounced pattern over the course of the business cycle. The typical spread between 10-year U.S. Treasury bonds and corporate issues following a business downturn with a lag will exceed 200 basis points. These spreads at year end were at about 150 basis points. In 1986, this spread approached 300 basis points, in part due to perceived risk of extensive leveraged buy-outs at the time. Research by Goldman Sachs concludes that:

Since 1986, however, the ballooning Federal budget deficit has pushed Treasury borrowing up much more than the rise in corporate financing. This is likely to continue throughout 1991 at least.67

Bank holdings in U.S. government securities began increasing significantly ahead of the downturn in the economy. Graph VI.1 plots this replacement of nongovernment securities with government securities. The event is roughly coincident with passage of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA). This Act addressed the use of low rated or "junk" securities by savings and loan institutions, and may also have signaled banks to move into "safer" investments.

Rather than upgrade to more highly rated private sector securities, banks moved into Federal government securities at a time when the return from such securities was historically low relative to top-rated, private-sector commercial paper.

Efforts to restrain savings and loans and banks have made it more difficult for bank customers to maintain liquidity. Both re-regulation and the lingering effects of the recent recession are hitting at a time when our economic system needs to emphasize international competitiveness. It is simply the wrong time for Congress to implement any additional policies that assist deficit spending at an artificially beneficial rate to the Federal government. Deficits crowd out important private sector activity, and in the current environment squeeze activity financed by bank loans and by private-sector commercial paper.

The sheer volume of Federal debt issued, the normal decline in the volume of private sector debt as economic activity lulls, and the decline in foreign investors, who prefer U.S. Treasury debt issues, could serve to keep the rate spread from widening further.

67 Ibid., pg. 8.
In 1991, the rate of interest on 10 year U.S. Treasury bonds fell by more than one percentage point, January to January, from 8.09 percent to 6.80 percent. A 1 percent fall in interest rates, with no deflationary effects from that fall, is associated with a net decrease in the Federal deficit of $4.0 billion. By contrast, the cost in FY 1992 of an additional $100 billion borrowing by the Federal government was $2.1 billion, reflecting the upward pressure on interest rates and the resulting "crowding out" of private-sector borrowers as a result of additions to the Federal deficit. Widening the spread between public and private sector borrowing lowers costs for Federal borrowing and increases them for private sector activity. To keep matters in perspective, rates for 10-year Treasury Bonds have fallen from near 14 percent in the wake of the Carter Presidency to around 7 percent.

A narrower spread, as economic activity strengthens, would move Federal debt payments closer to the opportunity cost of foregone private sector activity. Narrowing rates would squeeze out even more private sector activity. If abnormally high rate spreads continue, the taxpayer will only be spared for a short period. In the ensuing years there will be lower economic growth. Reducing government demand for resources and credit is the only appropriate long-term cure for the credit crunch.

The extent of the regulatory flight (and fright) into safety, is unambiguous but hard to reduce to a single measure. The Congressional Budget Office summarized that "one indication that some slowing in credit came from the supply side is that banks increasingly shifted available funds away from loans and into safe government securities." As Federal spending accelerates, deficits

---

68 "Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1993," Table 3-6, Part One, pg. 41.


deficits once again threaten domestic and international investment. Combined with stringent bank regulation, deficits lessen our ability to compete internationally for the supply of financial services.

A banking policy for financial system integrity, international financial competitiveness and national growth must start with a Federal budget that keeps percentage increases in spending to lower rates than percentage increases in GDP. The Gramm-Rudman legislation passed in 1985 produced outlays in fiscal years 1986-89 with a declining share of GNP (see Table VI.2).\textsuperscript{71}

Table VI.2 -- Total Federal Outlays to GDP, 1985-92
(data in 1982 dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Outlays as a Percentage of GNP</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
est.
| Federal Deficit as a Percentage of GDP | 5.3 | 5.2 | 3.4 | 3.2 | 3.0 | 4.0 | 4.8 | 6.8 |
est.


The 1.7 percent growth in outlays as a percent of GDP in FY 1992 pushes spending beyond the historical postwar high of 24.3 percent of output. The projected rate moves beyond 25 percent of GNP and then, hopefully, falls. Since much of government spending

\textsuperscript{71} Ibid. pg. 150.
is being financed by deficits, a parallel crowding out occurs in financial markets. This disrupts domestic investment that supports future competitiveness, bank recapitalization, and the provision of financial services. The dire cost of big spending is felt in lower real exports and distressed financial markets.

BANKING AND REAL ESTATE

The limitations of monetary policy are illustrated when other Federal policy problems are considered. One illustration is the central role of housing and land ownership in the individual household's estimation of its wealth. This analysis explains the changes in the real estate market related to the 1986 tax act and describes the regional effects of these changes on the real estate market and the recession.

Government policies toward banking and real estate have contributed to the current sluggish state of economic growth: post-1985 policy changes, particularly 1986 tax changes, play a major role. The 1986 tax bill reduced tax incentives for real estate in four fundamental ways. First, marginal rates for individuals dropped, decreasing the tax advantage of real estate "write-offs." Second, the rise in the effective capital gains rate from 20 percent to 28 percent made real estate significantly less attractive to investors. Third, the depreciation period for real estate was significantly lengthened. Last, the limits on passive real estate losses effectively reduced the pool of investors.

Re-establishing robust growth will take decisive action by the Federal Reserve System, Congress, the Administration and regulators of our nation's financial system. Policymakers must systematically assess credit-system ills, and then respond with policies that restore growth oriented incentives and citizens' expectations of stable monetary and economic policy. Current regulatory, tax, and market price uncertainty in the real estate market may be causing investors to be overly cautious.
A central problem is the residential and commercial real estate market in the United States. Many regions have suffered a decline in real estate prices after robust growth for several decades. Monetary policy fueled real estate activity in the 1970s and tax policy, bank lending and foreign demand continued to motivate real estate activity up to the mid-1980s. The 1986 tax reform slowed and in some cases reversed this trend in banking and real estate related industries, particularly savings and loan institutions.

For many middle income households, residential real estate ownership (of one's own home) is a primary asset in the household financial portfolio. A smaller portion of the population has additional real estate assets (i.e., a second home that is rented, a lot in town, the family farm in the country, or an undeveloped lot at the lake or in the mountains). Investment in owner-occupied and investment properties is the single most important measure of wealth by which many typical Americans judge their financial situation.72

For economists, stores of household wealth are physical "stocks" of wealth, and income sources (wages, salaries and rental income) are "flows" of payments which, over time, add to the stock of wealth of individuals and households.73 A common mistake in economic analysis is to confuse stocks of wealth and flows of

---

72 Individuals perceive as tangible wealth such things as business plant and equipment and individuals' housing, consumer durables (such as autos and home appliances) and land. Financial assets such as common stocks, bonds, mutual funds and CDs are viewed as nontangible wealth. The family home is usually the most costly of individual items of wealth. Tangible human wealth (more difficult to measure) are such things as an education, often called "investments in human capital." Gwartney, James D. and Richard L. Stroup, Economics, Fifth Edition, (San Diego: Harcourt Brace, 1990), pp. 572-74. See also: Becker, Gary, Human Capital, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1964).

income, thus inadequately considering their interrelationship. This analytical difficulty has been known since the time of Adam Smith and David Ricardo. It is Ricardo's analysis, and the improvements and corrections to it, that has indirectly sharpened the analysis of the "stocks and flows" of real estate. Recessions are downturns in the business cycle that temporarily diminish flows of income. Other events, such as sudden and punitive taxation can directly erode stocks of wealth. Progress in our present economic situation can be made, in part, by simply remembering what is already known about flows of income and measures of wealth.

Interest rates, as the price of credit, send a fundamental economic signal, as do tax changes that affect real estate and financial services industries. In 1989 and 1990, these changes were coincident with fundamental shifts in the demographic character of American society. The "baby boom," followed by the "baby bust," increased the demand for housing and then subsequently contributed to its slack demand. The difficulties in the financial infrastructure that underpins these assets started in the mid-1980s. Savings and loan institutions, which have the unenviable position of turning short-term deposits and borrowing into long-term mortgage commitments, were understandably the first to feel these effects as both interest rates and the structure of demand for housing changed dramatically.

Most Americans think their well being is tied closely to home ownership. Significant changes in U.S. demographics and public policy have greatly affected real estate values. Residential and commercial real estate activity, a form of investment and savings for many Americans who are not "wealthy," felt the brunt of recent changes in tax law. The law has also greatly affected the level of activity for professional investors and developers.

Residential and commercial real estate were affected disproportionately, while industrial and institutional construction grew. 74 Institutional construction consists of, among other things,

hospital and nursing facility construction. This growth is consistent with demographic changes (the aging of the population) and the explosive growth of Federal spending in health care.  

In the 1990s the level of home construction activity has fallen significantly from the levels of the 1970s and 1980s, and commercial and industrial building turned down dramatically in 1991, as shown in Graph VI.2. These are the two common forms of real estate wealth owned by families of moderate means. The flows of rental income from these stocks of household wealth could well be depressed in the current economic difficulties, as well.

Graph VI.2 -- New Construction
(monthly data seasonally adjusted)

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
CEA, "Economic Indicators," February 1992, pg. 35.

The most volatile component of real estate value has been land prices. These increased spectacularly in the two decades before 1990, creating a significant increase in wealth. In 1990, the value of all land at market value fell by 2.9 percent and the valued land owned by households fell by 9.8 percent.

The credit crunch in the United States exhibits a rolling aspect to its regional impact. Additionally, the timing of credit difficulties in some cases preceded the recession (as in Texas and New England) and in some cases followed the recession (as is the case of the Mid-Atlantic states). Many banks found that they held relatively too many real estate loans given the recent fall in real estate prices. Their response has been to adjust their loan portfolios accordingly, in part by reducing new lending for real estate. Banks that are restructuring their portfolios to include less real estate increase the duress in the real estate market.

In addition to the different timing of real estate difficulties, differences in the type of real estate held by banks affect their balance sheets. Real estate difficulties are weighted toward residences in some states and commercial real estate in others, and values have fallen for both types of real estate in some areas.

Economic growth in the country remains crucial for the future of real estate, banking and business. Federal deficit financing reduces credit availability and further hampers growth. Growth is tied to national budget, tax, monetary and regulatory policies. These policies, since 1986, have not provided a stable time horizon for banks, businesses, or households to make plans. If the current credit market and recessionary difficulties are to be overcome, Federal policy must turn decisively to encouraging private-sector growth.

One measure of distortions in real estate markets and the economy are real interest rates. The real interest rate is measured

by subtracting the inflation rate from short-term nominal interest rates. This measure indicates that saving or lending money in the 1970s was effectively penalized. For example, in 1978 inflation was almost 9 percent and the nominal interest rate was slightly over 8 percent, the real interest rate a negative 1 percent. Traditionally, real interest rates are expected to be at least two percentage points positive. During the 1970s, the costs of borrowing and the reward to saving became grossly distorted, with real interest rates that were negative in the majority of years of that decade.

Debtors were actually rewarded for using borrowed funds during the negative interest periods of the 1970s. The growth of the real estate industry during this decade was based on the unfirm foundation of this "free-lunch" monetary policy.

The recession ending in 1982 dramatically reduced domestic inflation and speculative international inflation in commodities markets. Robust real growth continued through the next six years. Inflation stayed below 5 percent and tax policy favored real estate without the artificial and non-sustainable stimulus of negative real interest rates and accelerating inflation.

The post-1986 changes in the tax treatment of real estate, combined with regulatory tightening and portfolio shifts out of real estate was perceived as a "credit crunch" on the part of the consumer. These problems resulted in the fall of nominal, as well as real, prices for real estate. Land, the most volatile aspect of residential real estate, was hit hard as its value fell 9.8 percent in 1990. This loss of primary source of household wealth caused a reaction by households, businesses and banks in 1991.

In the 1970s, real estate was pushed by an unsustainable monetary policy that led to rapidly accelerating inflation. As an asset that stayed ahead of inflation, real estate during the 1970s was used as both a shelter from inflation and from the punitive marginal income tax rates and "bracket creep" that characterized the decade.

In the early to mid-1980s, favorable tax treatment and positive price performance made real estate the investment vehicle
of choice for many American families and investors. In 1986, the favorable tax treatment was changed. Adjustments began at that point and continued for the next four years. Price erosion in real estate markets, combined with demographic shifts in the U.S. population, resulted in eroding real estate loan portfolio values for banks at a time when their capital requirements were increasing. The extent, nature and timing of these problems varied from region to region, but four elements were important to the difficulties experienced in recent years by residential and commercial real estate markets:

- The mix of commercial and residential real estate is clearly an important variable in explaining bank portfolio adjustments, bank lending behavior, and household and investor behavior in the recent recession and subsequent, slowly emerging period of recovery.

- Tax laws have unambiguously exacerbated the difficulties of the real estate industry. Only stability over the planning horizon of investors and households will restore balance to the dislocation of the real estate and banking industry.

- Reactionary banking regulation must be curtailed to allow normal, prudent loan-making to the real estate industry.

- There were clearly excesses in lending by savings and loans for speculative projects to unworthy borrowers that contributed to an oversupply of real estate in many markets.

The transmission of Federal Reserve Board monetary policy occurs through the nation's banks and other credit granting institutions. The conduct of this policy failed to take account fully of the impact of regulatory and tax changes in the credit process and, thus, underestimated the tightness of credit that resulted from attempts to engineer a "soft landing" for the economy in 1988 and 1989. The credit difficulties and tax changes for real estate assets
continue to "ground" much of the real estate market, and thus remove the traditional source of bounce-back in economic activity. Misunderstanding these problems and failing to amend policy to resuscitate real estate investment and prices has slowed the pace of economic recovery.

At the same time, it should be noted that international credit markets coped with the events in eastern Europe, the fall of the former Soviet Union and the reunification of Germany. U.S. consumers reduced their installment credit balances in 1991, increased personal savings by 7.2 percent, becoming "more like the Japanese," as they have been so often urged to do. However, Federal government debt, or dis-saving by the Federal government, to finance the historic Federal deficit will capture much of this increased willingness to save by households. The long-term foundation for growth has been improved by these trends in individual behavior, but it remains to be seen if the Federal government can also alter its behavior to help spur needed economic growth.
VII. INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

A burst of optimism that marked 1991 turned in 1992 to the bracing realization of freedom for the countries of Eastern Europe and the confederation of Republics of the former Soviet Union (FSU). Now begins a period of re-evaluation of economic and political relationships between the Republics. The United States must also re-examine its relationship with these emerging nation-states. The Uruguay Round of trade talks, containing urgently needed improvements to the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), is delayed as the major developed countries cope with slow economic growth and grapple with the demands of their (primarily agricultural) constituencies. In this hemisphere, the completion of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is evidently sidetracked by the Presidential election.

These Republican Views express concern that basic progress in trade relations may be stymied at exactly the time when dramatic events in the world require a strengthened system of international economic relations. The less developed countries, including most of Eastern Europe, are poised to benefit from a functioning international trading system. Significant obstacles in Europe, Asia and the Americas threaten this historic opportunity.

The European Community (EC) boldly targeted 1992 as the year for a unified western Europe, but events in eastern Europe and the Confederation of Independent States (CIS) have overtaken and enlarged this quest. As Europe struggles with events in the East, as well as the intricacies of installing a common currency and an overlay of EC bureaucracy, the schedule for completing the EC slips. Additional pressure on the European governments results from recession and consequent political uneasiness.
In Asia, the trauma of the FSU results in uncertainty for many governments, with talks of reunification of North and South Korea a prescient indicator of the tremors. For the United States, the trade frictions with Japan, exacerbated in a presidential election year, have masked the transformation of the global marketplace. Slowed economic growth in Japan complicates the Japanese political landscape.

In the Americas, the North American Free Trade Agreement is seen as a model for reducing trade restrictions in Central and South America as well. The important extension of NAFTA to include Mexico comes at a time when Canadian politics threaten to unsettle the working portion of the Canadian agreement with the United States.

The future expansion of the world economy is threatened by the return of familiar disagreements on such items as agricultural subsidies that threaten the Uruguay Round of the GATT and long-term European unity. These unresolved national difficulties were lying in wait, hidden behind the grand plans of a united Europe and North American Free Trade Agreement.

In 1992, recovery for the economies of Europe and Japan, reducing U.S.-Japanese trade frictions, and increasing U.S. growth are all short-term goals. Without these developments, positive long-term prospects for world commerce will be impeded.

Slow growth is not the preferred way to improve the trade balance, but the change in exports is welcome, and the current availability of productive capacity in the economy bodes well for positive future performance.

The United States increased exports by $28.3 billion in 1991, and the U.S. merchandise trade balance deficit dropped by a dramatic 35 percent. As the export sector thrived amongst the modest growth in the domestic economy, imports fell by $7.2 billion in 1991 over the previous year. Exports in January 1992 were $35.5 billion, and imports were $41.3 billion. Although imports increased, the trade balance improved by $35.5 billion in 1991 compared with 1990.
Moderation of oil prices, following the initial price increases associated with the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, have assisted progress in the merchandise trade balance. Those who preached of the dangers of the twin Federal budget and trade deficits have discovered that the twins are not identical. The trade picture has dramatically improved for the United States while Federal expenditures continue to grow and the budget deficit swells.

The trading nations of the world need U.S. leadership in order to assure a trading system that provides growth for all nations. We recognize that with the threat of the former Soviet Union gone, our biggest strategic enemies become impediments to U.S. productivity and exports. A proclivity for leadership in the American character results in a natural reluctance to engage in protectionism, even as political opportunists sell it as a cure-all for increasingly stiff international competition. The openness of American society means that actual attempts to protect beleaguered American industries often are inept. Destroying the protectionism of others is the major strategic economic accomplishment to be attained by the United States in the coming years, while protectionism is simply the fastest way to reverse our recent progress in exporting worldwide. America’s people and its economic system have a comparative disadvantage in opening international markets, but we have a significant role to play in shaping the new economic order now open to the world.

Those who ignore the moral imperative for the United States to foster an open and fair world trading system simply miss the strategic importance of being the world’s lone superpower. Our economic power, enhanced in an open and orderly trading system in which we require open market access abroad, is the road to retaining our greatness as a nation. The prosperity of the United States in this system will be the true “peace dividend” above and beyond the defense budget savings that can now be made.

Protectionism is an example of the opposite thinking, and we should remember that the Eastern Bloc as formerly organized was a nearly closed economic system doomed to extinction. Protectionism begets a fall in the volume of trade, and thus the
losses for all grossly outweigh any gains reported by a small number of countries. The United States stands to suffer a disproportionately large share of the loss of world output from escalating protectionist policies. The U.S. market with a GNP that exceeds $5.7 trillion will always be a magnet for fair and unfair world traders. We have the power to enforce fair play. The coming years will tell if we have the wisdom as a nation to lead and negotiate a system that will ensure market-based international trade for all nations.

An unfortunate asymmetry exists in the costs of learning one language and set of regulations to enter the U.S. market, compared to the high multiple of those costs for Americans to enter a large array of economies. There is a rational economic explanation as to why efforts of U.S. producers abroad are not relatively greater than those of traders wishing to enter the U.S. market. Unfair barriers to market entry can significantly increase this cost asymmetry. Unfair practices, when not policed by an international agreement, add to the difficult task of increasing U.S. exports. We alone as a nation can provide the leadership that will ensure world prosperity and freedom into the next century.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF GATT**

The General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) represents the potential consensus that can be achieved in international trade among the over 100 signatories of the agreement. The GATT will surely be enlarged by the membership of the former communist countries, and an important influence on those few who retain an outmoded system that commutes individual incentive and freedom. There simply is no alternative to improving GATT so that it can continue to be the basis for international trade.

The GATT came into existence in 1947 and became the basic foundation of global trade expansion. The Uruguay Round is the eighth and latest evidence of the evolution of the GATT, and it shares with the seven previous rounds of talks the concern that it will not meet its very high expectations. The previous GATT
rounds made significant contributions to opening the world trading system, and, with the GATT the likely basis of trade for the next decade, a revolutionary and different trade regime is unlikely.

The United States must utilize its unique status in the world-order to persuade the Europeans and the Japanese to view the improvement of the GATT as a tool for, not an obstacle to, their own prosperity. While there are significant shortcomings in the existing GATT and the market access provided by many of its members, the strategic interests of the United States lie in accomplishing as much as possible within its framework.

Pivotal to continued expansion of U.S. exports in coming years is the utilization and improvement of those parts of the GATT that are working or could work effectively. Successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round provides an opportunity for enhancing the effectiveness and credibility of the GATT. As world economic growth is currently slow, the important progress to be made in the Uruguay Round is of increased importance, and it must be formally concluded. This will help insure an atmosphere in which the United States can retain the recognition of economic superpower, a status that is obviously supported by its production and export accomplishments.

Important areas in the latest round of trade talks include: greater market access for U.S. exports of goods and services; rules governing trade in areas not currently covered, including services, intellectual property rights and foreign investment; reform of agricultural trade; and an effective dispute settlement process.

Of these four topics, agricultural trade has emerged as the most intractable obstacle to the conclusion of the Uruguay Round. All GATT participants, including the United States, and particularly the EC, must work to avoid the failure of the Uruguay Round.

The dissolution of the former Soviet Union requires increased consideration of a broad look at the functioning of the GATT. The dispute settlement mechanism would receive greatly increased attention with the expected increase in GATT
membership. Efforts which increase GATT surveillance of trade policies of members, improve decisionmaking of the GATT, and strengthen the relationship of the GATT with other international organizations such as the World Bank and IMF, deserve serious consideration. These improvements to the GATT contained in the Uruguay Round must be brought to fruition to make the GATT workable for the foreseeable future. They have often been overshadowed in the concern over agricultural trade, services trade, and protection of intellectual property.

The GATT nations have the basis to strengthen the dispute settlement mechanism as it deals with the right to a panel proceeding, a reduction in the ability of a country to block a complaint, and a binding and swift appeal process. These changes would allow a greater range of trade difficulties to be settled under the GATT mechanism, and provide greater transparency and less variance and uncertainty in the settlement process. This would promote greater adherence to GATT rules, and discourage those countries that chose the blunt instrument of bilateral retaliation.

The United States has expressed the desire for an improved GATT Dispute Settlements Mechanism and, at the same time, is one of the leading countries in the application of bilateral approaches to trade dispute settlement. Unfortunately, much of the rest of the world has been quick to develop protectionist tactics. Many of these countries feature a form of bilateralism unconstrained by the niceties of U.S. due-process procedures.

Especially troubling to the interests of the United States are the Japanese keiretsu industrial groups. They demonstrate a subtle, finely woven business, finance, and government tapestry that makes consistent discrimination against U.S. imports a part of the fabric of Japanese life. As Japan turns its attention to the rest of the world, the world trade deficit with Japan has increased, even as Japan's has changed little with the United States.

The developments of "Europe 1992" have not fully taken shape, but with rising protectionist reaction to the Japanese export incursion into Europe, the U.S. trade surplus with Europe is a likely target. These challenges require U.S. planning on a multi-lateral
basi. The GATT, with the realization of the Uruguay Round, could provide the basic frame of support for U.S. strategy.

Escalating protectionism threatens U.S. export expansion, and requires that the United States exercise mature leadership in its role as a primary steward of the international trading system. To do less invites disaster for narrowly defined U.S. interests as well as for the international trading system. As a practical matter, the open U.S. society, rightfully indignant about trade restrictions abroad, stands to bear the greatest burden of adjustment resulting from trade disputes and any decline in the volume of international trade.

The lack of U.S. agility in protectionism proceeds, in part, from the democratic nature of its institutions, and should be recognized as a long-term strength of our country. Hard-headed and rational self interest underlie our important leadership efforts toward attaining less restrictiveness among world trading partners.

The vacuum of brute military power resulting from the liberation of eastern Europe can be filled through a framework for international prosperity under an enhanced GATT. The stress of a worldwide economic slowdown enhances the dangers of an unravelling of GATT through piecemeal bilateral protectionist actions. This increases the stresses on emerging market economies in eastern Europe and the CIS. The immediate result would be enhanced military requirements for the United States as well as the serious diminution of U.S. exports. The GATT members have a mandate from the emerging countries to assure the future of the trading system by going the last mile to conclude the Uruguay Round, and thereby to assure the potential for more comprehensive agreements in the future.

THE EMERGENCE OF REGIONAL TRADING BLOCKS

Free trade areas represent a smaller model for comprehensive trade agreements. Although the approaching
presidential election has had the unfortunate side effect of slowing progress on the U.S.-Mexico section of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the lack of significant domestic dissention about the operating agreement with Canada bodes well for the future of free trade in our Northern Hemisphere.

The NAFTA and other free trade agreements are crucial to increasing regional trade, but also have a great potential as laboratories for future improvements to the GATT or its successors. The knowledge derived from innovations in trading agreements will be instrumental to the future of world trade and continued expansion of U.S. exports and jobs.

The conclusion of the free trade agreement with Canada, the expected free trade arrangement with Mexico, and the fuller integration of Europe by 1992, herald an increase in intra-hemispheric trade. Intra-European Communities trade is more than double intra-America trade in recent years, even as Canada remains our largest trading partner. The measure of intra-America trade is relatively small, in part, because the large amount of interstate trade in the United States market, but it suggests the potential for increased trade among the countries of the Americas. Similarly, the potential for increased trade between the EC and eastern Europe is larger than the potential increase among western European countries where a large degree of economic integration has already occurred. Intra-Asia/Pacific trade, at over $315 billion, has potential for growth simply because many of the countries involved are at a lesser state of development and are growing more rapidly than the countries of the EC, the United States or Canada.

Such high growth potential exists for many of the countries of the Americas, once problems of excessive debt are overcome. Intra-continental and intra-hemispheric trade can be conducted under far-reaching agreements simply because fewer difficulties exist when concluding agreements with a less diverse, smaller group of countries. The emergence of trading agreements among geographically close countries with cultural similarities can be expected simply because such agreements are the most easily reached.
While bilateral and multilateral trade agreements offer the chance to test more complex and complete trading arrangements, they may worsen existing trade problems. This is true of the agreement between the United States and Canada signed into law in December 1988.

The appropriate approach to the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement (FTA) is to monitor the results closely both in terms of the trade impacts of the agreement and the operation of the dispute settlement apparatus put in place by the agreement. The Department of Commerce has international trade data on-line and is making an effort to find more convenient ways to disseminate that information, such as the use of computer compact disks. A similar means must be developed that will allow monitoring of the dispute settlement process on both sides of the border. The participation by the United States and Canadian government research organizations, as well as academic and industry-related research efforts, would be helpful in this learning process.

Continuing U.S. concerns with the Canadian agreement mirror closely U.S. interests in the Uruguay Round, including elimination of tariffs and non-tariff barriers to trade, fair treatment of agricultural trade, an open investment environment in Canada, increased trade in services, and protection of intellectual property.

The operation of the U.S.-Canada FTA provides input into the finalization of design of the agreement with Mexico to complete the NAFTA. For the future, such monitoring of both the changes in trade patterns and volumes, as well as changes in the administration of the trading relationship, will be useful to protecting U.S. interests in future agreements in the Americas, as well as help structure the replacement or supplementation of the GATT.

Agricultural trade remains, for nearly every country, one of the most politically sensitive areas and one which poses the most difficulty in negotiation and implementation of free trade areas. Agriculture is the single issue which threatens the successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round of the GATT. Similarly, it has
provided formidable obstacles to the free trade agreement between Canada and the United States.

The U.S.-Canada FTA tackles these difficult problems between two of the most productive agricultural producers in the world. Both countries have extensive domestic programs for a wide array of agricultural products, and some problems have not come to a full resolution prior to the institution of the agreement.

The handling of agricultural trade in this agreement will be extremely important to future success of additional free trade agreements, as well as successful agricultural trade negotiation under the GATT. The outcome of these discussions between Canada and the United States will also be critical to trade frictions among the Cairns Group. This includes Canada, the United States, and many of the countries that came to be significant producers in international agriculture as a result of excessive, supported prices for commodities over the last decades. The FTA, as an incubator of workable ideas in agriculture, should receive the serious, concerted effort that its potential suggests.

The implementation process of the FTA is as important to U.S. agricultural interests as the initial negotiating process. Indeed, it would be important to the ongoing improvement of agricultural trade relations if the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC)-Canada emphasized agricultural trade in the implementation, continued development, and elaboration of the FTA.

Extension of the NAFTA to include Mexico will result in production processes that stretch across borders. Canada and Mexico have been the main reasons for a 60 percent increase in shared production imports in the United States between 1986 and 1989. According to the USITC, these two countries make up 52 percent of all shared-production imports brought into the United States. This is ample indication that geography still plays a significant role in the patterns of international trade and that economic integration is ongoing among the economies of North America.
U.S. merchandise exports to Canada, on average, have been double those to Japan in recent years and 80 to 90 percent of those to Western Europe. Trade with Mexico is increasingly important even without benefit of a free trade agreement. U.S. merchandise exports to Mexico increased by 14 percent in 1990 over the previous year, the latest years for which complete data are available. This data represents a period during which Mexico liberalized its trading system, reduced its budget deficit, and privatized many government-owned enterprises. Since the commencement of the debt agreement by Mexico with commercial banks in 1989, significant increases in investment from around the world have occurred. These difficult but important adjustments have prepared Mexico for economic growth and make it a trading partner with significant growth potential.

At $28 billion in 1990, U.S. exports to Mexico are growing rapidly, up 12 percent from 1989. The potential for growth is reflected in the fact this is one-third of U.S. exports to Canada even though Mexico has more than three times the population of Canada. The U.S. merchandise trade deficit with Mexico has been narrowing in recent years, to $1.8 billion in 1990. Careful attention to U.S.-Mexico trade problems could help reduce this significantly, and should be an ongoing concern in the NAFTA. The NAFTA needs to result in an agreement that strengthens the international competitive thrust of the countries of North America.

THE NEW EUROPE

The economic interests of the United States in the European Community have replaced the strategic interests which once focused on the threat of the former Soviet Union (FSU). The European trading block significantly influences the flow of commerce in the American and world markets, accounting for some 25 percent of U.S. foreign trade. The EC has made significant strides in the area of trade with its EC 1992 Program, which proposes to internally integrate the markets of the member states.
However, the more difficult task of monetary economic integration has progressed much faster and farther than political integration. As the American interests in NATO and the need for the defense of Western Europe fade, America's long-term goal of free trade between the United States and the EC becomes the prime focus of the U.S.-European relationship.

Two major roadblocks to timely and effective European integration exist: first, national interests of individual EC states in the face of a worldwide slowing of economic growth, and second, the problems associated with the overlay of a new, additional, bureaucracy over decreasingly sovereign member states of the EC. Comments that reveal the depth of European divisions regularly appear in the press; for example, former German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt recently commented, "In a decade's time, the British will wake up to the fact that any importance of the sterling will have evaporated." This remark is indicative of the difficulties of making monetary union work as planned.

The Maastricht Treaty adopted by the European Community in December 1991 made a variety of concessions to individual EC member states. One of the most significant concessions was made to the French, who gained assurances that the EC would pursue a common foreign and security policy. This introduces another topic of historical conflict for the "Big Three" of Europe. Now two sacred cows feed off the EC budget: a common foreign policy and agricultural subsidies. The Maastricht agreement attempts to rationalize the swelling EC budget, driven by the costs of Kurdish refugees, the Gulf War, Eastern Europe and the CIS. Maastricht underscores the increase in the EC's political ambitions for a more proactive international role for the EC, but its biggest members are resisting the increased fiscal expense. Substantial resistance exists within each member state for the formation of a common
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pool of resources for foreign aid and assistance. Significant surrender of individual political sovereignty for France, the United Kingdom or Germany is simply inconsistent with each country's history or its current political climate.

Maastricht also yielded concessions to interests other than those of the French: The British were permitted to "opt out" of the EC's social policies; Spain received promises of billions of dollars in subsidies for itself and the poorer EC members; and Germany was promised that a strict anti-inflationary policy would be applied to the European Currency. This last concession suggests that the other EC members will constantly criticize the restraint on their historically more permissive policies of monetary growth. The fallout of Maastricht is simply one of historic frictions in the new framework of a Europe headed toward unity.

The pressure of financial obligations that accompany the decisions arrived at during the meetings in Maastricht is beginning to create a strained atmosphere among the members of the European Community. Jacques Delors, president of the EC Executive Commission, appeared before the 12 member governments to inform them of the financial consequences of the Maastricht agreements. The EC will need an additional $75 billion, over the next five years, to fund the management of a single market and social policies emanating from the agreement. Delors went on to suggest that the wealthy members of the EC, Germany, the United Kingdom, and France, should be the ones to increase their contributions to fund these management costs. This simply adds fiscal pressure to the historical frictions of the big three of Europe.

After Delors' announcement the major economic powers immediately responded, citing their own economic and financial difficulties as reasons for their inability to increase their
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contributions to the EC budget. Germany's responsibilities for the integration of the former East Germany and the $33 billion it must spend to be rid of the remaining Soviet forces in its territories are of more internal importance than providing momentum for EC unity. With the high price of industrial reunification, as well as the reunification of its agricultural industry, Germany intends to surrender its role as the "milk cow" that nourishes the rest of Europe.  

France suggested that while it had derived some benefits from the EC, its expenditures were beginning to exceed benefits. France, as Germany, is forced to respond to the desires of its special interest groups, specifically agricultural interests. While the EC's agricultural policy is devastatingly expensive, the governments' hands are bound by the protectionist interests of those elements of their economies which have long enjoyed the shield of trade protection. France's government, in the face of recent election results, is not likely to make the difficult choice of acceding to cuts in the monstrously expensive farm subsidies it currently receives from the EC, which drain the efficiency of the entire system. Britain, which also faces impending elections in April of this year, seems to have adopted a policy linking, inversely, its fears of "continental Federalism" to its financial contributions to the EC.

To help industry adapt to change and increased competition from the outside, the EC budget has earmarked an annual increase of $4.35 billion by 1997 to assist its industries. These increased funds will be channeled through existing programs. Approximately 40 percent will be directed toward research and development, 30 percent to training programs, and the rest toward infrastructure improvement projects for the whole of Europe. The EC's budget proposal for its second five-year plan (1992-97) was issued on February 12, 1992. In relation to earlier budget years, as


compared in Graph VII.1, the 1997 projected budget is substantially larger and reallocated to reflect a renewed emphasis on the development of industry.

Graph VII.1 -- The Rise In EC Spending

Some of the EC proposals can significantly boost foreign trade and investment in Europe for U.S. citizens and companies. Ultimately, the standardizing of import restrictions that must currently be accounted for by exporters to each of the different member states will allow one product to enter into the individual markets of all of the members. By eliminating duplicitous and onerous product certification and testing, with different requirements in each of the member states, the EC will hopefully offer an enticing uniform market for American export business. A unified system of technological and technical standards for testing and certification will ultimately expand the trade of goods within Europe and ease the burden on importers who attempt to enter the EC market. The United States should continue to voice its justified
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concern that standards, testing, and certification; procurement; rules of origin; health and safety; and reciprocity and non-discriminatory treatment for U.S. companies doing business in the EC are of fundamental importance to the U.S.-European relationship. The EC, as a bloc, would become the single largest trading partner for the United States, and it is important for that relationship to continue to grow and prosper. As indicated in Graph VII.2, the balance of trade has significantly shifted in favor of the United States in the period from 1986 to 1991. Barring any trade disputes, standardization of the EC market should continue to be a profitable development for U.S. companies.

Graph VII.2 -- U.S.-EC Trade, 1986-91

When the EC is fully integrated it will have a GDP of about $6.8 trillion annually, while the United States and Japan are expected to have annual GDPs of about $5.7 trillion and $3.3 trillion, respectively. The United States is well advised to keep a cautious eye on the developments that could turn the EC into
Fortress Europe. The principle benefit of the European Community to the United States is the potential of a greater role for American trade and investment opportunities within the EC. However, it will be a difficult and delicate adjustment for the United States to assert a post-Cold War position of influence in Europe.

**Trade**

The areas in which the United States is clearly a leader in the world are also areas in which the United States continues to have trade difficulties with many countries. Extending the GATT to cover services has been a source of contention. In high technology trade, the United States also faces extensive difficulties among many of the world's trading nations. Most often this takes the form of protectionism for foreign industry far less sophisticated than that in the United States. Such resistance is understandable, but nonetheless unacceptable to the United States and its businesses and workers. The GATT members must recognize that leadership of the world trading system does not mean capitulation of our self interest.

In discussing this subject, it is necessary to bring up the case of a country that is clearly competitive with the level achieved by the United States and yet routinely obstructs reasonable and open access to its markets. Both in high technology trade and in allowing competition in services, Japan is protectionist and mercantilist. In financial services, Japan has used non-monetary barriers and subtle pressure to prevent the success that U.S. firms enjoy in other areas of the Japanese financial market.

Americans soldiers fought and American taxpayers gave bravely to protect the world trading system and the world oil supply from nuclear and conventional blackmail. That freedom of commerce and of the seas underpins the Japanese export machine, and yet the Japanese protectionist apparatus relentlessly works to keep American high technology goods and U.S.-provided services out of the Japanese market.
Tokyo's barring of U.S. financial services is vexing, particularly in the face of the continuing Japanese trade surplus with the United States, and at a time when the major Japanese financial firms have created one of Japan's biggest scandals. Competition would be advantageous to Japanese consumers. Banking and financial services are one of the few areas where the United States is making serious progress in Japanese markets, and obvious efforts to thwart those efforts are an unwelcome threat to cordial commercial relations.

Japan's continued reluctance to live up to the agreement with the United States on computer chips entering the Japanese market increases the protectionist pressures on the U.S. policy apparatus. The Semiconductor Arrangement represents additional evidence of the increasing friction in U.S.-Japanese trade relations. U.S. market share under the agreement, seen as a floor in the negotiations, has become a ceiling to the Japanese industry, and U.S. participation in the Japanese market remains woefully below that expected level.

These problems, challenged by the U.S. Structural Impediments Initiative (SII), indicate why trade frictions are mounting. They could not come at a more inauspicious time in trade relations and world history. As the United States turns from its military role in the Cold War toward the economic challenges of international competitiveness, the failure of Japan to live up to the stature of her economic status is disturbing.

Republican JEC Members firmly support mature U.S. leadership in the GATT as well as in bilateral trade relationships. However, the United States should reasonably expect mature cooperation from those nations that can most afford to display maturity. If the Japanese keep the United States from selling financial services, and the Europeans continue their efforts to keep out the Japanese, both will ultimately feel that they can increase protectionism against the United States. This is a short-sighted perspective for Japan or Europe to adopt. Additionally, the expressed intent of left-of-center elements in Canadian politics to dismantle the U.S.-Canada agreement suggests the need for U.S.
perseverance in firm but fair implementation of an agreement that entailed compromise on both sides.

We owe our best efforts to completing the GATT Round and to providing an example of world leadership in trade through the successful completion of the Mexican portion of the NAFTA, and in order to assure a prosperous future for all the Americas. World trade is poised at a critical juncture, when many societies are initiating democracy. Open and fair trading systems like NAFTA demonstrate to the world the way to future prosperity. Aspirants to real leadership positions should avoid the temptation to show a destructive protectionist face to a world increasingly moving to open markets.

EASTERN EUROPE AND THE FORMER SOVIET UNION

Many issues which the Republican Views addressed last year have been transformed by the situation in the former Soviet Union. Questions about Gorbachev and "Union" have given way to questions about Yeltsin, the Commonwealth, and the republics. Concern over hard-line opposition is reduced, but the reassignment of former Soviet armed forces has become a crucial question. Economic difficulties persist and worsen while the new governments try to implement reform policies, and private entrepreneurs try to develop capitalism on their own.

The disintegration of what is now the former Soviet Union (FSU) and the rise of a commonwealth requires examination of several issues: the political economy of the former Soviet Union, an overview of the condition of the former Soviet Union, the political instability and economic decline since the failed August coup attempt, the new Commonwealth of Euro-Asian Independent States (CIS), and U.S. responses: diplomatic, economic and military.

The crucial, difficult economic reform measures have only begun. Required reforms include monetary stabilization, free market pricing, liberalization, and privatization of property. The
development of small private enterprises must continue in the face of difficulty.

In the mid-1980s, declining economic conditions forced Mikhail Gorbachev to announce reforms to the Soviet communist system. The "openness," or glasnost, led to calls for "restructuring," or perestroika. These were not efforts by Gorbachev to abandon communism; rather, they were his attempts to make communism work. Those attempts failed, and the economy worsened. Individual republics, particularly Russia, asserted more autonomy, especially after the August 1991 coup attempt. Russia holds the overwhelming amount of resources, and Yeltsin has returned the Russian Republic to a historic role of regional leader and "first among un-equals."

The poor performance of collective agriculture in the republics and the vast potential of natural resources will have strong influences on economic reform and rebuilding. The division of the armed forces and the question of nuclear weapons leaves uncertainty in the military forces, but these difficulties appear, for the moment at least, on course to a solution agreeable to the Republics and to the West. Economic conditions for what was the U.S.S.R. requires the reconsideration of some U.S. strategic interests.

Difficulties exist in the integration of the republics into the world economy. With trade between the republics in disarray and decline, the United States must encourage development of market activities within the republics and trade among them.

The August 1991 coup attempt by communist hard-liners against Gorbachev was poorly timed and poorly planned. The event crippled Gorbachev and strengthened Yeltsin, whose image defiantly standing on a Soviet tank contrasted with that of the rescue of the beleaguered Gorbachev. The euphoria after the collapse of the coup presented Gorbachev an opportunity to push through reform legislation. Gorbachev let the opportunity slip away; Yeltsin did not. The events that followed left Yeltsin as the undisputed leader of the Russian Republic. He claimed for Russia what were Soviet resources and obligations, and he announced
drastic economic measures to be implemented by the end of 1991. Yeltsin could support these claims because, with control of Russia, he commanded 76 percent of the land mass, 51 percent of the population and an estimated 62 percent of the GNP of the former Soviet Union.83

Economic reform was delayed though, and production, standards of living, and the general economy continue to decline in the republics as trade relations among them remain undeveloped. Yeltsin's attempt to decontrol prices may produce the first important challenge to him from the populace. The movement to a price system has been delayed and deterred by the remaining elements of the command economy operating as independent operators without any central direction and control.

The operating expenses of the remaining central government, including the overwhelming share of the Soviet military, remains the other significant impediment to a speedy rationalization of the economy and the establishment of free markets. The future of the new union of republics, including Ukraine and Belarus, joined by Kazakhstan and the Central Asian independent republics, weighs in the balance. The formation of the Commonwealth of Independent States made Gorbachev and the central government superfluous, and led to the resignation of the communist leader.

The political instability, economic decline, drastic reform measures, declining agriculture, decaying infrastructure, and military re-alignment present monumental tasks. The longer the delay in tackling these tasks, the more arduous they will become. Despite these obstacles, the resource potential of the Republics of the FSU -- a large labor force, large expanses of agriculture, energy and natural resources -- is enormous.

For over 70 years, the Soviet economy was bound by the central government's "Plan." All decisions on large-scale production, investment, and distribution were made in advance in five-year increments. Industries were heavily subsidized, distorting real prices and masking real inflation. Enterprises were state-owned and monopolistic, removing incentives for efficiency and quality. Employment was guaranteed and individual initiatives were discouraged or obstructed, reducing workers' incentives and productivity.

Despite, or perhaps because of, this massive central planning, over 25 to 30 percent of agricultural goods were produced in the small 3 percent of arable land allowed for private agricultural plots. Today the massive central bureaucracy, now inherited mainly by Russia, has lost its central control but not its presence in the economy. As a result, the economy struggles under dual difficulties of a lingering and renegade bureaucracy, as well as anarchy because there is no market-oriented infrastructure of law and private property rights on which Western economies rest.

Economic coordination has broken down at the local government and enterprise level. Unofficial barter between local governments, farmers, and manufacturers is widespread, particularly regarding scarce imported goods and scarce food items. Contract obligations for deliveries of goods are often not met. Crops go unharvested, rot in storage, and are illegally sold out the back door before any are stocked on store shelves. Shortages of food and necessary consumer goods are widespread.

The Ukraine, the most productive agricultural area and often called the "bread-basket" of the FSU, pledged to move to a market economy on its own, led by the newly elected President Leonid Kravchuk. The Commonwealth will attempt to coordinate economic reforms ongoing in the independent states.

The Commonwealth and the independent republics still face the basic requirements of comprehensive reform, which have been urged upon them in the West for some time:

- **Monetary stabilization**: cuts artificial subsidies, reduces inflation and brings wages in line with productivity.

- **Price liberalization**: prices must be allowed to rise to market levels, bringing prices in line with the existing supply of rubles. This will re-establish the demand for the currency as a medium of exchange.

- **Privatization of enterprises, land, and housing**: including selling state-owned businesses, demonopolization of industries, demonopolized commercial laws developed, and property rights and codes created to promote the private market.

- **Better definition of the role of the Commonwealth and the government of the republics**: fiscal and monetary policies, legislative jurisdiction and judicial roles including taxes and commerce.\(^{85}\)

With the central government extinct, reform action recently has taken place at the republic level, led by the Russian Republic and Boris Yeltsin. In October 1991 he promised several drastic economic reforms, some of which address the stabilization, liberalization, and privatization reforms called for by the West.

Resistance to Yeltsin's control is a consequence of the January 3, 1992 price decontrol on transportation, food, and other consumer items. Nevertheless, plans are being made for the denationalization of small and medium size state owned businesses,

creation of a viable currency, a halt to foreign aid, and an end to subsidies for other republics.

Ukraine and the other republics will need to take similar measures to assure economic growth and access to international capital markets. Additionally, these goals must be attained in order to restore trade between the republics, and to extend non-barter trade with the rest of the world. The ability and willingness to do so would indicate an improved chance for the republics to make the necessary changes to move to a market economy. The success of Russia and the other republics depends upon initiating necessary reforms, improving economic cooperation between the republics and with other countries, and developing a private sector. The increase of small enterprises already has begun.

Small private enterprises have driven economic development in the most successful countries in the world. They have employed the majority of the population, provided the fastest rates of growth, and produced the most important product development from the first automobiles to computer software. In the transition to a market economy in the new republics, small enterprises must play a crucial role by providing additional jobs, increasing product and service development and choice, and responding promptly to changes in consumer demand.

Small enterprises have several advantages over large enterprises. Small enterprises can be located in large, medium, or small cities, as well as rural areas. They can operate near necessary raw materials, in areas of labor surplus, and near where the products and services will be consumed. They can weaken the monopolistic advantage of larger, less flexible firms by rapidly adjusting production processes and by introducing new technologies. They avoid the slow reaction time of bloated managerial levels and rigid structure of large organizations.

The development of small enterprises in Ukraine illustrates their potential growth throughout the FSU. The total number of registered small enterprises in Ukraine in early 1991 was 10,726. Almost 90 percent of those were started from scratch, while slightly over 10 percent were established through reorganization of
previously state-owned operations. The greatest numbers of small private firms are in Donetsk, Kiev, Kharkov, Crimea, Odessa, and Dnepropetrovsk. The most common industries for the small enterprises are production of consumer goods (18.3 percent), construction and construction-maintenance work (17.9 percent), introduction of new technologies (10 percent), production of building materials (5.7 percent), and production and processing of agricultural products (4.4 percent).\(^8\)

Small enterprises are hindered by many difficulties. Information is scarce on what areas of activity are available for entry and on how to organize such activity. A shortage of production space exists for lease or purchase. Bureaucratic legislation, lack of cooperation from banks, and other start-up difficulties obstruct the creation of small private enterprises. The supply of materials and specialists is insufficient. Government loans and financing systems are underdeveloped and underfunded. The legal foundation for property and contracts is not yet sufficiently developed or secure. Small businesses lack necessary data about market conditions, analyses of their financial conditions, and options in their search for partners. They lack information on choice of development strategies, legal services, and personnel training.

Some businesses have begun to work together to exchange legal, economic and other information, and to coordinate their activities. Eighty-five small firms formed the Ukrainian League of Small Enterprises in June 1990, and 15 other leagues have been formed since then. These leagues assist finding partners, suppliers, and business consumers of raw materials, final products, advertising, and publishing.

---

Support for the development of small enterprises should come from the republic and regional levels of government. Financial assistance, such as start-up grants and expansion loans, is unlikely to come from commercial banks which usually deal with larger accounts. Institutions to deal specifically with small enterprises need to be created, possibly with the aid of foreign assistance. Joint-stock funds can play an important role. The banking system will expand with the expansion of small businesses and the economy in general. As part of this process, banking services should move beyond the focus of merely extending credit. Financing small firms' research and development will become an important role, along with providing payroll, retirement, investment, and insurance services.

The small enterprises also need assistance with material and technical supplies. Government's role should be to facilitate coordination of private projects to meet these needs, not to get into the business of providing industrial services or supplies. The government can address the supply shortage by facilitating the growth of commodities markets, communication and transportation systems, and by seeking international participation. It must be careful not to create an economy permanently dependent on heavily subsidized private companies, which would sharply decrease incentives for efficiency, burden the government with huge expenses, and dampen the growth of the economy.

The government does have important functions that only it can perform. It must create a functioning commercial code, based on the guaranteed protection of private property and made compatible with expected trading partners. Bureaucratic regulations which prevent easy, inexpensive entry of a firm into the market, must be repealed. Rationalization of state-owned firms and monopolies should continue quickly if this fiscal burden is to be reduced.

Revenue legislation will help government stay solvent and provide the necessary services. It may consider tax incentives or tax breaks for businesses just starting up, in selected locations based on labor and consumer needs, in selected industries a region wants to develop, for different levels of capital and research investment, and
for foreign direct investment. Rationalization of the tax code to promote growth and provide for basic government revenue for a productive infrastructure will have to be addressed.

One development that has assisted the growth of small enterprises is the creation of commodities exchanges. The Moscow Commodities Exchange opened in May 1989. The exchanges have replaced five-year plans to attempt to increase efficiency in the allocation of goods. Their basic role is to connect buyers and sellers and establish pricing of goods based on domestic demand and supply conditions, and in the longer term, international market demands. Exchanges operate in cooperation with the Chicago Board of Trade, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and the New York Mercantile Exchange. The exchanges are providing a valuable service and creating a new class of entrepreneurs.

The increase of services to small businesses will have to grow substantially to meet the anticipated rapid expansion in the number of firms. Widespread growth of small enterprises will require training a large supply of executives and specialists. Development of training programs for management, accounting, marketing, technical, and other specialists will require foreign assistance and should include some foreign training.

The small enterprise is a flexible, economically expedient, and competitive structure whose development is inevitable. It will stimulate the economy by adding jobs, increasing productivity, accelerating de-monopolization, meeting consumer demand, generating investment, and encouraging innovative production. The small enterprise is crucial to the transition to a market economy and must be facilitated by republic, regional, local and foreign public and private interests.

Soviet agriculture has relied primarily on state and collective farms, historically producing about 75 percent of total output. (For relative output by republic, see Table VII.1.) Private farming on state-owned land has produced the other 25 percent of output, although it depends on less than 3 percent of the total agricultural land. Most of the agricultural output had been sold to the state at
low prices. State-owned companies then processed, stored, and transported the food to state-owned retail stores. Inefficiency and corruption caused large losses through the processing, storage, transportation, and marketing chain.

Table VII.1 -- Share of Production and Population by Republic (1980, in percent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Republic</th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
<th>Crops</th>
<th>Livestock</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldavia</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirgizia</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Gross agricultural production declined in 1989 (after significant increases earlier in the decade), largely due to the shortage of agricultural inputs (see Table VII.2). The lack of sufficient feed grain, parts for harvesters and trucks, and gasoline and diesel fuel has reduced farm production, with particularly steep declines in the production of sugar, margarine, cheese, sausage, and meat and dairy products.
Table VII.2 -- Gross Agricultural Output
(billions of 1983 rubles)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total of Former</td>
<td>187.6</td>
<td>208.6</td>
<td>225.1</td>
<td>220.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>103.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The final figures for the 1991 harvest of main agricultural products are lower than both 1990 and the last five-year average. The 1991 grains harvest amounted to 90 million tons, after 116.7 million tons the previous year, and 104.3 million average for the 12th Five-Year Plan. The gross potato harvest fell from 30.8 million tons in 1990 to 30.5 million in 1991. The vegetable harvest fell from 10.3 million tons to 10.0 million.87

State retail stores, with their subsidized prices, have had difficulty procuring agricultural products. Midway through 1991, only 40 percent of the total harvested grain had been sold to the state. Farms have increasingly kept more of their output for their own use, for barter, or for sale at higher market prices. The central and regional governments have been unable to meet farmers’ demands for consumer goods and agricultural inputs. Consumers and producers lack faith in a ruble not backed by credible monetary policy. Consumers can still find most goods on the black market or private markets, but at significantly higher prices. This hurts those

with fixed incomes, large families, and people such as students, bureaucrats, and clerical workers who do not produce tradeable goods.

The FSU has focused primarily on imports such as feed grains and oilseeds to address the decline in meat and dairy production. Imports of consumer goods such as wheat, sugar, meat, dairy products, and other ready-for-consumption products may also be necessary for state stores to provide affordable food. With few gold reserves and decreased oil production and exports, there may be less hard currency to pay for imported food. Hard currency will first be used to make debt payments, to preserve the credit rating needed to obtain foreign loans and loan guarantees for food imports.


Real long-term growth in agriculture, however, will require structural movement to a market economy. The principal problem of Soviet agriculture was the lack of private incentive on the state farms. The new republics' governments must recognize the role of private farming.

There are 30,000 privately owned farms, which represent less than 1 percent of total Soviet farmland. More than 20,000 of these are in Georgia. Privately owned farms have had difficulty obtaining government-controlled allocations of machinery, equipment, credit, building materials, fertilizer, seeds, livestock, and fuel. The collective managers keep these and other inputs from the private farms, which they view as a threat to the collectives. They also prevent the private farmers from access to schools, health care, water, and electricity. The lack of sufficient private markets limits what private farms can sell. For private farming to play a larger role in agricultural production, the right to private property must be secured. Laws must provide equal access to the goods and services
available to state firms, and they must encourage the development of legal private markets.

Agriculture faces the additional problems of outdated, ineffective food processing, storage, transportation, and distribution systems. The republics must encourage and facilitate the growth not only of private farming, but also private food processing, distribution, and marketing. Action by the republics and by foreign governments could help develop these sectors.

Oil and natural gas production in the republics is of domestic and international significance. The Soviet Union was the world's leading producer of oil, producing 12.5 million of barrels of oil per day in 1988 (see Table VII.3). Oil continues to be a major source of energy for the republics' industries, and its exports will remain the primary source of hard currency earnings.
Oil production and exports, after decades of steady growth, have declined in recent years. In 1989, production fell to 12.1 million barrels per day, and in 1990, dropped to 11.5 million. By 1991, production had fallen 15 percent from 1988, to 10.6 million barrels per day. \(^{88}\) Exports have dropped even more rapidly. In 1988, exports amounted to 4.1 million barrels per day, and fell to 3.7 million in 1989 (see Table VII.4). The 1990 level was down another

---

16 percent, to 3.2 million. By mid-1991, oil export was down 50 percent from the previous year, to 1.6 million barrels per day.  

Table VII.4 -- Exports of Crude Oil and Petroleum Products 1983-89  
(thousands of barrels per day)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>3,667</td>
<td>3,669</td>
<td>3,334</td>
<td>3,752</td>
<td>3,915</td>
<td>4,104</td>
<td>3,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>1,443</td>
<td>1,444</td>
<td>1,411</td>
<td>1,622</td>
<td>1,598</td>
<td>1,548</td>
<td>1,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>1,528</td>
<td>1,546</td>
<td>1,263</td>
<td>1,533</td>
<td>1,642</td>
<td>1,907</td>
<td>1,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


There are several reasons for this decline, including the natural decline from the decrease in supply of "easy" oil from the Volga/Urals region. The other reasons parallel the reasons for decline across the economy: long lack of capital investment, outdated technology, equipment and construction problems, and planning errors.

89 Ibid.
Decreased production means domestic shortages and lower exports. Lower exports means loss of hard currency earnings (oil exports had accounted for one-third of all hard-currency earnings) and increased prices for the formerly subsidized customers of Eastern Europe. Less hard currency earnings mean a decreased ability to import food, medicine, and technology. In the face of these declines, Yeltsin has claimed for Russia exclusive control of its oil and natural gas, as well as its gold, diamonds, and other natural resources.

Many joint ventures exist or are in the works with Western oil companies. They have been won by competitive bidding by the foreign companies for exploration and development projects, most frequently negotiated with the local or republic governments, not the center. These joint ventures infuse the industry with technology, capital, and efficiency.

Natural gas production has been soaring over the long and short term. Production in 1970 was 197 billion cubic meters (bcm). In 1979 the figure had more than doubled to 406 bcm. In 1985, production was at 642 bcm, in 1989, 796 bcm, and by 1990 it had doubled its 1979 level, at 828 bcm (see Table VII.5).
Table VII.5 -- Regional Production of Natural Gas, 1983-88
(millions of cubic meters per day)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,468</td>
<td>1,605</td>
<td>1,762</td>
<td>1,880</td>
<td>1,993</td>
<td>2,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>1,078</td>
<td>1,219</td>
<td>1,327</td>
<td>1,449</td>
<td>1,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasus</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Siberia &amp; Far East</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>1,019</td>
<td>1,130</td>
<td>1,238</td>
<td>1,359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urals-Volga &amp; other Russian Republic regions</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Asia, Turkmenistan &amp; Kazakhstan</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukranian SSR</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komi ASSR</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaydzhan SSR</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The FSU possesses 38 percent of the global reserves of natural gas, with 59 percent in Siberia (of Russia), 21 percent in European regions, and 19 percent in Central Asia. Export of natural gas provides one-third the hard currency of oil, a proportion that is rapidly rising. Natural gas may provide much of the energy growth for the 1990s. However, the growth is dependent upon massive infrastructure improvements in pipelines, plants, and conversion from oil to natural gas engines.

Gold is valuable to the economic transition of the FSU in two ways. First, gold is wealth. As wealth, it can be used as collateral in obtaining foreign loans, or it can used to purchase necessary imports. Second, gold can be used to back a newly created currency. Gold-backing lends legitimacy and credibility to
a currency, as its bearers can be assured of its worth. Foreign loans and legitimate currency are two elements necessary for successful economic transition. Questions exist about who owns the gold, and how much gold remains in the FSU. Yeltsin's announcement that the Russian Republic was seizing the assets of the FSU within the republic threatens the claim of other republics to the gold.

Russia produced 67 percent of the FSU's gold, while Uzbekistan produced 25 percent. Gold exports made up three-quarters of the Soviet Union's non-petroleum exports, averaging $3.5 billion to $4 billion per year from 1986 to 1990.

The true amount of gold reserves came under widespread suspicion in the second half of 1991. Estimates varied from 370 metric tons to 240 metric tons, far below the 800 to 3,000 metric tons analysts had estimated for years. Accurate figures were not available because no one knew how much had been sold to purchase imports, and how much had been smuggled abroad. Izvestia reported that over five metric tons had been removed illegally between October 1 and November 15 alone. In addition, the Russian republic may have under-reported figures to reduce the demands of the other republics, and to emphasize the need for aid.

The potential for increased gold production in the republics comes from two sources. First, the use of modern technology and new equipment from the West can improve the gold industry's mining and processing sectors. Second, production will increase by encouraging the efforts of the entrepreneurial, gold-prospecting cooperatives known as "artels." Artels were the most dynamic sector of the Soviet gold industry, by 1990 accounting for one-third of all production and almost all annual increases in production.

Artels mine the same amount of gold three to four times as cheaply as state enterprises, with much better use and maintenance of equipment and far higher labor productivity. Artels were accused of crimes and corruption, but they are another indication

---

of the economic potential of the republics when state-run industries give way to private enterprises.

The Russian republic dominates production of strategic metals and minerals. The primary exceptions was Kazakhstan’s production of 30 percent of the FSU’s copper, 40 percent of its zinc, 60 percent of its lead, and 95 percent of its chromium; and Ukraine, which produced 75 percent of Soviet manganese. Most of the other precious and strategic metals and minerals are found in the Russian Far East, land and resources Yeltsin claimed from the central government for the republic, and which now is strictly Russian. Active mines yield iron, nickel, tin, zinc, copper, coal, platinum, and diamonds, and many other metals and minerals. The primary advantage of natural resource production is that it is directly exportable for hard currency, which is needed to buy many necessary imports, but which is in shorter supply as oil exports decline.

Natural resources are attractive to foreign direct investment because they can be exported directly for hard currency earnings. They entice foreign companies to bring to the republics their much-needed technology, capital, jobs, and other expertise. Asian-Pacific (primarily Japanese and South Korean) governments are helping companies in their nations get involved in these opportunities, especially in the resource-rich Russian Far East. U.S. companies, on the other hand, have participated to a far lesser extent because of the obstacles of U.S. regulations and bureaucracy, and because the recession has made funds for expansion scarce.

The newly independent republics will benefit from participation in world trade and monetary institutions. The Soviet Union was granted associate-member status in the International Monetary Fund before it fully disintegrated. For full participation, the new governments will be subject to the economic adjustment requirements the IMF and World Bank impose on other reforming economies. Several republics, including Russia and Ukraine, have applied for full membership and the financial support of the IMF and World Bank.
Creation of a credible, legitimate, and exchangeable currency will be required for increased international trade. Non-extractive, consumer and service companies cannot repatriate profit in non-convertible money, and so must either serve only hard currency-bearing customers or negotiate complicated trade packages. Foreign companies will be more willing to invest in republics with a stable, convertible currency. The integrity of foreign domestic investment and contract sanctity also must be guaranteed in law and upheld by the courts to attract more international businesses.

The proper utilization of exportable natural resources will maximize their hard currency earning capacity. Oil and natural gas exports to the energy-poor economies of Eastern and Western Europe can be extremely profitable. The export of strategic metals and minerals can also boost trade receipts. Improving agricultural production can minimize food import expenditures.

The United States must exercise leadership in encouraging the right actions in the Republics. It must politically support the active, peace and stability minded reformers over those who desire to hold back economic and political progress. It must advise and support the efforts to reform the economic and political structures. It must facilitate the monetary stabilization, price liberalization, and property privatization efforts. It must aid the konversiya process through technical and funding assistance. It must diffuse potential for massive unrest with emergency food aid as necessary, and work closely with the new governments to facilitate the implementation of reforms.

Political and economic encouragement by Western countries for the republics to go forward with the difficult but required decisions can ease the transition. Concessions regarding participation in world financial and trade institutions must be dependent on the real steps taken toward progressive reform. It must facilitate foreign investment to infuse technology, capital, and efficiency in the new economies. Finally, the United States must provide global leadership by encouraging other nations to aid the FSU in manners similar to these.
VIII. NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE SHRINKING DEFENSE BUDGET

During the past year the Warsaw Pact, Cold War, and Soviet Union became obsolete. World events ended the threat of a Soviet-led global war, one that likely would have involved nuclear weapons, as freedom swept centralized governments in the East from power. However, America's overseas strategic interests remain widespread and conflicts with potential adversaries may be intensfied by the spread of high technology weapons and the proliferation of nuclear and ballistic missile technology.

The Democrat Congress and the Republican Administration agree that the defense budget can be reduced, but disagree on the magnitude and priorities for cutting programs. Regardless of which programs or units are reduced, it is clear that available funds will have to be allocated in a manner that reflects the post-Cold War environment.

THE DEFENSE BUDGET AND THE ECONOMY

As the Cold War fades into memory, virtually any measure shows that the Defense Department's burden on the American economy is at one of its lowest points this century. As the defense budget declines rapidly over the next six years, so too will its share of gross domestic product and Federal outlays.

Graph VIII.1 displays the reductions in defense spending that have been incorporated by Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney into long-range Department of Defense (DoD) budget plans. Five-year budget plans prepared by the Administration have recognized the reduction in the Soviet threat by projecting defense
budgets that incorporate real spending decreases. In the current budget, the President has requested $50 billion less over five years than what would have been allowed under the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990.

Graph VIII.1 -- DoD Budget Authority
(excluding Desert Shield/Desert Storm costs)


Graph VIII.2 displays the trend in defense expenditures as a share of GNP. If Congress approves the President’s 1993 defense budget request, defense spending, measured by DoD outlays, will account for 4.5 percent of GNP. This share is about what the nation devoted to defense in 1950, near the beginning of the Cold War. According to the President’s five-year budget plan, the share of defense spending will drop to 3.4 percent of GNP by 1997, the smallest portion since before the United States was drawn into World War II. Congressional proposals for additional reductions in defense spending would likely result in 3 percent of GNP being
devoted to national security by 1997. At this level of spending, the United States would still devote slightly more of its economy to defense than any other industrialized country, but this amount of spending may be the minimum amount necessary to protect overseas interests and maintain global military superpower status.

Many critics of defense spending contend that the defense budget is the primary cause of the large Federal deficit. Graph VIII.3 displays the share of defense outlays as a share of total Federal outlays. It is clear from the graph that defense comprises too small a share of Federal spending to be the primary problem. At the height of the 1980's defense build-up, defense represented 27 percent of total Federal outlays, the same as in 1950. In the President's budget, defense spending represents only 18 percent of
total outlays and falls to just over 16 percent in 1997. More important, as the deficit has grown, defense spending has declined. In FY 1992, the deficit will exceed the defense budget.

Graph VIII.3 -- Defense Outlays
(as a share of Federal outlays in $-billions)

Source: Budget of the United States, Fiscal Year 1993, OMB and Budget of the United States, Fiscal Year 1993, Supplement, February 1992, OMB
*FY 91 through 93 figures are estimates

**Defense Cuts Must Not Recreate the Hollow Army of the 1970s**

Theoretically, measures of defense spending as a share of GNP or total Federal spending should not determine how much to spend on defense. Rather, the approach should be to evaluate our national security needs, measure how much it costs to fulfill those needs, and then fund as much of that amount as is affordable.

Now, however, the end of the Cold War has taken away much of the basis for determining what is needed for defense. It was easy to calculate what DoD needed during the Cold War because the Soviets were a well-structured threat. We knew that if they produced 5,000 new generation tanks for Warsaw Pact forces
in Europe, then we needed an appropriate number of armored divisions with M-1A1 tanks to meet our commitment to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Without the Soviet threat, we must develop a range of crisis response capabilities to protect American interests. Global arms sales appear to have increased with much Warsaw Pact equipment being sold to the Middle East and China, but the intentions are unclear. The uncertainty in the threat has created uncertainty in what is needed for defense. Consequently, the share of defense spending in GNP has become a primary criterion for deciding what the country should spend on defense.

For much of the past two years, Congress has discussed down-sizing DoD by shrinking defense spending. Many analysts have discussed reducing the number of Navy carrier battle groups, the number of Army divisions, or the number of Air Force tactical fighter wings. Others have discussed cutbacks in reserve versus active duty personnel. These approaches reflect the incremental changes in defense budgets of the Cold War era, and would shrink Cold War institutions rather than reorganize defense resources to address the regional threats of the post-Cold War environment.

Defense Secretary Richard Cheney, General Colin Powell (Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff), and Republican Members of this Committee have argued the end of the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact means that the Defense Department must "right-size," rather than down-size. Toward this end, Secretary Cheney and General Powell constructed the Base Force concept, which provides the President with multiple options for responding to regional contingencies.

The concept of right-sizing DoD incorporates questions about strategy, basing, force structures, organizations, roles and missions. Rather than asking what components of our Cold War military organization we still need, the right-sizing concept asks what strategies will we need and how do we cost-effectively implement those strategies. Rather than shrinking existing bureaucratic institutions, which are rapidly becoming antiquated remnants of the Cold War, the Administration has identified new
force concepts and organizations that are necessary for today's uncertain international security environment.

The basic principles of the right-sizing concept derive from cost-effective use of resources in a fluid operating environment, where major threats may demand response and then dissipate within an eight-month time frame. Several key principles are:

- **Unity of Command**: the Goldwater-Nichols management concept that uses streamlined command structure for defining a course of action and decentralized execution.

- **Jointness**: the multi-service concept for conducting post-Cold War Defense Department activity. This reflects the notion that each military service may come to play, but all services play together when the ball game starts; no matter if the ball game is acquisition, providing humanitarian assistance, or fighting against Saddam Hussein.

- **Reduce the ratio of support personnel to combatants**: the concept of retaining the heart of our ability to fight by reducing non-combat positions.

- **Invest in cost-reduction**: the concept of reducing operating costs by the use of modern technology and smart management.

- Maintain readiness while rearranging into a smaller force structure.

- Reduce spending on weapons meant to be used against the Soviets in Western Europe, but maintain sufficient procurement spending to ensure that troops have weapons and support equipment well into the 21st Century.

- Maintain options to enable the President to respond to crises.
Applying these principles to decisions on defense budget will avoid a return to the hollow army of the 1970s.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE PERSIAN GULF WAR

Saddam Hussein awakened America to the non-Soviet threats to our interests. Having used oil profits and aid from other countries to create an extensive military capability, he invaded Kuwait and attempted to impose his will upon Persian Gulf oil producers. Under a multi-national coalition, led by American military and diplomatic capabilities, Iraqi troops were expelled from Kuwait. Saddam was beaten by one of the most successful military operations of all time with all of the United Nations Security Council objectives achieved in a stunningly quick fashion.

Although no two wars are alike, the Persian Gulf War provided many lessons for U.S. decisionmakers. Regarding international security policy, much can be learned about the dangers of proliferation, the ineffectiveness of embargoes to change the policies of dictators, and the role of the United States in working with other countries to confront threats against mutual interests. Regarding defense management, we saw the success of the Goldwater-Nichols reforms, air power, and 1980’s investments balanced across the Four Pillars of Military Capability: force structure, modernization, sustainment and readiness.91

The Persian Gulf War had dramatic implications for post-Cold War interactions among nations. Thirty-seven nations participated in the multinational coalition. A series of U.N.
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91 Force structure refers to the composition of fighting units, including numbers of people and equipment. Modernization refers to the level of technology of the equipment. Sustainment refers to the ability to support forces throughout a conflict. Readiness refers to the condition of the equipment, troops, and units.
Security Council Resolutions determined the applications of military force and defined the military objectives for Operations Desert Shield, Desert Storm, and Provide Comfort. In a dramatic departure from the Cold War years, the Soviet Union supported the U.N. Security Council actions and attempted to convince Saddam to accept the terms of the resolutions. The fact that the coalition included American, Arab, western, and eastern countries was also a significant departure from the Cold War years. Japan and Germany committed to reimburse the United States for expenses even though they did not send troops. To date, more than seven countries have contributed nearly $53 billion of the estimated $60 billion needed to defray some of the U.S. costs (see Graph VIII.4). The multi-lateral support for ousting Saddam's troops from Kuwait clearly demonstrated that nations from all around the globe can join together in defense of their common interests, even when the threat is not the Soviet Union or the spread of communism.

Graph VIII.4 -- Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm
(foreign government contributions to offset U.S. costs)

* Cash received as of February 6, 1992; In-Kind as of December 31, 1991.

A key lesson that should not be forgotten is the risk of the spread of high technology weapons to U.S. overseas interests. Even with its heavy losses in war with Iran, Iraq amassed the fourth largest military in the world. Saddam had accumulated about 5,000 tanks (of which about a third were high quality T-72s), about 5,000 armored personnel carriers, about 700 combat aircraft, a modern air defense network, and about 2,000 large guns and missile systems. In addition, he had an extensive command and control system, weapons of mass destruction, hardened bunkers, and a battle-trained million man army. We now know that Saddam was much closer to building a nuclear bomb than intelligence agencies had estimated. The inspection activity initiated under the Cease Fire Agreement has uncovered a large sophisticated nuclear weapons program. Iraq's use of SCUD B missiles and such terrorist acts as the oil spill indicate that Third World dictators are willing to make strategic use of whatever weapons they have at their disposal.

Given Saddam's vast military capability relative to the other Moslem countries of the region, his hegemonic desires over the Middle East could have been realized had America and the other coalition partners not ejected him from Kuwait and destroyed the majority of his military equipment. With the potential growth in high technology arms sales and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, American forces could find themselves in another major military confrontation with Saddam Hussein or another aggressor.

A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING DEFENSE NEEDS

As we redefine defense needs in the post-Cold War era, we must discern our national security interests, threats to those interests, and a cost-effective strategy for protecting those interests. In the 1990s, the United States will have to deal with such potential threats in the face of declining defense budgets, demanding continuous improvement in the use of defense resources. The collapse of communism and the Soviet Union has changed the Cold War's bi-polar structure of two opposing superpowers to a system
of one complete superpower and several regional economic powers. International relations theory suggests that bi-polarity is more stable than a multi-polar world. The post-Cold War shift away from a bi-polar order has important implications for U.S. strategic interests.

Throughout the Cold War, large nuclear arsenals defined superpower status. Now, the definition of world power has shifted to an economic focus. The global economy may became increasingly hostile among major trading blocks. The international economy has evolved into regional trade blocs, which could pit Japan and the Pacific Rim nations, the European Community, the U.S.-led North American Free Trade Agreement, and China's one-fifth of the global population against each other. The new economic system also must deal with the former Soviet Union, which must be undergo economic revival to prevent chaos and the potential return of authoritarian rule. The United States devoted billions of dollars to protecting political interests in Europe, Japan, and around the world. Now, the United States can focus more money and effort to defending its economic interests.

The increased strategic importance of economics should not obscure the fact that territorial, political, and cultural strategic interests remain. Territorial interests are primary in any state. To be sure, the likelihood of nuclear or other attack from former Cold War adversaries is dramatically reduced. However, we are concerned about the proliferation of ballistic missile technology and weapons of mass destruction to an increased number of parties with suspect intentions. U.S. strategic interests also include maintaining the security of trade routes through the Persian Gulf, South East Asia and elsewhere. The advancement of democratic, market-oriented, and non-hostile countries continues to be in the strategic interest of the United States.

Although the end of the bi-polar antagonisms between East and West sharply reduces the degree of superpower-sponsored regional conflict, instability in several regions continues to generate threats to U.S. strategic interests.

- The breakup of the Soviet Union creates the potential of serious regional conflict as the former
superpower’s land, resources, and armed forces are divided. Stability in the countries of the former Eastern bloc and other client-states will remain tenuous as their economies continue in disarray, and as potential ethnic fighting persists.

- Instability in the Middle East remains a threat to the economic interests of the United States and allies. Syria, Iraq, Iran and other potentially hostile nations possess, or are trying to obtain, nuclear weapons and ballistic missile technology.

- Chinese and North Korean military efforts are also disconcerting; in particular, the sale by China of certain weapons to countries in strategic and potentially unstable regions, and the possible development of nuclear weapons in North Korea.

- The drug trade continues to threaten not only the countries of Latin America and other drug producing regions, but also to exacerbate economic, social, and health problems in the United States.

A large part of America’s success in winning the Cold War must be attributed to the proper definition of a national security strategy and the allocation of sufficient resources to implement that strategy. As the world enters the post-Cold War era, there is much uncertainty and instability, and the Cold War defense spending levels cannot be maintained for political and fiscal reasons. There remains a need to protect our national security interests through a cost-effective allocation of resources.

The President introduced a new National Security Strategy on August 2, 1990. The President, Secretary Cheney, and General Powell recognize reduced likelihood of a Soviet-led conflict throughout Europe and a global war, and have defined a new national military strategy that shifts the defense planning focus to regional threats and related requirements. Consequently, Secretary Cheney and General Powell constructed the base force concept in
order to address the range of possible conflicts in the post-Cold War era. The base force concept, an emphasis on joint military operations, four "Force Packages" (Strategic Forces, Pacific Forces, Atlantic Forces, and Contingency Forces), and four "Basic Military Supporting Capabilities" (Space, Transportation, Reconstitution, and Research & Development). The Strategic Forces, supported by the four supporting capabilities, provide strategic deterrence and defense. The Atlantic and Pacific Forces provide forward presence. Together with the contingency forces and the four supporting capabilities, the Atlantic and Pacific Forces provide the President with a broad range of options for responding to crises.

The Base Force concept was a result of events that occurred in 1990. It may now be unaffordable, since the defense budget is considered by many who oppose deficit reduction to be a source of funds for a wide range of domestic programs. Moreover, international and domestic circumstances argue for re-evaluating the National Security Strategy and the National Military Strategy. In addition, the clash between declining defense budgets coupled with cost growth of 5 to 6 percent per year imply that there is not enough money in the defense budget to sustain 1.6 million troops. If cost and budget trends continue, there will not be enough money to maintain the country's military capital stock and the return to a Hollow Army will be inevitable.

THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF DEFENSE CUTBACKS

America's ability to defend its interests is a direct result of its fighting capability and the ability of the defense industrial base to reconstitute that capability during a period of conflict. Moreover, American military strategy relies on weapons that are technically superior to those of our adversaries. It is the American
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93 Ibid., pg. 17.
defense industry that is the source of our military's technological superiority and ability to reconstitute during conflict. As the defense budget declines, the American defense industrial base will shrink, perhaps below its 1980 size. There will be some form of a defense industrial base that remains as we move towards the 21st century, but it may become so limited in production capacity and so specialized that it cannot meet the surge requirements of a future military conflict. A key issue facing Congress in the 1990s is how to retain essential national defense technology and industrial capabilities.

There is much concern about the future of the U.S. defense industry, since fewer assembly lines and plants will be needed. Under the New Approach to Defense Acquisition, DoD may end-up with lots of new weapons designs that cannot be produced because of outdated production equipment. Reconstituting the defense industrial base will require training perhaps hundreds of thousands of engineers and manufacturing employees. In addition, plants may have to built or reconditioned, and equipment and production processes will need to be obtained. This takes time, limiting America's ability to respond to threats that may require a prolonged battle, also referred to as "response time," and consequently reduces our ability to deter militarily strong aggressors.

The Army has recently released its plan for maintaining a viable industrial base. The other military departments ought to follow suit. But, it is not clear whether actual funding of research, development, and acquisition programs will support these plans.

The investments envisioned in legislation proposed by Democrats in Congress may not achieve anything of significance. In fact, they may do more harm than good. They take money away from specific weapons that are needed now, and the funds provided by these bills can be diverted to pork barrel projects. By taking money away from weapons programs such as Strategic Defense, these bills may in fact be less cost effective than funding items that address specific DoD requirements and have commercial utility.
According to the Defense Department, about two-thirds of defense final purchases goes to manufacturing, about a quarter goes to service firms, and about a tenth goes to construction, agriculture and mining firms. For indirect defense purchases (i.e., items bought by firms that support the Defense Department), slightly less than half goes to manufacturing, less than half goes to service firms, and a little more than a tenth goes to construction, agriculture and mining firms. As the 1990's defense spending shifts away from procurement, manufacturing will bear the largest relative impact. As Table VIII.1 illustrates, the largest impacts will occur in the radio, television and communications equipment industry and in industries that primarily manufacture defense equipment.

Table VIII.1 -- Changes in Defense Spending 1991-97
Production Cuts for Top Five Defense Manufacturing Sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Percentage Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio and TV Communications Equipment</td>
<td>-18.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided Missiles</td>
<td>-22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Parts and Equipment</td>
<td>-22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipbuilding and Repairing</td>
<td>-37.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Economic theory suggests that natural market adjustments to the defense budget cycle will yield the most cost-effective solution that responds to DoD needs. This free market approach assumes that DoD is one buyer among many, rather than the sole purchaser. It should work well to the extent that DoD can utilize commercial items, but for many items, Congress and the Administration must consider the loss of unique defense industry capability and investment in new systems. Production lines may be kept warm at very inefficient production rates, driving unit costs very high. DoD will also need to identify and stockpile critical items that are subject to risky foreign dependency. Congress will have to determine which industries are vital to defense needs and
how best to protect them. DoD must identify specific long-term industrial base requirements that coincide with its Future Years Defense Plan. Congress should then evaluate alternatives, such as tax credits and more effective use of Federal R&D spending.

Some proponents of additional defense cuts ignore the employment effects that would be created by those cuts. Defense Department estimates show that the largest reductions will occur among business professionals, who may have skills that are most easily transferred to the private sector (see Table VIII.2). However, other reductions affect skilled workers who may require training in order to transfer to the private sector, and whose skills could be removed permanently from the defense industrial base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table VIII.2 -- Reductions in the Top Five Defense Occupations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craft Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for All Occupations (from 4.3 to 3.2 million)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Norman Augustine, the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Martin Marietta Corporation, testified before Congress in February that about 50 jobs are initially lost for each $1 million cut in defense spending. By his estimates, total losses could be 1.5 million jobs in the first half of the 1990s. The President’s defense budget request includes a significant reduction in military and civilian employees, totaling nearly 800,000 over a 10-year period. In addition, DoD estimates reductions in defense contracts will result in another 500,000 to one million job losses.
We feel compassion for anyone put out of work by events beyond their control. However, national defense should not be a jobs program, and it must necessarily respond to changes in national security. We must focus now on the economic needs of the country and put to productive use those resources that have been devoted to national defense in the Cold War if those put out of work by defense cuts are to have jobs in the private sector. Unemployment is lower than the national average in six of the top 10 defense-dependent states, where defense cutbacks will likely be most significant. More important, however, is the fact that job growth equals or exceeds the national average in five of the top 10 states.

At issue is weaning defense-dependent communities and workers from government spending programs. Congress should apply effective, innovative approaches to address the economic impact on the communities and families affected by defense budget cuts. The key need is the transition of affected communities and workers into the civilian economy after decades of dependence on the defense budget. The ability to absorb these new entrants into the private sector and non-defense related labor forces heightens the already pressing need for immediate enactment by Congress of a pro-growth economic agenda.
ADDITIONAL VIEWS
As I have in recent years, I am signing the Joint Economic Committee's (JEC) 1992 Republican Views while filing Additional Views in order to address my concerns about several issues in this year's Views. I support many of the policies and recommendations outlined in the 1992 JEC's Republican Views, however, I would like to offer some comments on those sections in the Views addressing certain economic issues and international trade issues where I differ, to some extent, from the View's positions.

I would like to first offer my comments on Chapter VII, which is devoted to international trade and relations issues. As in past years, the 1992 Republican Views warn repeatedly that a protectionist posture by the United States will result in declining export prospects for American businesses, and thus poor overall economic performance.

I share my colleagues' appreciation for the numerous benefits of free international trade, and their wariness of reactionary protectionism. But I am concerned that in its zeal to eliminate protectionism, this year's Views has largely overlooked legitimate instances in which the United States must respond to anti-competitive trade practices by other countries.

This year's Republican Views state that "we have the power to enforce fair play," and express the hope that in the future "we have the wisdom as a nation to lead and negotiate a system that will ensure market-based international trade for all nations." I couldn't agree more, and I would emphasize that this market-based trading system must include a mechanism which readily identifies and redresses questionable practices by our trading partners -- practices outside an acceptable definition of the market.
I speak specifically of policies such as those in some Canadian provinces where large volumes of timber from public land is sold to commercial ventures below market prices, lowering the price of Canadian softwood lumber imports, and placing producers in the United States, who do not enjoy such government sponsorship, at a serious disadvantage.

I also speak of Norway's salmon farming subsidies which result in overproduction, and subsequently in an attempt by the government of Norway to dump the undervalued surplus product in the United States, where our producers live or die by the market.

And, I speak of abhorrent Chinese labor practices that are condemnable on human rights grounds, in addition to the dilatory impact they have on the American textile industry.

In cases such as these, I am hopeful that the 1992 Republican Views would agree that we cannot merely stand by and watch as our producers are undercut by consortia of foreign governments and their domestic business interests. Action must be taken to police these kinds of market distortions. And whether the agent is bilateral or multilateral, the rules must be enforced.

Effective policing does not constitute protectionism. On the contrary, it enhances free trade by ensuring a stable and fair set of rules. The Republican Views embrace this concept in its advocacy of better GATT surveillance of member trade policies, and in call for the inclusion of safeguards in agreements with Canada and Mexico.

I only wish to highlight these recommendations in the Views and their underlying rationale. Open international trade offers many benefits for the United States as well as for our trading partners, but those benefits are efficiently distributed only when all parties observe the principles of openness.

Although the 1992 JEC Republican Views express strong support for the 1981 Kemp-Roth tax cut legislation, as well as comment on the 1986 Tax Reform Act, I would simply observe that there can be no question that the 102nd Congress must continue to
closely monitor the implementation of the many phased-in provisions of these two omnibus tax bills, paying close attention to how they impact on low-income and moderate-income taxpayers.

In Chapter III, the Republican Views comment on some proposals to permanently cut the social security payroll tax as a first option, with a temporary reduction as the fall-back position. While there has been a great deal of debate about such a proposal in recent years, I remain very concerned about any effort that would result in the social security program returning to a pay-as-you-go system.

For example, if the social security system were returned to a pay-as-you-go system it could place this vital program at risk. A sudden shift in the economy might require that these reserves be used. As such, returning the social security program to a pay-as-you-go system is not a prudent step for both the short-term and long-term solvency of the social security trust funds.

In Chapter IV, the Views endorse several recommendations from the Bush Administration designed to reduce entitlement spending. While I share the View's concern for the magnitude of the Federal budget deficit, and the increase in entitlement spending in recent years, I remain very concerned about proposals that would reduce benefits for social security or Medicare program beneficiaries.

Also, Chapter IV comments on the acid rain issue. While I understand the concern expressed in this year's Views with the economic impact of regulation, I question some of the examples used by the Views to support its contentions on this issue.

Of primary concern to me is the Republican View's reliance on the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) to bolster its claim that acid rain controls in the Clean Air Act of 1990 will cost billions of dollars but achieve no significant results. What it fails to mention, however, is the considerable controversy surrounding NAPAP's methodology and findings. Despite its length
and price tag, NAPAP has been roundly criticized for a narrow scope and missed opportunities.

Substantial research into this issue actually indicates that over the long term, acid precipitation can, among other things, alter the composition of forest soils to the extent that tree growth declines. One only need look at the example of Germany for evidence of relentless acid precipitation's troubling consequences. There, thousands of acres of forest with the potential for billions of dollars in forest products are declining in biological productivity. In a state like Maine, where forests are both culturally and economically important, such threats to productivity do not go casually overlooked.

But forest degradation is not the only negative effect. Even NAPAP stated that acid precipitation was the main cause or a primary contributor to acidified lakes in the Adirondacks, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, and southern New England. The processes which create acid rain can also affect the health of sensitive individuals such as asthmatics, reduce visibility, and corrode certain construction materials and culturally important monuments.

Viewed over the long term, the new Clean Air Act will, if properly implemented, pay important environmental and economic dividends.